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ABSTRACT
'A Morphological Study of Sinhalese' is an attempt to study 
the relation between meanin^g and form of morphemes and to account for 
any variations of morphemes when they are combined to form 'words} and 
of words when they occur in sentences.
The thesis is divided into three parts. In Part One, which 
comprises four chapters, an attempt is made to study different aspects 
of the noun phrase. A noun phrase consists of noun, number, definite- 
-ness and caae.Different classes of nouns are discussed in chapter 1; 
pronouns in chapter 2; number and definiteness in chapter 3> and case 
in Sinhalese in chapter 4*
In Part Two, which has four chapters,various types of verbs 
and adjectives, both of which comprise the predicate of the majc 
of sentences, are discussed. Accordingly, the verb, the adjective,*
the causative verb in Sinhalese are described in chapters 3, 6 and^7 
respectively. Chapter 8 deals with the auxiliary of a sentence. '/I-'*'
'j
Part Three, which comprises four chapters, is entitled,^ V -'^V'
'Morphophonology', for its purpose is primarily to account for tifevl
differences of form of morphemes and words. In chapter 9» a numbea
phonological noun classes are distinguished to account for the cl^
of some associated morpheme variants. A number of these morpheme
variants are also introduced. In chapter 10, syllabic structure of*(i
phonological verb is stated and its allomorphic variation is accoti 
for. Chapter 11 is devoted to the introduction of some phonological 
rules, internal sandhi rules, which account for the change of morp'l 
at morpheme junctures within words. Finally,in chapter 12, some fui 
phonological rules, external sandhi rules, are introduced, their pi 
being to convert the strings of words into sentences.
In a number of Appendixes, some further morphemes are intro-
-duced
1A MORPHOLOGICAL STUDY OF SINHALESE 
INTRODUCTION
1. THE SINHALESE. LANGUAGE
The present study is an attempt, to describe: the; morpho- 
-logy of' spoken Sinhalese.. Of the total population of Ceylon, 
approximately seventy per’ cent speak Sinhalese*
The: Sinhalese race: can be traced, according to recorded 
history, as: far back as the sixth century B.C. The earliest.
Sinhalese inscription so far discovered belongs to the third
2century B.C.»however* and prior to this,evidence of the earli- 
-est form of the language is lacking.
During its evolution, Sinhalese has been influenced^ by 
Old and Middle Indie languages, as a result of learned usage, 
and by modem Indian languages, especially Tamil,through 
political and socio-cultural contacts. European contact since: 
the beginning of the sixteenth century A.D. has also left its 
mark on the language.
2. THE DIGLOSSIC SITUATION
A number of studies'have described a very broad and clear­
-cut diglossie situation in Sinhalese. This comprises a common
1 See Nicholas,C.W. and Paranavitana,S.196l,p.17»
2 See Paranavitana,S. 1970,p.xlix,ff.
3 For some studies in description of the diglossie situation 
in Sinhalese, see De Silva, M.W.S. 1967? 1973? Gair,J.W. 1968? 
Dharmadasa, K.N.O. 1967.
2variety, generally used by all speakers in informal situations, 
and a superposed literary variety, a phenomenon which results 
from a number of puristic endeavours that' have been made during 
the last three centuries or so. Any differences in the spoken 
variety are dialectal. They are based on geographical and social 
( such as caste .) differences,and largely pertain to the lexicon.
3. PROSE-POETRY DISTINCTION IN LITBBARY SINHALESE
The language used in prose works differ® considerably 
from that used in works of poetry. (The difference may be stated 
with reference to phonology, lexicon, syntax and orthography.)
The language of poetry has been considered the prestige variety: 
while formal education introduces the speaker to the language 
of prose, through further training —  in such branches of poetics 
as rhetoric and metrics —  he strives to acquire the ability to 
compose poetry. The language of poetry is characterized by 
special usage, specific morphophonological variation, and 
peculiar syntactic construction, among other things. These 
are seldom if ever encountered in prose language. The "sidat 
saqgsraawa",the most valuable classical grammar available, 
which is believed to have been written in the thirteenth century
A.D., is in fact a compendium of some of the rules of grammar 
and rhetoric which have to be learnt by the beginner in poetry.
4. DIFFERENCES in the spoken variety
The spoken language also has its differences, but here 
it is difficult to establish, as such, the distinction between
1 For a discussion of the peculiarities of the language of poetry, 
see De Silva, M.W.S. 1970.
3different varieties, for the following reasons:
(a) The difference may be in the use of a different lexical 
item in an otherwise identical sentence* This is dialect 
difference.
(b) The difference may concern a phonetic variable or a 
morpheme variable. This may be either because of a differ- 
-ence in dialect or social status, such as caused by the 
caste system.
(c) The difference may be due to a deliberate attempt to 
employ a sort of high variety in certain situations —  
using vocabulary which belongs to a special register or 
using a more formal hybrid variety of the language (perhaps, 
to demonstrate one's ability to speak in 'good Sinhalese') 
in sermons, lectures, radio news broadcasts, public speak- 
-ing etc.
There is, however, an informal variety in every dialect
which is distinguished from the more formal speech which has
been created by the educated and by purists through practising
the literary norms. Thus, 'formal speech' in this sense is
neither the informal nor the written formal but a harmonisation
1of the two forming a hybrid variety.
5- THE LANGUAGE OF THIS STUDY
The variety of language selected for this study may be 
called 'informal spoken Sinhalese',and the data subject to the 1
1 There are hybrid varieties within the written high variety too. 
These are condemned by the purists.For a discussion pf some 
hybridisms see De Silva, M.W.S. 1973«
4analysis is based primarily on the competence of the writer 
as a native speaker. It is true that one can not establish 
any clear demarcation between the informal and the formal 
speech in most situations. Yet one must,in some way delimit 
what is meant by 'informal speech'. In the course of this 
study the term 'informal speech' refers to the ordinary usage 
of the language in different situations by people of diverse 
social status. Furthermore, by using the term 'ordinary speech'
I exclude the jargon used by specialists in the different 
disciplines when discussing the matters of art and science.
Thus the 'informal spoken Sinhalese* includes only the struct- 
-ures and part of the vocabulary used by every one alike in 
ordinary day to day communication without the bombastic use 
of Sanskrit or other loan words and special literary structures
-- such as the passive ---used by specialists, teachers and :
others in relation to specific subjects. 1
6. INFORMANTS AND DATA
Throughout this study,the Sinhalese which is described 
and analysed is based mainly on my own idiolect. It represents 
a variety of the dialect of Seven Korales (i.e. sat-koorslee), 
namely that variety spoken around Kuliyapitiya and Kurunegala. 
The idiolect comprises characteristics common to thousands of 
speakers. The statements based on the informant's (i.e.my own)^ 
idiolect have been compared with the idiolect of another speaker, 1
1 Since I have acted as my own informant it may be important 
to state something of the social and other influences which 
have formed my idiolect. I am a mature speaker, educated, and
5namely my wife, from the same dialect area. ( She is, in fact, 
from Kurunegala.) I further compared my own data, and state- 
-ments made,with the idiolect of another speaker,Bev. K.Mahanama, 
from the same dialect area. (He was a post graduate student 
attached to the Department of Language at the University of 
York at the time when this study was being made.)
Since one has to gather a sample of data before any 
analysis is attempted, first of all,I gathered a corpus —  a 
list of sentences and words —  from my own and my wife's usage. 
Then I compared that with the data provided in the following 
works:
De Silva, M.W.S. 1957 : The Verbal Piece in Colloquial Sinhalese
~ A  Phonological Study ( M.A.Thesis, 
London University.)
DeAbrew, K.K.D. 1963 s A syntactical study of the verbal
piece in colloquial Sinhalese; ( M.A. 
Thesis, London University. )
Kekulawala, ■ S.L. 1964 : The Phonology of the Noun in Colloquial
Sinhalese ( M.A.Thesis, London Univer- 
-sity. )
Wickramasuriya,B.S.S.A. 1965 sThe Nominal Phrase in Sinhalese
and its bearing on Sinhalese English 
( M.A. Thesis, London University. )
by profession academic.I acquired my language in the village 
community into which I was b o m  and in which I was brought up.
My later contacts with urban life have changed very little of 
my linguistic habits. I have,however, been exposed to a number 
of different dialects in various regions such as,Nikaweratiya, 
Wariyapola, Peradeniya and Colombo.
6Dharmadasa, K.N.O. 1967 sSpoken and Written Sinhalese : A
Contrastive Study ( M.Phil.Thesis, 
University of York.)
Gunasekara, A.M. 1891 : A Comprehensive: Grammar of the
Sinhalese Language.
Kumaratunga, M. 1937 * Wyakarana Wiwaranaya.
Carter, Rev.C. 1924 : A Sinhalese-English Dictionary.
This has enabled me to provide more than one morpheme 
variant in certain cases. However, I have made it a point to 
give a foot note for those variant forms which are alien to 
my dialect area.
7. MORPHOLOGY
According to traditional grammar as well as structural 
linguistics, the morphology of a language is the study of 
morphemes and- their arrangements, and of the different morpho- 
-logical processes those morpheme combinations enter into.
The design of the theory of morphology accounts for the alter- 
-nations exhibited when morphemes are juxtaposed inside the 
word (i.e.internal sandhi )and inside the phrase or sentence 
( i.e.external sandhi )•
To have an understanding of what is, in general, meant
by a morphological study, it may be appropriate to cite a few
definitions from linguistic literature. Consider the following:
"morphology includes the construction of words and parts
1of words but never phrases ".
1 Bloomfield,L. 1933» p.207.
7" Buies for word formation is morphology^".
" It is the study of grammatical structure of words ". 
Morphology id 'the description of the more intimate 
combinations of morphemes, roughly what are called 
’wonSji,". -
" Morphology deals with different classes of words and 
with different inflectional forms, syntax has as its 
object the functions attached to linguistic units while 
morphology considers only their form"f 
" Morphology is the study of the general rules which govern 
the spoken or written form of sentences of a language.
5The units of morphological study are known as morphemes. 
Morphology has been referred to as 'a level of structure 
between the phonological and the syntactic'£
'it is complementary to syntax: morphology accounts for 
the internal structure or 'form' of words (typically aa 
sequences of morphemes ) and syntax describes how these;
7words are 'put together' in sentences'*
All these definitions embody the notion that morphology 
is the systematic study of the morphemes in a language and 
their identification and classification,as well as the specifi­
cation of the order in which they occur in larger constructions;
2
1 Brown,R. 1958,p*22. 2 Robins,R.H. 1964,P*190*
3 Gleason,H.A. 196l,p*58. 4 de Saussure,?. 1959»P»135»
5 Langendoen,T.D.1969,p.128ff.andp.152.
6 Lyons,J. 1970,p.22.
7 ib. p.96.
8different realisations of these morphemes or words are; explained 
in terms of the phonology.
It may he pointed out, however, that for many modem 
linguists,who give a rather wider interpretation to the term 
'syntax' than traditionalists and do not recognise a distinct 
morphological level, the morpheme is the minimal unit of 
syntactic analysis.Thus the form of the morphemes and their 
alternation may be dealt with in the phonology of a language» 
whereas the meanings of the morphemes as underlying the phono­
-logical representations can be treated in the syntax of the 
language. In other words, syntactic and semantic deep structure 
information is indispensable in introducing the phonological 
representations, the morphemes that- express those underlying 
'contents'. In establishing underlying phonological represent- 
-ations, the morphemes,the linguist has, however,to be guided 
by phonetic data.
It may be stated here that the majority of the facts of
traditional morphology may be handled by most generative
grammarians in the phonological component of their grammar.^
only
Yet if we believe that the domain of morphology is confined/ 
to the surface structures then we have, of course, to classify 
and establish morphemes according to phonological criteria. 
However, a mere phonologically based classification,although 
it is less complex, does not and can not account for many 
syntactic and semantic facts that underlie sentences. Such a
1 see Langacker, R.W. 1968,p.l67.
9description is therefore incapable of explaining the knowledge 
a native speaker has; of his language --his intuition or compe- 
-tence. Thus I think that those linguists, who do not recognise 
morphology as a separate; level of analysis9 are not wrong in 
doing so, since they can explain the correlation between mean- 
-ing and form — content and expression — even though they do 
not recognise such a level of analysis in their grammars.
Such a situation creates a problem for any one who chooses 
to study the morphology of a languages whether or not to follow 
the traditional and structural approach on formal criteria or 
to study syntax and phonology to account for the form of sent- 
-ences — this includes the form of every thing, morphemes, words 
and sentences. I shall state in a subsequent section what I 
propose to do in this study of the morphology of the Sinhalese 
language, (v. section 11)
8. THE WORD AS A LINGUISTIC UNIT
Since taost of the linguistic literature dealing with 
morphology, syntax or phonology .employs the 'word*as an 
important unit, I believe a brief statement on the concept of 
word as a linguistic unit would not be out of place here.
There axe numerous definitions of the 'word* based on different 
criteria. Although the word is generally taken for granted and 
has: even been considered as 'unique both in form and meaning' 
by some linguists] a universally applicable definition is not 
easy to achieve. The available definitions which are baaed on
1 Bolinger, D.L. 1962.
10
different criteria -- phonological, morphological or semantic 
—  have both advantages and disadvantages, but none can be 
considered a universal definition.
Bloomfield's definition of the word as 'a minimum free 
form* or 'a free form which is not a phrase is a word' may be 
very useful, but I think, as many do, that being a phonological 
surface unit, its definition, if attempted, should remain 
arbitrary and specific to the language under observation. It 
may be defined according to the popular usage of the term 'word' 
in the community, or according to the historical development 
of units if there is any such possibility ( in this case,perhaps, 
mainly in accordance with the rules laid down by the philologists) 
on the basis of phonological, morphological or some other 
criteria. Some of the criteria employed by various linguists 
in attempting to define the word include:
(a) semantic function :
Words may be established according to their semantic 
function. However, all morphemes are also meaningful 
units and they too have to be included under the heading 
words.Thus a situation would be created in which the 
distinction between word and morpheme could not be main- 
-tained. Yet all morphemes are not always words.This 
criterion is therefore defective.
(b) separability ;
According to this criterion words are independent units.
Those that can occur as one word sentences are words.
1 Bloomfield,L. 1933, p. 178
11
Bloomfield's definition, 'a minimum free form' is based 
on this criterion. However,there are many 'function' 
words in most languages, which can not occur on their 
own, hence this criterion alone can not be taken as 
decisive. Consider Bloomfield's unsound argument in 
relation to the establishing of word status of English 
a , the , is and and.^
(c) replaceability :
the possibility of
Words may be established on the basis of/substitution.
One can substitute one morpheme for another, one word 
for another, one; phrase for another, one word fo* a phrase 
or vice versa etc.,so neither does this criterion hold 
good as a useful one in establishing the word units of a 
language.
(d) diaplaceability s
Words are those structures which can not be disrupted by 
introducing new morphemes within those structures. But 
we know that the processes of infixation and derivation 
are not uncommon in the word formation of various languages 
of the world, and consequently this criterion also fails 
to establish all word units.
(e) internal structure s
In terms of this criterion words are established on the 
basis of different combinations of morphemes that go to 
make up different structures. Here again the structures
1 Bloomfield, L. 1933,P*179
12
may consist of one morpheme or a number of morphemes
producing a word, a phrase or even a sentence, depending
upon the language. And as there is,such an unlimited
range of possibilities,this criterion is again universally
inapplicable, although it may be used profitably, though
not exhaustively, as a practical one,as Garvin has 
1suggested.
(f) phonetic features :
According to this criterion words may be established on
the basis of phonetic features; such as stress, intonation
and pitch. Here too, it is difficult to determine stress,
intonation and such features of 'function words' and
its own.
therefore this alone cannot on. ^ be taken as a valid 
measure in determining the word units of a language.
These, are some of the criteria that have been employed
2by various linguists in defining the concept of 'word'. On the 
other hand, it may be stated emphatically that there are lihguists 
who believe that it is a vain endeavour to seek to define the 
'word' more closely in general linguistics2 The difficulty in 
defining it is echoed in Bloomfield's statement that: 'in the 
case of many languages, however, it is impossible to distinguish 
consistently, on the one hand, between phrases and words and, 
on the other hand, between words and bound forms.f!. This is
1 Garvin,P.1964.
2 For a critical evaluation of the criteria employed in defining
the word unit in detail,see Kramsky,J. 1969 and, Krishnamurthi, 
Bh. 1965. 3 Martinet,A. 1964,p.126. 4 Bloomfield,L.1953,
P.179.
13
because the word is an arbitrary unit of the surface realisation 
of sentences of languages which also differ one from another, 
if we consider only their surface characteristics.
It is natural thatt linguists express different views not
only regarding the possibility of defining the concept of word.
but also as to whether any concept at all can be properly
defined in linguistics1 Some even tend to discard the word as
a linguistic unit altogether considering it only as a constitu-
2-ent of a surface sentence or a clause. Some linguists speak
in terms of categories and borderline categories, the former
being full words complying with a given definition and the
latter falling between words and morphemes^ Some linguists,
nevertheless
hpwever,fully aware of the difficulties, have/attempted to 
produce a more universally applicable definitions. They, too, 
have failed. One such attempt of Greenberg's^has been reviewed
and demonstrated inapplicable as all other definitions have
' 5been,as a universal definition, by Bh. Krishnamurthi.
Jiri Kramsky has made another attempt. His definition runs 
as follows:
"The word is the smallest independent unit of a language 
referring to a certain extralinguistic reality or to a 
relation of such realities and’ characterized by certain 
formal features (acoustic, morphemic) either actually (as 
an independent n ± ±  component of the context ) or potent- 
-ially (as a unit of the lexical plane).
IVladimir Skalicka quoted in Kramsky,J. 19^9,P*9*
2 Hansjakob Seiler, see Kramsky,J.1969. p.9. 3 For a detailed
discussion see Bos,G.P. 1967. 4 Greenberg, J.H. 1957«
5 Krishnamurthi,Bh.1965. 6 Kramsky,J.1969»P»67.
HEven though this elaborately and meticulously worded 
definition is capable, like most others, of determining many 
units as words,it can not be considered as a universal definition 
for the following reasons:
(a) It also takes the word to be the smallest independent unit 
and therefore fails to account for many functional non­
independent units found in most languages. Compare English 
a , an , the , and , of , etc.; Sanskrit ca , api etc.; 
Sinhalese da , ma , r^i , _t etc.
(b) A potential unit on the lexical plane need not necessarily 
be a word or an independent unit. A dictionary of a language 
may be considered as the inventory of morphemes specifying 
semantic, syntactic and phonological information. Thus in
a dictionary one finds items that may be considered as 
independent units --words --as well as items that do not 
have independent occurrence —  prefixes, suffixes, (pre­
positions, post-positions)etc. Even prefixes and suffixes 
are listed with the necessary information in dictionaries. 
The following are a few examples from The Shorter Oxford 
English Dictionary :
anti- S • 0*E*]}«i P.75
im- « 957
in- it 974
neo- it 1519
un- it 2282
-en « 2489.
-ese it 632.
-ess tt 634.
-tion
-tious
etc.
it 2197.
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If we accept: that these morphemes, just because they are 
given in the dictionary^ are potential words, then the dichotomy 
between morpheme and word has to be discarded. Furthermore, 
since all these prefixes and suffixes do not have the capacity 
to occur independently —  the prime criterion equally accepted 
by all in attempting to define the word —  they can not; he 
taken as words.So this definition, -too, is no better than any 
other and fails as a universal definition.
We know that all the thousands of languages of the world 
differ from one another as far as their surface manifestations 
--forms—  are concerned. Yet we may find that there are some 
striking similarities in their deep structure. The 'contents' 
or'semantic facts' that underlie those diverse surface manifest- 
-ations may be identical in certain cases or very similar in 
others. There may be differences due to the climatic, geographi- 
-cal or cultural conditions etc. of the communities. This shows 
that even in conceptual structures —  content of expressions—  
alongside a- possibly great deal of similarities, there are 
differences due to climatic, geographical or cultural reasons. 
Thus any definition or specification of semantic content in 
relation to different communities also seems to be rather 
complex.And,to define a unit which is neither the smallest nor 
the largest definable formal unit of a language seems to me an
i
impossibility, especially when we' attempt to achieve universal 
applicability,knowing that most languages are not identical or 
similar as to their surface structures and realisations, though 
the deep structure may be identical or very similar —  due,for
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instance, to the fact that the languages in question belong to 
the same family. Thus it becomes clear that the word as a 
surface unit has to be defined, if it is necessary to do so, 
arbitrarily for each language and no universal definition could 
possibly be achieved, and any attempt at doing so is a futile 
and vain endeavour.
However, we have to make use of the term 'word* in refer­
ring to some phonological structures —  lexical items, simple 
or complex --in accordance with the day to day usage in the 
ordinary, non-technical sense. Similarly, for linguistic analysis, 
we may also establish a unit called a 'word', not necessarily 
on any precise definition but, perhaps, arbitrarily, in refer­
ring to some sound sequences. In some cases one may be able 
tp analyse these sound sequences into a number of subsequences 
each expressing a specific meaning. Thus the word is a phono­
-logical unit but it is neither the smallest nor the largest 
definable unit of any language.
9. THE MODEM TBEND
IMm * llftngfeldts conducting research along the lines off 
the most recently developed Transformational Generative theory, 
have not attempted any proper definition of 'word' although 
they employ the term in describing certain phonological struct- 
-ures such a» 'a string of formatives (one or more) contained
in the context ?¥ and containing no occurrences
1 *of ^  A definition such as the following may be very
1 Chomsky,U. and Halle,M. 1968,p. 13; 163
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useful in understanding the way of handling such matters hut 
it may not appear to be of much value ass a definition as it is 
speculative and vague.
" Let us asstime, as throughout this book, that surface 
structures are represented with labeled bracketing 
indicating categorization (as in Chapter One),and let us 
suppose further that 44 is introduced by convention (115) 
and then perhaps dropped in certain positions by whatever
■jlanguage specific rules there may be".
The convention (115) mentioned in the definition is:
"the boundary 44 is automatically inserted at the beginn- 
-ing and end of every string dominated by a major category, 
i.e. by one of the lexical categories •noun,’ 'verb','adj­
ective', or by a category such as 'sentence','noun phrass',
2'verb phrase', which dominates a lexical category".
One may criticise this definition as a futile one, yet 
as it hinges largely on the psychological aspect of language 
use by native speakers, it may be considered a valid one in 
order to explain the native speakers'identification of words.
This definition was, however, formulated for English and 
as far as I can see it can not be used as a definition covering 
all the words in Sinhalese. The lexical categories 'noun' and 
'verb' anas not always followed by 44• (cf • convention 115 above) 
I am not criticising the above definition in any way: it is 
meant for English and is a workable one for the intended purpose
1 Chomsky,N. and Halle,M. 1968, p.367» 2 ib. p.366.
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However, the authors of ’The Sound Pattern of English'have not 
underestimated other possibilities, as they state:
" In addition to convention 115 there are language’specific 
rules governing the presence of Conceivably, there may 
be rules that introduce ^  jya various positions not snecifi- 
-ed bv convention (jj¿), although we know of no clear . 
examples of this:but there are, as we shall see, rules 
that: delete H  in various positions".^
This suggests that different languages may have different: 
rules for establishing the phonological words of those languages. 
However, it is the boundary (or potential pause) that plays the 
most important role in defining the word in anjt language. 
Accordingly, the word in Sinhalese is postulated in Chapter 
eleven (v. 11.1. )taking into account the phonological crite- 
-rion of potential pause (i.e, ^  )•
10. TBANSPOBMATIONAL GRAMMAR
The declared goal of Transformational grammar^ is to 
construct a general linguistic theory that is capable of explain- 
-ing all matters of the linguistic competence of a native speak- 
-er, i.e. an ideal speaker-hearer. Thus the theory is a device, 
pairing meaning (content) with form (expression). The theory 
developed so far, amidst some differences in detail,includes 
basically three major components: a semantic component, a 
syntactic component and a phonological component.
The semantic component consists of rules that explain 
the meanings of sentences. This semantic component is the input
1 Chomsky,N. and Hálle,M. 1968,p.367» 2 see Chomsky,N.1957?
1964? 1965;1966;1968;1969;etc. Bach,E.1964» Langendoen,D.T. 
1969»1970. Lakoff,G.1970. Langacker,R.W. 1968 Lester,M.1971etc.
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to the syntactic component which according to syntactic rales 
organises the meaning into syntactic structures, the output of 
that component which is also the input to the third, phonologi- 
-cal, component. In this component the phonological rules con­
-vert the syntactic structures — terminal strings —  into 
phonetic representations -- the final output of the grammar.
It is true that the theory of Transfommational grammar is 
in a state of flux, at present, due to dynamic processes of 
modification which have been sta^d as a result of BKiiglHEgMi 
the tremendous amount of research that is being carried on on 
different languages in various parts of the world, yet it can 
still profitably be taken as a model for the point of departure 
in any attempt to study a natural language.
The. researches so far carried out: have been confined 
primarily to working out a. linguistic theory to describe syntax 
broadly as a mediator between meaning and form. A possible 
'morphological statement* of a language has received very 
little attention within this theory possibly due to the fact
that English ( which has provided the data for most, studies )
to
can,/a very large extent, be described directly under syntax. 
But even there we find an area called derivational morphology 
which deals, with derivation of items from other items. If 
languages other than English were considered more, it would , 
become evident, as some have already pointed out, that a 
morphological statement of a language can be very useful, in 
particular for those languages where we. find very complex
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word or phrase formations, when attempting to study the syntax
of a language. This may ba achieved without recognising morpho-
a-logy as a seprate level of analysis. Va may take it to beA
complementary to syntax in the sense that its main goal is to 
account for the form of morphemes, words and sentences but 
specifying the 'content' for which the morphemes are the expre­
ssions. Syntax works from the sentence explaining the deriva- 
-tion of sentences of which the terminal symbols —  lexical 
items or morphemes — , and their immediately dominating categor- 
-ies — lexical or grammatical —  and their dominating categories 
such as NF, Vp \  Aux. etc. may be treated as: falling within the 
domain of lower level syntax —  for this study called morphology. 
The determining and establishing of deep structures of complex 
sentences, the transformations that map deep phrase markers on- 
-to surface phrase markers, different, processes of coordination, 
subordination, relativisation, nominalisation, negation,question, 
emphasis, etc, may be taken as the basic domain of syntax proper. 
However, this does not mean to say that: we have, to recognise 
two distinct levels of syntax. One can not draw a line between 
higher level -syntax and lower level syntax —  i.e. morphology 
in an overall grammar, which comprises semantic, syntactic, and 
phonological components. What I am suggesting is that: if we 
concentrate on the realisations of the categories other than 
the highest unit of sentence, and if we can correlate the 
syntactic and semantic information ofjkhose categories with mor- 
-phemes, and then if we can explain the different physical
1 I have not recognised TP as a syntactic category in this study 
of Sinhalese Morphology.
/
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manifestations of those morphemes phonologically, in relation 
to preceding and following morphemes, or combinations of morph- 
-ernes, such as words etc., then the use of the information 
provided in the study of morphology of that particular language 
would undoubtedly prove most helpful to the linguist studying 
different aspects of syntax.
11. SINHALESE MORPHOLOGY : THE PROPOSED DESCRIPTION
In the course of this study called A Morphological study 
of Sinhalese, I shall attempt to achieve a description similar 
to that which I have suggested above.
Although there are a few linguists who have attempted to 
study different aspects of the Sinhalese language, except for 
J.W.Gair's 'Colloquial Sinhalese Clause Structure* and R.P.T. 
Jayawardana's 'Case in Sinhalese', Sinhalese syntax has not 
been sufficiently investigated. The few studies include the 
contributions made by Be Silva, M.W.S., Be Abrew,K.K.B., 
Kekulawala,S. L., Wickramasuriya,B.S.S.A., Be Saram,D.B., 
Eharmadasa,K.N.O., and others. Most of these studies have 
been based on the principles of structural linguistics.They 
are naturally based on formal criteria. My aim is different 
however, and I shall attempt to explain the correlation bj£Ween 
morphemes and their underlying semantic content. But in pursuit 
of this I do not follow any of the three existing structural 
models of language description —  IA, IP errWP, because I 
believe them inadequate in explaining the relationship existing 
between form and meaning, as they rely upon form alone.
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Thus, in the absence of any model to follow, I attempt to 
incorporate my study of the form of morphemes (and their under­
-lying content),words and sentences within a syntactic model
somewhat similar to that proposed by Eillmore,C.J. in 'Case for 
1Case'. I do not, however,follow his grammar in its totality in 
this description of Sinhalese'morphology'—  lower level syntax.
Since I do not follow any specific model for reference in 
matters of uncertainty and difficulty, it may be found that I 
have incorporated some ad hoe ideas of different linguists as 
well as different statements of facts, and formulations as far 
as I can understand, express and formulate them.There are areas 
where I have to express my own doubts about my analysis, because 
I believe that/thoroughgoing study of syntax may be able to 
explain some surface structures better in relation to deep 
structures.
The two terms 'morpheme' and 'formative' are used indis-
-criminately in this study. They are not used in the sense
2that the morpheme is the 'minimal meaningful unit1 2 or 'minimal 
grammatical unit'^. In this study I assume that the form is 
nothing but the symbolisation of some underlying 'content', 
hence the morphemes as formal units are the phonological 
realisations of some semantic features. They may represent 
one semantic feature or a complex combination of semantic 
features. Thus, I think, any study of morphology should attempt
1 See Bach,E. and Harms,E.T.(eds) 1968,pp.1 - 88.
2 Nida,E.A. 1946,p.1;6ff. 3 Robins,H.H.1964,p.192; 201 ff.
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to specify different semantic features in relation to some 
abstract syntactic categories and then relate them to the 
surface manifestation —  symbols, morphemes or formatives.
Any further changes of these, formatives may be accounted for 
by phonological rules such as the sandhi rules that are 
suggested in this study.
In this study of the morphology of the Sinhalese language 
I do not propose to cover the whole language.lt rather attempts 
to relate some general s mantic and syntactic features of some 
deep synizacitic categories, noun phrase* noun, verb, auxu, 
adjective etc. to their corresponding phonological realisations. 
The major concer^, is centered round the categories of noun 
phrase, verb and the auxiliary, since they form the structure 
of simple sentences.Complex sentences, I believe, are formed 
of simple sentences. When we understand the phonological reali- 
-sation of the syntactic categories of simple sentences, we 
can make use of that information to explain complex sentences 
as well. Thus I believe that in a morphological study one must 
attempt to explain the correlation between the semantic content 
of syntactic categories and the phonetic form of simple senten­
ces. Hence the noun phrase, the verb and the auxiliary must 
be. explained in detail., as is attempted in this study.
Different complex sentence formation, —  coordination and 
subordination —  and derivation of different types of sentences 
involving negation, question, emphasis etc., which are the sub- 
-ject of sentence syntax, may also be mentioned as one has 
to introduce certain morphemes in relation to those processes.
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Similarly,one may introduce other different expressions, 
adjuncts, idioms etc. I have added appendixes to introduce
some of these expressions. Furthermore, one has to discuss 
different processes of new item derivation — * nouns, verbs, 
adjectives, adverbs etc. This area of derivational morphology 
should be studied in detail. In this study, however, no attempt 
is made to study the derivational morphology of Sinhalese.The 
proposed programme of study is as follows:
The thesis is divided into three parts. Part One consists 
of four chapters. In these;’ chapters an attempt is made; to study 
the noun phrase in Sinhalese. A noun phrase consists of categor- 
-ies of noun, number,definiteness and case.Different classes: of 
nouns are studied!, in the first two chapters (-- Chapter 1 tThe 
Noun in Sinhalese; Chapter 2 : The Pronoun ); the categories 
of number and definiteness are discussed in Chapter 5» Chapter 
4 is devoted to a study of case in Sinhalese.
In Part Two, which has four chapters, I shall discuss
various types of verbs and adjectives both of which comprise
the predicate of the majority of sentences.Thus the verb,
adjective and causative verb in Sinhalese are discussed in
chapters 5,6 and 7 respectively. The last chapter of this part,
of
chapter 8, deals with the auxiliary of a sentence ( -or/the 
verb if one wishes to treat it as a category of the verb -)• 
This chapter on the auxiliary is introduced in part two,on the 
evidence that in the phonological structure of the 'verb word', 
the auxiliary realisations are usually always attached to the
verbs
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Part Three, finally, is entitled Morphophonology. This is 
because its purposes is primarily to explain the differences of 
the form of morphemes, words or sentences. This part comprises 
four chapters. In chapter 9* a number of noun classes are 
distinguished on formal criteria in order to account for the 
selection of some morpheme variants ~  the formatives or 
realisations of the semantic features associated with the 
category of number of the major category of noun phrase. A 
number of morpheme variants are also introduced. In chapter 
10 , the structure of the phonological verb is explained and 
the allomorphic variation of the verb in Sinhalese is also 
accounted for, especially in relation to the auxiliary realisa- 
-tions. Chapter 11 is devoted to the statement of the phonologi 
-cal miles that account for the change of morphemes at morpheme 
junctures within words, The word in Sinhalese is established 
at the beginning of this chapter on a practical criterion —  
the potential pause. Further phonological rules are included 
in this chapter which account for the optional change of some 
phonetic realisations. Finally in chapter 12 a few more phono­
-logical rules are introduced, their purpose being to convert 
the strings of words into sentences.
12. CITATION OF EXAMPLES
In citing examples, lexical items, (grammatical) morphemes 
or sentences, I make use of the alphabet that is suggested in 
Part Three, Introduction ( v. III.6. - III. 8.).
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PART ONE 
THE NOUN PHRASE
INTRODUCTION
I. 1 Throughout this section I assume the noun phrase to
be the most relevant deep syntactic category that hasi to be 
distinguished in describing the nominal expressions of sentences 
{ in Sinhalese or in any other language). The noun is not the 
deepest syntactic category: nouns in their ovn right do not 
have, the potentiality to function in different relationships^ 
to the predicates of sentences. They have such functions only 
when they are organised into noun phrases.
I. 2 Furthermore, I assume that>the noun is a category 
relevant for the description off some of the lexical items of 
a language. It occurs as the most overt and obligatory nucleus 
of the noun phrase. The noun as a category on the lexical 
plane represents sets of deep semantic feature complexes which 
refer to certain objects, persons, places, abstract, qualities, 
states, feelings or concepts etc. These semantic feature matri- 
-ces called 'nouns' must be organised by some other categories 
and their associated semantic features, in order that the 
resulting noun phrases may be able to perfora various functions 
in sentences. What is called noun inflection in traditional 
grammars refers to this process of deriving noun phrases from 
nouns.
I. 3 Although noun phrases are realised in different ways 
in different languages of the world,the deep syntactic categories,
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and the semantic features associated with them, may be consider- 
-ed to have taken from a set of univereals, some very general 
components or features.
I. 4 A. noun phrase should have a semantic feature matrix
called 'noun* as an obligatory category in the deep structure 
and its corresponding phonological representation in the surface 
structure. It must also have an obligatory feature for the cate­
-gory of number to express singularity and plurality. ( Plural­
i t y  may have different degrees such as dual, trial,plural etc. 
according to the particular, language). Finally, the minimum 
requirement of a noun phrase, is the possession of a feature 
for the category of definiteness. This, feature for definiteness 
expresses the speake^i awareness of the fact thatb the noun in 
use refers to a definite, specific object or to some indefinite 
and unspecified object..etc. This must also be present in a 
noun phrases as an obligatory feature. Thus the minimum require- 
-ments of a noun phrase are features for the categories of noum, 
number and definiteness. I.
I. 5 Although these 'minimum noun phrases' are capable 
of expressing precise semantic contents, in order to express 
the different syntactic and semantic relationships that exists 
between the predicates of propositions and their presupposed 
arguments (i.e. noun phrases),we have to organise them for 
another category called 'Case'. Noun phrases occur in sentences, 
in different relationships to the predicates. These relation­
-ships are oalled 'Cases' ( er case relations). Thus the noun
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phrases are organised for case relations in order to signal 
these syntactic and semantic relationships.
I. 6 The category of case, appears to be a category outside
the noun phrase. However there are languages where case relat- 
-ions are not overtly realised in the surface structures.Never- 
-theless, I believe that it is a deep syntactic and semantic 
category, and: also an obligatory category closely associated 
with the noun phrase.If noun phrases are not organised for 
case relations, they can not signal the relationship between 
one noun phrase and another or between noun phrases and the 
verb,or the adjective -- the predicate. Thus case may be taken 
as a universal category obligatorily associated with noun 
phrases. Hence the representation of the noun phrase is:
noun phrase — ■> noun + number + definiteness i4oaael1
I. 7 This general discussion of the categories of the 
noun phrase, equally applicable to Sinhalese, has; been in 
introduction to Part One of the study, in which I propose to 
treat these? aspects of the noun phrase in Sinhalese. I now 
proceed, therefore, to the respective study of the noun, 
number, definiteness andl ease. 1
1 This does not mean that 'case' is optional; it is meant to 
express that 'case.' is semantically associated with NPs,yett it 
may not be an obligatory category of an NP.
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CHAPTER 1
1.0 NOUN IN SINHALESE
1.0.1. In this chapter an attempt will he made to study the 
noun in Sinhalese. Generally speaking, a noun is the convention­
-al name given to one of the following ' things': it may be the’ 
name of a particular individual, object or place; itfcmay be 
the name given to a whole class of living beings, objects or 
places;; or, it may refer to an altogether abstract 'concept'•
(see also 1.3 and 1*4)* The abstract noun (that is, nouns 
referring to abstract concepts) can be described in relation
to class nouns and we need not, therefore, treat them separately.
\
Accordingly, the majority of nouns axe classified into two 
main classes as common or class nouns^( [+common], that is, 
nouns referring to a whole class of living beings, objects or 
places) and-non-common or Proper nouns ([- common] or [+ proper], 
that is , names of particular individuals, objects or places). 
Thus the noun in general may be represented as :
[ noun --- common ]
[ - common — ■> + proper ]
1.1 COMMON NOUNS
1.1.1. Let us first describe the common noun (i.e.[+common]), 
leaving the proper noun (i.e.[-common]) to be described later 
in this chapter. Thes common nouns form the bulk of nouns of 
any language. They can be described by having some general 
semantic features assigned to them, and them being classified 
on the basis of different combinations of these semantic features. 1
1 Cunme,G.O. 1935»P»1; also Zandvoort,R.W. 1962,p.97»
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1.1.2. In general, common nouns refer to concrete objects, 
animate or otherwise. However, since they can and do refer to 
non-concrete concepts, such as feelings, perceptions and states 
etc., we have to recognise both [+concrete] as well as [-concr­
ete] common nouns, [-concrete] nouns are always [+abstract].
We may represent this ass
[+common --- > + concrete ]
[-concrete — -) + abstract ].
1.1*3. If. a,common noun is [+ concrete], then it must be 
either [+ count] or [- count]. Most concrete objects can be 
counted, hence [+ count]. There are, however, certain nouns 
which do not refer to individual concrete objects but to a 
mass of such objects taken as a whole. These are usually 
treated as uncountable, hence [- count]. Furthermore, these 
[- count] nouns are [+ mass].(it should be mentioned, however, 
that as an exception, to the general rule, these [+ mass]nouns 
are also used as [+count] nouns, When we intend to express 
difference in variety).A formulation such as the following 
may be suggested:
[+concrete — — ^ + count ]
[- count — — ) + mass ]
1.1.4. When a common noun is [+ count], in addition to 
those other features described above, it must denote,either 
animate objects or inanimate objects. Thus [+ count] must be 
marked for the [+ or - animate] feature. This can be formulat­
ed as :
[+ count — ^ + animate ].
/
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1.1.5» Finally, if a common noun is marked [+ animate], it 
must be either [+ or - human] as well as either [+ or - male]. 
That is :
[ ¿1* animate --- ^ + human; + male ]
1.1.6. Although we can further demelop the feature classifi- 
-cation of common nouhs on the basis: of idiosyncratic semantic 
features, I do not propose to do so,as I consider the feature 
assignment suggested above sufficient for the classification 
of common nouns.
1.1.7* In summary, the complete feature classification of 
common nouns may be represented thus:
[noun — ■>
[+ common — ^ 
[-concrete — 4 
[+concrete — > 
[-count — ■> 
[+count — ■> 
[+animate — >
+ common ]^
+ concrete ]
+ abstract ]
+ count ]
+ mass ]
+ animate ]
mm “l
- human; -male]
1.1.8. Let us now proceed to the classification,as suggested 
in 1.1.1., of common nouns in Sinhalese, formulating a number 
of classes taking into account the different possible combinat­
-ions of the features we have asa^ned to common nouns in general. 
In the following section I have chosen to give a feature
1 [-common] feature is temporarily ignored here in this section 
on [+common] nouns (v. 1.2.1; 1.2.4.).
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specification of the common nouns on the left and a few examples 
oft phonological manifestations on the right. ( Idiosyncratic 
semantic features are excluded in the feature specification, 
except for the cover symbol [+IDIO] to represent all those 
features, for obvious reasons).
noun r minis 'human* 
-»-common kolu 'boy' ,
-•-concrete daru 'child'
+count lamaa 'child'
-(-animate raj» 'king'
-(human « waDu 'carpenter'
2-tíñale padu 'a member of the Padu caste
+IDIO _ roDii'a member of the roSiva " '
pirimi 'man;male '
puruss 'man; male'
1 If we attempt to include idiosyncratic semantic features in
the feature specification, we may have to specify feature matrices
for the 'content' of every expression. This can be achieved only
by writing a full lexicon. For our purpose, the general features
provided in the feature specification are considered sufficient.
Nevertheless by recognising some further broad semantic features
we may be able to expand the number of classes we have established.
I have, however, limited myself to giving a minimum number of
classes. The maximum number may be infinite^and every shade oft
meaning of every item can not be specified in a lexicon as
• creativity' and 'inventiveness' of usage can on the one handlead people to produce . bestow new content to existing expressions, and ,on the other,/
new items to express new 'contents'.
2 The feature [+male] is inherent in the nouns pirtm-i 'male* 
and puruse 'male'.It is either male or common (i,e.both + and ' 
- male) in relation to all other nouns given as examples.
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1. 1.10 noun 
-»common 
+ooncrete 
-»count 
•»•animate 
-»human 
—male 
_ +XDI0
*
'gaeaanii 'woman* 
ks&Lii ~*kelli 'girl' 
dariì -deriwi 'girl' 
ramini 'queen'
ipaddi 'a woman of the padu caste' 
etc.
1.1.11.
1.1.12.
1.1.13*
noun ~ balu 'dog'
•»common asse 'horse'
■»concrete monsro 'peacock'
-»count kurulu 'bird'
-»animate — » - maalu 'fish'
-human makulu 'spider'
-Hnale ®t 'elephant '
+IDI0 _ walas 'bear* '
etc.
noun _ ”den 'cow'
•»common belli1'bitch'
■»concrete moneri'peahen'
•»count *-4 kirilli 'hen bird
-»animate atinnl 'cow elephj
-human ^etc.
-male
+IDI0 _
noun “ at 'hand'
•»common kan 'ear'
•»concrete baDe 'stomach'( — *■»count - gas 'tree'
-animate gal 'rock, stone'
+IDI0 g e M  ' fruit ,abscei
■ „etc.
1 Feminine noun derivation in Sinhalese should be handled in a 
study of derivational morphology. I have used some of the derived
feminine nouns here as examples and they have to be taken as
complex lexical items and not as simple morphemes.
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1.1.14. noun
-»-common
-»-concrete
-count
•mass
+IDIO
'piTi •flour' 
haal 'rice' 
vali 'sand* 
waturo 'water' 
lee '"blood' 
kiri 'milk' 
.^etc.
1.1.15. noun
-t-common
-concrete
-(-abstract
+IDIO
^hofid» 'good(ness)' 
mooEoksms 'folly, foolishness*
— ^ nindo 'sleep'
pissuwe 'madness' 
taraha 'anger' 
naTiimo 'dancing' 
naTillo 'dancing' 
peniima 'sight, vision'
*etc.
It seems reasonable to suggest that all the examples given
above are not primary nouns. They are, in fact, nouns derived 
from predicates —  verbs and adjectives —  through the process 
of sentence nominalisation, (see Appendix C ). All these; abstract
nouns derived through sentence nominalisation are by definition 
[-animate-] and [+sg. ].
1.1.16. However, we have to distinguished a few more sub 
classes of [-»-abstract] nouns in order to account for nouns 
which can not be described as [-»-common] and [-»-concrete]. In 
every language there are expressions which denote certain 
definite measurements. These may include time measures, weight 
measures, length or distance measures and currency measures 
etc. I propose to use a [measure] feature to specify these 
expressions. Thus we may formulate a rule as:
raattal 'pound(s)' 
aDi 'foot,feet' 
paeye 'hour(s)' 
sate 'cent(s)' 
rma 'night(s)'
 ^etc.
1.1.17/ Although it is> difficult to decide whethear these 
nouns denote concrete 'things'or not, they denote exact measure- 
-ffients, and ass measures, they are countable. Thu» they take both 
[+and -sg] feature of the category of number and the feature» 
associated with other categories comprising NPs.
‘ noun
■»•common
-concrete -- >
■»•abstract
-»■measure
•
1.1.18« We may further recognise a class of abstract nouns, 
denoting certain concepts, notions or thoughts. These, too, are 
countable, however abstract they may be. I propose to employ a  
[+notion] feature to distinguish these abstract nouns from 
others. We may represent these nouns ass
noun 
+common 
-concrete 
+abstract 
•»■notion •
' nssTum ' dance'
adahas 'opinion, intention..' 
“ kalpanaa 'thought, idea..' 
etc.
1.1.19S. Finally to include some other nouns I propose tie 
recognise the following sub-class. These nouns, mostly, function 
as quantifiers. Thus they are quantity nouns,hence the feature 
[+quaatity]. Under this class of abstract nouns I include,, ; 
those, nouns thatt are called; collective nouns in traditional 
grammars and the numerals. The following formal representation 
is suggested :
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noun
+common
-concrete
+abstract
+quantity
f rajicu ' flock ' 
goDa 'crowd1 
rmsn 'flock' 
paTTi 'herd' 
ek 'one' 
de(k) 'two' 
tun 'three' 
samahara 'some' 
JTika 'few, little'
I conclude this section on common nouns in Sinhalese by 
stating that most common nouns in Sinhalese oan be included 
in one or other of these classes. Next, let us consider th® 
non-common (i.e.[+proper]) nouns.
* * * * * *
1 . 2 . PROPER NORMS
1.2.1. As stated earlier: ( v. 1.O.), proper nouns anas [-com- 
-mon] nouns. Since these: names, also refer to concrete: as well 
as abstract; objects the feature» [+ and - concrete;] are relev- 
-anb for than ass well. If the feature is [-concrete] then it 
is [-»-abstract] ( v.1.1.2.). Thus proper nouns can be partly 
represented aa. : ,
[noun - common ]
[- common — » + proper ]
[+ proper — » + conorete «■» ]
[- concrete + abstract ]
1.2.2. Then, when a  proper noun is [-»-concrete], it should: 
be either [+oount] or [-county. However^ as proper nouns 
denote individuals (and not classes of individuals) the: feature 
specification of [+ or - count] may be of little importance. 
Nonetheless, persons or objects designated by the same name: 
can, in fact, be counted, if the need arises. Thus, to facilitate; 
the description to include such necessities we may profitably, 
retain the feature [+countJ.I fàil to see the validity of '- 
[-count] in this connection, however, hence the representation:
[+ concrete? -- + count ]
1*2*3« When »proper noun is [-»-count], it must be either: 
[•»•animate] or [-animate]. If: it; is [+animate] then it is 
equally [+ or -human] as well as [+ or - male].( cf.1.1.4;
1.1.3* )* Mb may represent this as :
[+ count — ^ + animate ]
[+ animate — + human; + male ] '
1.2.4» We may recapitulate; the complete? feature specif icatt- 
-ion of proper nouns thus:
[ noun - common ]
[ - common — » + proper ]
[+proper + concrete ]
[- concrete — » + abstract ]
[+concrete + count ]
[+ count + animate ]
[+ animate -- + human; + male ]
1.2*5» As we have already done in the sections 1.1.8.—1.1.15* 
let us? assign proper nouns in Sinhalese into certain classes 
on the basis: of different possible combinations of the features 
assigned, to proper nouns in general. Here; too, I give the feature 
specification on the left and a few examples corresponding to 
phonological realisations on the right.
1.21.6. " noun ' /
.common
•»•proper
+concrete
•»■count 
■»■animate 
+human 
_ -male _
-}
\
seena 'Sena' 
sunil 'Sunil'
TikiribanDa 'Tikiribanda' 
amaraseeksra 'Amarasakara' 
siriseena 'Sirisena' 
lensuwa 'Lensuwa' 
boodipaals 'Bodipala' 
etc.
1.2.7. ~ noun ' /■
.common
+proper
■»•concrete
•»•count
•»■animate
+human
-male V.
maalinii 'Malini' 
raani 'Rani' 
lalitaa 'Lalita' 
sumanaawatii 'SUmanawathie' 
kumaarihaami 'Kumarihami' 
pujicimmnikee • Punchimenike ' 
siriyaalataa 'Siriyalata' 
meerinoona 'Merinona' etc.
4P
1.2.8.
1-2.9.
1.2.10.
1.2.11.
~ noun ~ r raspai 'Raja'
-common kahiya 'Kadiya'
+proper Taasan 'Tazan *
+concrete » Tomiya ’Tomi’
+eount — » kiriya 'Kiriya'
-(•animate polisa 'Polisa'
-human v. etc.
_ +mal© _
" noun '
-common cuufi 'Chuti'
-(•proper n«Lii 'Neli'
+concrete ratti 'Ratti'
-(•count besbi 'Bebi*
•(■animate kiraa Kira'
-human  ^ etc.
_ -male; _
" noun "
*mirisawfflTiya 'Mirisaweti stupa*
-common amaawature 'Amawatura' (a book)
■(•proper kolafibe 'Colombo'
♦concrete — ^ " mahawali(garjge) ' (river)Mahaweli'
♦count yoods sis 'Yodaela'(a canal)
_-animate . utteradeewi 'Uttaradevi'(a.train)
. etc.
“noun - ✓ genite 'mathematics'
-common itihaase 'history'
♦proper - siqhela 'Sinhalese'(à&a subject)
-concrete saqgiite 'music'
_+abstract „etc. ...........
I believe that most, if not all, of the proper nouns 
in Sinhalese can be included in one of these classes.
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1.3.1. In addition to common nouns and proper nouns we; have; 
to recognise; a few more classes of nouns. One such class of 
nouns embraces kinship terms. These kinship nouns are. neither* 
common nouns nor proper nouns but belong to the aLass of 
expressions denoting certain culturally bound relationships 
existing among the members of the 'large* family consisting . 
of a number of small families. (By 'large* family I mean the 
grouping thatb may comprise some seven or eight generations^
1.3.2. The feature specification for these; kinship nouns 
is fairly similar: to that of: proper nouns with [+human] . - 
feature. First, the noun is marked [4-kinshipJ. Then it is 
[4-concrete], [4-count], [+animate], [4-human] anil [4 or-male].
We need, to have some more idiosyncratic semantic features to 
specify the different relationships. But these features are­
more relevant in compiling a lexicon, so I. shall be content 
with a feature; [+IDIO] to include all these semantic features. 
Thus I classify kinship nouns into two major: sub-classes on 
the basis of [4 and - male] feature. The feature specifioation 
is given on the left and examples of phonological representat- 
-ions on the right.^
1 The expressions listed here are those; currently used in my 
dialect area —  sat koorelee — (see Introduction 6).However, 
expressions like siiva 'grand father* aacei ''grand mother' 
are used by these who hate migrated there from the 'low country' 
of Ceylon. The reader may refer to Frisch's, article 'A formal 
Analysis of Sinhalese kinship terms' in Anthropological 
Linguistics, 1971 Vol.13 No * 3,pp.100-105 for an account of 
kinship terms in Sinhalese* ’
1.3. KINSHIP NOUNS.
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1.3.3 noun
+kinship
+concrete
+count
+human
■«nale
+IDIO
miimutta'great-great-grand-father' 
mutta ’great grand-father' 
siiya *
atta grand-father'
kiri-atta.
taatta ■
appacci 'father' 
apucca .
A^ppa
kuDappa 11
'father's elder brother'
father's younger brother' 
kuDappacciJ or 'step father'
e
mahappa 1 
loku-appaccij 
maama 'uncle,f Ather-in-law' 
massinaa 'uncle's son,brother-in-law' 
ayya 'elder brother' 
malli 'younger brother' 
miniha ~
manusseya ''husband'^
pu^useya J
putaa 'son'
bamna 'nephew, son-in-law' 
munuburaa 'grand son'
Miimunuburaa 'great grand son'
1 It is very difficult to provide any precise general express­
-ions to refer to 'husband' or 'wife'* The two expressions 
miniha 'man' and gaani 'woman' are commonly used.However, accord^ 
-ing to different social status of persons different expressions 
are used by husband and wife in referring te each other. In 
educated and urban circles names of persons are sometimes used; 
in some circles some status nouns such as mahatteya Inilame
ahaani 'gentleman' etc. for husband and noona.noona-mahatteya. 
nanike.haamlnee 'madam* etc. for wife are used (v.1.4«).Among 
villagers besides miniha and gaani one may come across many other 
expressions such as lamayinne amma 'children's mother'.lamayinne- 
ta&ta 'children's father', gedara maimsseva 'man of the house' 
gedara maaylya 'lady of the house', gedara ekkenaa 'the person,
man or woman, of the house, ,
m1.3.4 noun 
+kinship 
+concrete 
+count 
-(-animate 
-(-human 
-male 
_ +IDIO
miimuttamma 'great great grand
mother’
muttamma 'great grand mother'
aaccl 
attamma 
kiri-amma ,
'grand mother'
amma 'mother'
pupe i-amma 
kuDamma 
mahamma 
loku-amma
'mother's younger 
sister or step mother'
mother's elder sister'
naenda 'aunt, mother-in-law'
akka 'elder sister'
naqgi 'younger sister'1gaani 'wife'
nmaena 'uncle's daughter,sister-
in-law'
duwo 'daughter'
leeli 'niece,daughter-in-law'
minibirii 'grand daughter'
„ miiminibirii 'great grand daughter'
1.4i, STATUS NOUNS
1.4«1. There are some expressions in Sinhalese which are 
neither the names: of individual persons, nor the names of 
classes of beings,nor the kinship names* I shall call these 
nouns statius nouns, because they denote different social status 
of the people referred to* I propose the following feature £ 
specification. Firstly, the noun is marked [+status] to different# 
-iacfcte it from other nouns* Then it is marked [-(-concrete],
[•t-count], [■(■animate], [-(-human] and [+ or - male]. All these 
nouns denote human beings only. Having established the feature 
matrix, we can classify these nouns iinti two classes taking
1 see fn*1, p*42.
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into account the [+ and the - male] features. As in the previous 
sections, the feature specification is given on the left and
the examples on the right.
1.4*2. noun
4-status
+concrete
+count
-«-animate
-(-human
4-male
mahatteya
nilsme
haamu
appuhaami
seer
etc.
'gentleman,
n
n
n
tt
sir'
1*4*3* noun
-(-status
•(-concrete
-(-count
-»-animate
-(-human
-male
' noona 'madam' 
maenike " -
haaminee "
' mis 'school mistress' 
noona-mahatteya 'madam* 
 ^ etc.
1.4.4. We may include these status nouns under [4-common]
nouns if ve wish to do so by recognising an idiosyncratic
[4-status] feature* However, sociologically these expressions
are very complex and not common, hence I have treated them
separately. I believe that most nouns in Sinhalese can be
classified into one of the sub-classes specified in this chapter.
Such a classification is very useful in discussing the syntax
(and semantic*) of sentences. Besides the above classification,
1 recognise some additional classes on formal grounds, in chapter
9 to account for the distribution of some morpheme variants,
namely those that are the realisation of [4- and - sg]fealures->
of the category of number in relation to common nouns (see Ch*9). 
Thus ending with prmgux nouns for the moment,I move on to the 
examination of the pronoun in Sinhalese.
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CHAPTER 2
2.0. PRONOUN IN SINHALESE
2.0. 1. 'Pronouns* axe different from all other noun classes 
described in chapter 1. They do not directly belong to any of 
those noun classes, although they are indirectly related to 
the nosn. of all four eles.es. The sooalled 'pronouns* ere not 
names of living beings or objects etc.,they are pro-names-» 
i.e.names standing for some other names. In fact,pronouns are 
co-referential noun phrases referring to other noun phrases, 
whose nouns are the names of living beings or objects (+ common 
etc). Ii many ways it is better to consider pronouns as pronominal 
phrases and not as: pronouns,because, in this syntactic process
of pronominalisation, where these expressions replace the nominal 
egressions of the underlying sentences, they replace not nouns 
of noun phrases but whole noun phrases. However, I use the 
terms: 'pronoun* and. 'pronominal phrase* to distinguish between 
the lexical items (pronouns) and the organised pronominal 
phrases (i.e. pronoun +number -(-definiteness [+case]^.
2.0. .2. In an attempt to classify the pronouns of a language 
we have to take into account the egocentric speech situation.
In such a situation we find speakers and hearers and also, 
perhaps, some others not directly participating in the action.
The speaker is the prominent person, so he is called the First 
Person (= 1P). The hearejis second only to the speaker but not 
to others, so he is called the Second Person (= 2P).
All others are called the Third Person (= 3?)« There axe three -
1 see fn. 1, p.29
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classes of expressions or pronouns referring to these three 
'persons'.Let us examine them one by one« .
2.1. THE FIRST PBBSON PRONOUN
2.1.1« All speakers, hearers and others have names proper 
or common. But,in an egocentric speech situation the speaker 
(1P) can refer to himself and others (2P and 3P), by using 
different co-referential expressions avoiding the use of the- 
corresponding proper or common nouns. The pronouns that refer 
to the speaker (=1P) with or without [2P] and [3P] are called! 
First Person Pronouns. That is:
First Person Pronoun --> 1P (2P,3P).
There are four possible, situations where pronominalisation 
can introduce 1st Person pronominal phrases. The situation 
can be explained by the presence of the 1P, 2P, and 3F together. 
And the phonological manifestations of the pronouns in Sinhalese, 
also can be explained in relation to the degree of involvementt 
between the 1P and the others, 2P and 3p» Thus pronouns in 
Sinhalese may be stated as suggested below. Feature specifioat- 
-ion is given on the left and the corresponding pronoun in 
Sinhalese is given on the right.
2.1.2« The situation where the speaker (=1P) refers to him- 
-self may be formulated as :
noun
+pro
+1P
-2P
-3P
— * memo 'I'
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2*1.3. She situation where the speaker (=1P) refers to him- 
-self and others (=3P) may he represented as :
noun
+pro
+1P
+3P
-2P
-- 4 api ’we'C I and he/she/they...)
2.1.4* The situation where the speaker (=1P) refers to him- 
-self and the hearer (=2P) jointly. In this situation a [3P]
may he included, hut optional. This situation may he formulat-
-ed as follows with parenthesis () to represent option. Thus
it embodies two situations [+3P], as well as [-3P]»
noun
+pro
+1P
+2P
(±3P)
api 'we' (i and you; £, you and 
him/... )
2.2. THE SECOND PERSON PRONOUN
2.2.1. With regard to 2P pronouns the hearer is the central
personality. The speaker or 1P has no relevance at all.Thus
2P pronouns ares always [-1P]. There are two situations where:
pronominalisation can introduce 2P pronominal phrases. That is*
Second Person Pronoun — * 2P (3P).
The realisations of 2P pronouns in Sinhalese: are given below
together with the feature specification.
2.2.2. However, we have to recognise three classes of 2P 
pronouns on a sociological basis. If: the 2P belongs to a high­
e r  class of the social organisation, reli^ous, professional etc.,
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he is referred to with respect* Let us have a [+resp(ect)] 
grade feature to refer to this class. If the 2P is treated am 
an equal with the speaker, another type of,pronouns is used.
Let us call this [+ord(inary)] grade. If the 2P is referred 
to without respect, or with anger etc.,a third type of pro­
-nominal expression is selected. Ve may call this [+dero(gatory)j 
grade. Having introduced this three fold grade distinction, 
let us formulate the realisation of different 2P pronouns 
accordingly.
2.2.5» In a situation where only one hearer [2P+[+sg]]is 
implied, the following are possible formulations for Sinhalese.
2.2.4
2.2.5
noun ~ 'obewahans® 'you (sir)'
+pro tamunnaanse "
+2P obs-tuma M
-1P -- aayubowan 'you(gentleman)'
-3P
+resp
noun ' ' tamuse 'you'
+pro ohee "
+2P -- » oyaa "
-1P - umbo "
-3P tamaa "
+ord . ufibæha "
noun " 
+pro
+2P
-1P
-5P
+dero
— » too 'you'
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2.2,6* There are situations where more than one hearer [2P] 
is involved. Accordingly, we can formulate, such situations 
and pronoun realisations differently. The hearers may be two 
or more individual [2P]s; or »there may be one [2P] and one or 
more [jPjs. This type of pronoun realisation in Sinhalese is 
formulated in the following sections. Here too, we have to 
take into account the three grades recognised earlier (v.2.2.2.).
2.2.7. noun
+pro
+2P1,2...
(+/-3P)
-1P
+resp
OB
noun
+pro
+2P
+5P1 2l ) C » M
-1P
,+resp
1 ■obewahansela 'you (sirs)*
tamunnaansela "
* ■ obetumaala "
aayubowanla "
'•He
1 la at the end of each of these expressions is the plural 
marker (v.3.1.8.).
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2.2.8«
2.2.9«
' noun 
+pro
+2P1 ,2 .
(+/-3P)
-1P 
_ +ord
OR
" noun 
+pro
+2P
+5p1f2.
-1P
_ +ord
noun
+pro
+2P1,2.
(+/-3P)
-1P
. +dero 
OR
noun
+pro
+2P
+3P1,2.
-1P
+dero
r — »
A
t amuse la 'you'pl. (you and you/
you and him/.. )
oheela
eyaala
umbala
umbffihela
ii
it
ti
topi 'you'pl.(you and you/you 
and him/...)
2.3. THE THIRD PERSON PRONOUN
2.3.1. The Third Person Pronouns axe more complex than the 
1P and 2P pronouns. In the process of pronominalisation, noun 
phrases in the underlying sentences are replaced by 3P pro­
-nominal phrases. We may forget about 1P and 2P pronouns 1
1 see fn. 1, p.49
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altogether in this section. In the feature matrices» that 
follow [+3P] implies both [-1P] and [-2P], hence these 
features are; not specified. As far as 1P and 2P pronouns are 
concerned the features; [+ or - male] are mostly irrelevant.
They acre marked [+def] only as to the category of definiteness. 
Thus we can describe 1P and 2P pronouns without positing 
features; such as [+/- male]. Neither do we need to distinguish 
a [-def] feature to account for pronominal phrases in relation 
to their pronouns. However, the facts; are quite different when 
we consider JP pronouns. To describe 3P pronouns we have to 
recognise the features [+/- animate] and [+/- male]. In describ- 
-ing phrases we may have to recognise both [+ and - def] feature 
of the category of definiteness. Furthermore a three fold grade 
distinction, such as; [+resp], [+ord] and [+dero] (v.2.2.2.) 
may be recognised. Accordingly, to describe 3P pronouns in 
Sinhalese, the following features may be noticed, namely [+pro], 
[+3P], [+/-animate], [+/“ Human], [+/-male], [+/“resP]> [-•-/—oard] 
and [+/-dero]. Taking into consideration different possible 
combinations of these features we can account for the different 
pronominal expressions in the manner suggested below. Some JP 
pronouns are formally complex. However I do not attempt to 
describe their derivation as I have excluded matters of deriv- 
-ation in Sinhalese from this study.
noun '
+pro runwahanse o1 he'' ’
+3P unnahe n
+animate unda " (cf.2.3.3.also)
-i-human etuma I
-male  ^ee-kenaa M ,the one1
+resp _
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2.3.5. noun
+pro
+3P
-(-animate
-(-human
-male
+resp
unds 'she' (cf.2.3.2.) 
etumii "
— eeko 'it, the one '
2.3.4. ’"noun
+pro 
+3P
-animate
Srade distinction is irrelevant for [-animate] 3p pronouns.
2.3.5. noun
+pro
+3P
•(•animate
4-human
+/-male
+ord
— »
eyaa 'he / she ' 
ee-kenaa "
ehee1
2. 3. 6:* noun
+pro
+3P
+aniHiate 
■(•human 
-male 
_ +ord
'sa 'she '
ee-tsnstti 'she*
ee-haadi " 1
1 Not commonly found in my dialect area; common in dialects 
of southern Ceylon.
/
5>3
2.3.7^ noun
♦pro
+5?
♦animate 
♦human i
s -male 
+dero
« OR 
r-humaxn
. *
. .-male _
^uu 'he, it' 
*[_eeka "
2.3.8. noun
♦pro
+3P
♦animate
L-
-+human-
-male
_+dero .
OR
-human-
•male
j
— eeki 'she, it '
2.3*9. In the above account I have not attempted to discuss 
the process of pronominalisation in Sinhalese because I was 
not discussing syntax at sentence level. I have, however, 
attempted to correlate the content with the form of pronominal 
expressions which are introduced on to structures as a result 
of pronominalisation. Yet categories such as number,definite- 
-ness and case associated with the pronouns remain to be 
' discussed. This will be attempted in subsequent chapters.
2.3*10. Reflexivisation in Sinhalese is a very complex 
process. It is marked in the verbal expression, as well as
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in the pronominal phrase. I am, at present, unable to give a 
satisfactory explanation of reflexivisation in Sinhaleses 
Therefore, 1 can do nothing more than indicate the following 
pronominal phrases which occur in reflexivised sentences which 
usually have a ? 'reflexivised' verbal expression too.
Eeflexive pronominal phrase — > pronominal phrases with 1P,2P,
he him(,self) shot ^one self)
He shot himself.
With this brief account on the realisation of 
reflexivisation, 1 conclude the chapter. '
1 we and Te ...are two case markers (see Ch. 4)*
2 me may be related to the emphatic ms ( see Appendix 6 ) •
3 ?'Eeflexive verbs' are complex verbs and are not discussed 
in this study.
4 tamaa seems to be a reflexive pronoun associated with the
Consider the following examples
mama eegaana maTama dos-kivaa-gatta 
I about it my(self) accused (one self) 
I accused myself about it.
3? only,
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CHAPTER 1
3.0. HUMBER AMD BEglNITBHBSS
3*0.1 In this chapter 1 attempt to study the categories of 
number and definiteness, as two obligatory grammatical category 
-ies of a. noun phrase. Number can be studied independently of 
definiteness. Eurthezmore, both of these categories have 
independent phonological realisations. Let us first discuss the 
category of number and its formal manifestation in the follow- 
-ing sections and later the category of definiteness and its 
realisations.
3.1. NUMBER IN SINHALESE
3.1.1. By number is understood the singularity or the plural- 
-ity of the objects referred to by nouns. All nouns in Sinhalese 
are either singular or plural. Plurality may vary in different 
languages, but for Sinhalese we need to recognises only a two 
term number classification as singular (»[+sg]) denoting 
single objects, and plural (=[-sg]) denoting two or more objects. 
Thus number in Sinhalese is either [+sg] or [-sg] :
[ Number — > i sg j.
3.1.2. When the number is [+sg],it may be realised in various 
phonological forms. The selection of one alternant in preference 
to another is detezmineid mostly by/the [+/- male] or the [-ani­
mate ] feature of the noun , if the noun belongs to the class
of common nouns (=[+commonj). Otherwise the selection of 
alternants depends upon membership of the different classes 
of nouns such as proper nouns, kinship nouns, status nouns 
and pronouns.
5.1.?. However, if we employ the [+/-male] or [-animate] 
feature alone, we are unable to account for all realisations 
of [+sg] and [-sg]. Morpheme alternants of [+sg] and [-sg] -
realisation are so different that their selection can notb 
be satisfactorily explained by mere phonological conditioning* 
such as the vocalic or consonantal nature of the phonological 
nouns.To enable us to account £br all morpheme alternants as? 
different realisations of both [+sg] and [-s&] features of the 
deep structure category of number, I, therefore, propose to 
set up a number of phonological noun classes on observable 
data.
3.1.4* I shall establish a number of phonological noun 
classes for common nouns. Some are set up taking into consider- 
-ation the differences in formal manifestation of the category 
of plural number (=[-sg]). Since the classes set up on this 
criterion alone can not account for all differences in the 
realisation of the category of singular number, some additional 
classes are recognised on the basis of the differences in the 
realisation of singular number (sfc[+sgj). Thus, to account for 
all morpheme alternations resulting as realisations of [+sg] 
and [-sg] features with regard to common nouns, I propose to 
establish ten phonological noun classes (see Ch. 9)*
3.1.5. When a particular noun is selected from the lexicon 
(where the feature specification and the base form are given), 
one must then know to which phonological noun class it belongs. 
It is only then that the correct morpheme realisation of the 
[+sg] or the [-sg] feature of the category of number can be 
chosen. I have not classified non-common nouns into phonological
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noun classes, because without so doing we can account for the 
different realisations of the category pf number(both [+sg] 
and [-sg] features).
3.1.6. Having stated the practice to be adopted here, let 
us now formulate a rule to account for the realisation of [+sg] 
feature of the category of number in Sinhalese. Bnploying the 
ten phonological noun classes se± up for common nouns, and. 
also other non-common lexical noun classes as environments,we
may formulate a context sensitive rule as the following:
r aa / (phono, noun class 1 _
"No. '■ 
_ [+»g]
tt it 2 ___
rt tt. 3 ___
it tt 4 ___
it H 5 a ___» tt 6 ___
n tt 5 b ___
w tt 7 a ___
ft tt 7 b ___
n n ffi____
i /
proper noun 
kinship " 
status "
. pronoun
ee / phono, noun class 9 
eka / " » ■ 10
3*1*7« Different realisations in different contexts are 
illustrated! in the following examples:
aa / cl. 1 : haa+aa> haavaa '(the) hare'
(cf.1.1.11; 11.2.5-6(a) ). 
waedi+aa > waddaa ' Vedda (man) •
(cf.1.1.91 11.2.7-ei ). 
aa /cl. 2 : rilaa+aa> rilawaa '(the) ape'
(of.1.1.11; 11.2.5-6(a),also fn 1).
hora+aa> horaa ' thief'
(cf.1.1.9; H.2.3-4i(a)ix )•
at+aa > ataa ' elephant *
(cf.1.1.11; 11.2.10.) 
aa / cl. 3 * koTi+aa >koli^ aa 'leopard '
(cf.1.1.11; 11.2.5-6(b)ii ).
harak+aa > harakaa 'ox*
(cf. 1.1.11; 11.2.10. ). 
aa / cl. 4 : sarapa+aa> sarape^aa 'serpent '
(of.1.1.11; 11.2.5-6(b)vi ).
cl.5as balli+/ > belli 'bitch'
(cf.1.1.12; ) 
balli+(o)>ballo 'bitch'
(cf. 1.1.12; 11.2.3-4(a)xi ).
4
d )
-/cl. 6
a / cl.5b s 
a / cl.7a x
den+/ > den 'cow'
(cf. 1.1.12.) 
den+(a)>dena 'cow'
(cf.1.1.12; 11.2.10.) 
maataa+a > maataa a 'mother, lady'
(cf.1.1.10; 11.2.5*-6(a) ). 
geDi+o > geDiya 'fruit'
(cf.1.1.13; 11.2.5-6(b)ii ).
arjg+o > aqga 'horn'
(cf.1.1.13; 11.2.10.) 
cl.7b : maaligaa+a> maaligaa a 'palace*
(cf.1.1.13; 11.2.5-6(a)). 
/ / cl.8 t kafa+^> kaTa 'mouth'
(cf.1.1.13.)
4 / proper noun s sunil +/> sunil 'Sunil'(cf.1.2.6.)
raani+jf > raani 'Bani' (" 1.2.7)
raaja+/> raaja 'Baja' (" 1.2.®.)
n*lii+/> nalii 'Neli* (" 1.2.9.)
kolamba+/> kolambo 'Colombo'("1.2.10.) 
4 / kinship noun : taatta+/> taatta 'father' (ef.1.3.3.)
amma+/> amma 'mother' (of.1.3*4.)
4 / status noun : mahatteya+0> mahatteya 'gentleman'
(cf.1.4.3.)
noona+/> noona 'madam' (cf.1.4.4.)
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/ / pronoun : mams*/> mams 'I' ( cf.2.1.2. ).
tamunnaanse+/ >tamunnaanse 'you'(cf.2.2.3.).
tamuse+0 >tamuse ’you’ (cf.2.2.4*)
too+/>too 'you' (of.2.2.5»)
unnahe+/ > unnsh4 ' he1 (cf. 2.3*2. )•
unda+/>unda '¿he/he ' (cf .2*3*3* »2*3*2. ) 
eyaa+/ > eyaa 'he/she' (ef*2.3*5*) 
eeka+/>eeks 'it' (cf. 2*3*4*)
aa+/ > as 'she' (" 2*3*6.)
uu+/ > uu 'he/ it' (" 2.3*7*)
eeki+/>eeki 'she' (" 2*3*8*)
ee /cl.9 : als+ee>alee5 'yam'(cf.1.1.3*11*2.3-4(a))
sadda+ee.>saddee 'sound'(cf.1•1.13»11.2.3-4(a))
eka/cl.10 : kaari-eko > kaareka •car' (cf.1.1.13;11.2.10.?)
bas+ek©> bas(s)eko 'bus'( "1*1.13;12.1.4*?) 
reeDiyoo+eko> reeDiyoo-eko 'radio'
(cf.1.1.13*;12.1.1.?).
3*1.8. Adopting thee principle chosen in formulating the 
phonological realisation of the [+sg] feature; (vt3*1*6.),let 
us now formulate a rule to represent the different realisations 
of the [-sg] feature of the category of number in Sinhalese* 
Here too, we may employ the concept of context sensitivity. 
Thus, the following rules is suggested:
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No
L-sg]
o /
r
hu /[
i /
¿/i
'phono. N. cl. 1 ___
" (3)_____
" 5a__
" 5b__
" 2_____
" 6_____
" 4_ *
" 3_____
" 7a__
" (7b)_
M 9___
10____
(7b)__
8____
proper N [-ani]___
proper N [+ani]___
kinship N _____
la / status N _____
2P pronoun 
JJP pro f +ani 1 
_wa / 3? prof-anil
wal/
Theses [-sg] realisations,or plural morpheme alternants, 
also have further variants. They will be discussed in Part 
Three on Morphophonology (see chapter 9«3)»
3.1.9V In the following section let us illustrate these
numerous realisations in different contexts:
o / cl. 1 : haa+o> haa o 'hares'
wsdi+o > waeddo ' Veddas' 
o / cl.(3): koTi+(o)> k©Ti(yo) 'leopards'
*harak+(o)> *harok(o) 
o / cl.5a :bslli+o> basil i^o 'hitches' 
o / cl.5b : maataa+o > maataawo 'mothers} 
hu/ cl.2 : rilaa+hu > rila u 'apes'
hore+hu > horu 'thieves' ’
aet+hu > attu 'elephants'
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hu / cl.6 :
i / cl.4 s 
4 / cl.3 :
4 / cl.7a :
/ / cl.(7b):
4 / cl.9 :
4 / cl.10 :
wal/cl.(7b):
wal/cl.8 :
wal/proper 
t-ani] ‘ 
la/ proper
[+ani] * 
la/kinship :
la/2P pro :
la/3P pro 
[+ani] *
wa/3P pro 
[-ani] *
den+hu > dennu 'cows’ 
sarepe+i > sarepa^i 'serpents' 
koTi+/ > koTi 'leopards' 
haxak+4 > harak 'oxen' 
geDi+/> geDi 'fruits' 
aqg+/ > aq 'homa' 
maaligaa+/ >maaligaa 'palaces' 
alo+4 > ala 'yams' 
sadda+Z > sadda ' sounds I? 
kaar+/> kaar 'cars' 
bas+/ > bas 'bus' 
reeDiyoo+/> reeDitoo ’radios' 
maaligaa+wal> maaligaawal 'palaces' 
kaTa+wal> kaTawal 'mouths'
maadampe+wal > maadampewal 'Madampes'
sunil+la > sunilla 'Sunil and others ..' 
raani+la > raanila 'Ban! and others..' 
taattn+la > taattala 'fathers,father and
others.'
amma+la > ammala 'mothers,mother and others' 
tamunnaanae+la> taaranmaansela 'you'pl. 
tamuse+la> tamusela 'you'pl. 
umba+la > umbala 'you' pi.
m n
unnahe+la > unnahela 'they*(males) 
unds+la > undaela 'they'
eyaa+la > eyaala
eeka+la > eekala
saH-la > aaela
1uu+la > uula 
eeki+la> eekila 1
eewa 2
ee+wa>/'they, those '
" (males)
" (females only) 
" (males)
1 This is infrequently found in some peoples' idiolects. It 
is not found in my own. The most commonly used pi. of ua is; 
un 'they'. 2 eeka 'it' is considered to be a formally com- 
-plex pronoun consisting of the deictic ee 'that,it' plus eke 
'one'.Similarly eewa 'they,those'consists of ee + wa pi.marker.
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I conclude this study of number in Sinhalese with the 
information thatt the: phonological rules that must be applied 
at morpheme junctures (i.e.between the noun and the number 
realisation etc.) are introduced in Part Three on Morphophono- 
-logy $XSKXXXXX£. The reader is referred to the chapter on 
•internal sandhi' for the specification of theses rules.
3.2. DEFINITENESS IN SINHALESE:
3.2.1. By definiteness we generally mean two things. One
is the reference to an object or objects with exact or definite
identity. This is definite,specific reference. [+definite] may
be used to represent this. The other is the reference to an
object or objects: without any specific identity.'Any' or 'some'
of the objects but not'the' or 'all the' objects. This is in­
i
-definite or unspecified reference. We may use [-definite] to 
represent this. Thus definiteness in general is two fold, defi- 
-nite [+def] and indefinite [-def]. I suggest the following 
formulation to represent the category of definiteness:
[ Definiteness: — - definite ]
3.2.2. There are number of realisations of [+def] and[-def] 
features. If the feature is [+def] the realisation is mostly-
•the dog'
•the mother' 
'the trees'
•the elephants'
as zero. Thus:
Def 
[+def]
e.g. balu + aa +0 > ballaa
amma + 0 + 0 > amma 
gas + 0 4 • 0 > gas 
at +hu +0 > attu
etc
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3.2.3« The realisation if [-def] feature is not so simple, 
however* In accounting for the conditioning factors that select 
different variants as realisations of the [-def] feature of the 
category of definiteness,we have to take into account the phono­
-logical noun classes for common nouns (cl.1 - 10) as well as 
other lexical noun classes and also the number category, both 
[+sgj and [-sg] features. Employing all these, we can formulate 
the following phonological representation*
Def
[-def]
r
ek /
, < ak /
kenek
' phono. N. cl. 1 '
It 2
tt
tt 4
rt • 5a
w
n 6 ,
/* .
tt 7a '
M 7b
tt 8
tt 9
H r10
It 5b
tt (5a)
n (6)k.
/.
' proper
J
[+hum] N
kinship N.
status N.
+[+sg]_
+[+sg]_
■+[+sg]___
'any phono.N. cl. 1 - 10 "'i
wageyak/; Pr°Per
kinship 1.
Status N.
+[-sg]_
1 .£]£ too may be considered as a free variant but it connotes 
some disrespect.
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3.2.4» To illustrate the different variant forms of [-def] 
realisation, some examples are given below:
ek : haa+aa+ek > haawek 'a hare*
hora+aa+ek> horek 'a thief' 
at+aa+ek > aetek 'an elephant' 
koTi+aa+ek > koTiyek 'a leopard' 
sarapa+aa+ek > sarapayek 'a serpent' 
baslli+0+ek > balliyek 'a bitch'
ak : geDi+a+ak > geDiyak 'a fruit'
maaligaa+a+ak> maaligaawak 'a palace' 
kaTa+^+ak > kaTak 'a mouth' 
ala+ee+ak > aleyak 'a yam' 
kaar+eka+ak > kaarekak 'a car' 
maataa+a+ak > maataawak 'a mother*
(baelli+a+ak> baellak 'a bitch' ) 
den+a+ak > denak 'a cow'
kenek: sunil+0+kenek > sunil kenek 'a person named Sunil' 
raani+" " > raani kenek "* girl/lady " Rani*
amma+ " " > amma kenek 'a mother ’
noona+ " " > noona kenek ' a lady'
at +hu+wageyak > attu-wageyak 'some elephants' 
geDi+0+wageyak> geDi-wageyak 'some fruits'
amma+la+wageyak> ammala-wageyak 'some mothers'
a cow'
kaTa+wal+wageyak> kaTawalwageyak 'some mouths'
etc.
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3.2.5. Syntactically, some nouns denoting quantity (=[+ 
quantity];see 1.1.19«) together with number and definiteness 
may be used with sotae (father preceding nouns, usually in plural 
(i.e.L-sgJ)number, to denote definite and indefiniteness in 
Sinhalese. If the noun preceding the quantity nouh is [-ani]
(or one of classes 7a,7b,8,9 and 10; see Ch.9), then the quantity 
nouns, especially numerals take [+sg] —  ^ 9, ¿(v.3.1.6)
and [+defj —^ 0 ( v.3.2.2.) to express number and definite- 
-ness respectively.
e.g. gas-dek-a-0 > gas deka 'the two trees'
To denote indefiniteness the quantity nouns take [+sg]-> 
a ,0..(v.3.1.6.) and [-def] —> ak (v.3.2.3.) in a situation 
where the noun preceding the quantity noun is [-ani](or one 
of classes 7a, 7b, 8 9 or 10;see Ch.9).
e.g. gas-tun-a-ak > gas tunak '(some)three trees'
3.2.6. It must be stated here that the numeral ek'one' is 
rarely used in this situation, because the indefinite with 
singular number denotes the same thing. Thus:
gas +eka +ak>gas ekak 'one tree' is similar in 
meaning to gas+a+ak ;> gahak ' a tree ' • Instead of gas ekak we 
usually find eka gahak 'one tree' in Sinhalese, but*deka gahak. 
*tuna gahak etc. are impossible.However, numerals (=[+quantity] 
nouns) can occur without having number and definiteness 
realisation before noun phrases with nouns denoting time,and 
feattires [+sg] and [+/-def]. 
e.g. ek(e)
tun awurudda+
'the one hour'] 
'an hour' J
[akl Ftun awurudd® 'the three years'l J_tun awuruddak 'three years' J
etc
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3.2.7» However, if the noun preceding the quantity noun 
(«numeral etc.) is a [+animate] (or one of phonological noun 
classes 1 - 6 ( see Ch. 9) )» then it has a special realisa­
tion for [+/-sg]features as: [+sg] -> kenaa1 one1 /ek and
[-sg] denaa 'more than one' / de___'two'
tun 'three* etc., plus
[+def] -9 $> and [-def] ek. Thus we can account for
such expressions as:
minissu ekkenek 'one man'
minissu pas-denek 'five men*
" pas-denaa 'the five men' etc.
In every case all nouns before numerals or other quantity 
nouns are associated with the plural number (i.e.[-sg]as given 
in 3**1 *H. ).
I believe that this behaviour of quantity nouns suggests 
that there is some semantic relationship between the categories 
of number and definiteness) on the one hand and the quantifiers 
of a language on the other.
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CHAPTER ±
4.0. CASE IN SINHALESE
4*0.1. It was stated in the Introduction to Part One of 
this thesis (v.1.2. and 1.5-6.) that noun phrases must be 
organised for a number of syntactic and semantic relationships 
called case relations, in order that they may function as; the? 
subjects, objects, indirect objects etc. of sentences.
4i*0.2. The categories of noun and pronoun of different class­
es (see Chapters 1 and 2 )of the lexical plane and the gramma- 
-tical categories: such as number and definiteness associated 
with them in forming syntactic units called noun phrases(see 
Introduction to Part One, v.1.2. and I*4*;also see; Ch. 5 )can 
be semantically defined. However, it is difficult to define 
case relations on semantic grounds alone, because the main 
function of case relations is to bind together the meanings 
of the noun phrases as arguments of sentences with their 
predicates? (i.e.verbs and adjectives;(see II.1.)and also noun 
phrases in the case of 'equational' sentences). Thus the major 
function of case relations is to organise noun phrases into 
complète nominal expressions that can signal different relation­
-ships holding between them and the predicates of sentences. 
Accordingly, case relations are both syntactic -semantic 
relationships rather than purely syntactic or semantic 
relationships.
4.0. 5* Furthermore, predicates, especially, both verbs and 
adjectives presuppose; some obligatory arguments (i.e.NPs)and, 
without these, the predicates can not express the semantic
content they are supposed to signal. Predicates denote actions, 
processes, experiences and states etc. These? non-linguistic 
events are associated with objects, places, time etc. The 
expressions denoting objects, places, time etc, belong to 
the noun classes. These nouns are organised for number and
definiteness to form noun phrases. Then they are further
/
organised for case relations to express different relation­
-ships holding between them and the predicates. The speaker 
has the option in choosing certain expressions as; additional 
information, namely those expressions denoting time and place 
etc.,but he has no option in the selection of certain obligate 
-ory expressions (namely those denoting objects which must be 
present in a proposition). I adopt the term 'nuclear constitu­
ents ' for minimally obligatory propositions, and 'extranuclear 
constituents'Vor the optional expressions.I do not propose to 
go into detail here. I think it sufficient to state- that 
whether the noun phrases belong to nuclear constituents or 
extranuclear constituents, they signal different case relations. 
In this chapter I shall attempt to study the case relations in 
Sinhalese as deep syntactic and semantic relationships and 
their corresponding surface realisations-- the phonological 
realisations,
4,0,4« Any proper attempt to explain case? relations of a 
language should result from a thorough-going study of syntax. 
Except for R.P.T.Jayawardana's pioneering attempt to study 
case in Sinhalese on the model of G.J.Fillmore's 'Case for 
Case' no further research has been carried out, so far,to
1 see Lyons,J.1968,p.334 for these terms
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study this area in Sinhalese. Neither does Jayawardana's 
study of Case in Sinhalese cover all areas of syntax where 
•case' has a role to play. Thus until the category of case 
in Sinhalese is studied in more detail, it is difficult to 
provide a complete account of Case in Sinhalese. I, therefore, 
suggest a tentative treatment of Case in Sinhalese leaving 
further research in the study of syntax in Sinhalese to un­
-cover more concrete facts about case relations in Sinhalese.
4.0.3. If one attempts to describe the category of case in 
Sinhalese on formal criteria by analysing paradigmatic sets 
of nomihal expressions, then one can easily distinguish two 
sets of cases, one associated with animate nouns and the other 
with inanimate nouns. Thus one has to recognise a six term 
cases system for animate nouns and a four term cas© ¡system for 
inanimate nouns. By recognising six. or four cases on the basis 
of form alone, it is my opinion that we can not account for 
all the functions attached to noun? phrases in sentences. 
Furthermore, it is a mistake to classify case? on the basis of 
form alone, for, on the one hand, there is every possibility 
that a particular case form (or marker) may signal different 
functions, while on the other, a particular syntactic semantic 
function (= a case relation) be realised in more tham one 
form owing to different reasons, which can be specified. 
Furthermore, the category of case can not be studied without 
taking into account the syntax of a language. Hence any 
classification of case of a language, on the basis of form 
alone by segmentation of 'affixes' in paradigmatic sets of
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nominal expressions,is of little use in understanding the 
deep syntactic and semantic relationships they are supposed 
to convey.
4o0.6. The establishment of six cases for animate nouns 
and fomr cases for inanimate nouns in Sinhalese is, therefore, 
made without taking into consideration the fact that the case 
forms are the realisations of deep syntactic and semantic 
relations. However, before going on to my account of the study 
of case in Sinhalese, in the following sections I attempt to 
give a brief account of the way the category of case is studied 
on a formal basis.
4.0.7. It is always assumed that a noun consists of a base 
plus an ending; the base may be simple, derived or complex 
(including compounding); the endings are simultaneously 
associated with the categories of number, definiteness and case; 
these endings differ according to animateness or inanimateness 
of the bases. Further, if the bases are animate, the endings 
are different for masculine bases from those of feminine ones 
in some cases. Thus masculine bases take : aa ~ a as singular, 
definite and direct case ending; ek as singular indefinite 
and direct case ending; and o. ~ u ~ 0 as plural definite and 
direct case endings. There are no plural indefinite cases in 
Sinhalese. We^ nay formulate the above case forms as: 
sg.,def.,dir. case - - aa ~ a 
sg.,indef.,dir.case ek
pl.,def., dir.case — •> o ~ u ~ 0
4 . 0.8 Similarly, feminine bases, which are mostly derived
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from masculine bases with the addition of feminine derivative 
suffixes, i.,ii* ini, inni. ni. issi. icci etc,take either £ 
or £ as singular, definite and direct case ending; ek ~ak as 
singular, indefinite direct cases ending; and o « u as plural 
definite direct case ending. The following formal representa­
tion is suggested:
sg., def., dir.case ~f s ~ 0 '
sg. ,indef., dir,case — ek ~ ak 
pi., def., diB.case — o ~ u y
- /fem. bases
4.0.9. Then there are five oblique cases for both masculine 
and feminine bases. These will be called oblique case 1, 2, 3, 
4 and 5 in the description below: masculine bases take aa(we) 
~ a(ws) aa singular definite oblique case 1 ; they take eku(wa) 
as singular indefinite oblique case 1; and they take an(wa),~
un(wa),~ in(wa) ..asi plural definite oblique case 1. Thus the 
oblique case 1 (together with other calfe^gories ) may be 
formulated as:
sg., def., obi.case 1 aa(wa) ~ a(wa) '
sg. ,indef., obi.case 1 — eku(wa) 
pi., def., obi,case 1 an(wa) ~ un(wa) ~
in(wa)..
' /mas.bases.
4.0.10. Similarly, feminine bases take a(wa)~ 0(wa) as 
singular definite oblique case 1; they take eku(wa)~ aka(wa) 
as singular indefinite oblique case 1; and they take an(wa)~ 
un(wa) as plural definite oblique case 1. We may state the
oblique case 1 in relation to feminine bases thus: 
sg.,def.,obi.easel —> s(wa)«0(w8)
sg. ,indef.,obi.easel —  ^eku(wa)~aks(wo) l, / fem.bases_ 
pi.,def.,obi.easel — > an(ws) ~un(we)
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4 . 0.11 In a similar manner we can formulate the other
oblique cases 2 - 5 as well, for both masculine and feminine 
bases. I suggest the^ormuEation to represent them:t<-
sg., def., obi.case 2 ^ aaTa ~ aTa ~
sg.,indef., obi.case 2 — > ekuTa 
pi., def., obi.case 2 — anTa ~unTa ~inTa 
Similarly:
ymas.bases_
Sg., def., obi.case 2 aTa ~ jSTa -
11 indef., It ekuTa ~ m . akaTa /fem.bases___
pi., def., It —» anTa ~ unTa
Sg., def., obi*case 3 aagen ~agen
tl indef., tt ekugen “■/mas.bases__
pi., def., tt angen ~ungen -,
ingen /
Similarly ••
sg., def., obi*case 3 agen ~0gen '
it indef., » ekugen ~akagen »/fern.bases___
pi., def., tt angen ~ungen
sg., def., 
" indef., 
pi., def.,
obi.case 4 — aage ~age
" — •} ekuge
" — ^ ange ~unge
inge
’/mas.bases_
Similarly:
sg., def.,obi.case 4 age
" indef.,
pi., def.,
it
it
— $ ekuge ~akagej> /fern.bases
— } ange ~unge „
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sg., def., 
pi.,def.,
obi.case 5 — ■> oo ~ o
— anee~unee~. j mee
|/mas.bases___
Similarly:
sg., def.,obi.case 5 
pi., " "
— » e
— anee~unee
/fem. bases
4*0.12. There are no endings for singular indefinite oblique 
case 5 • However, I draw attention to the fact that, some of 
oblique case endings may have free variants, specially where 
the ending has a -g- element which may occur either as -y- or 
as homorganio with the preceding consonant specially when it 
is a nasal. .
e.g. aagen ~agen as aa(y)en ~a(y)en
ekugen as eku(y)en
angen ~ ungen ~ ingen as annen ~unnen ~innen 
aage ~age as aa(y)e ~a(y)e 
ekuge as eku(y)e
ange ~unge ~inge as anne ~ unne ~ inne
Similarly anTa~unTa~ inTa may have anDs~ unDa~ inDa as free 
variants but Ta does not change to Da in other cases such 
as aaTa ~ aTa ; ekuTa; aTa~ 0Ta ; ekuTa ~ akaTa etc.
The existence of free variations may be explained as a dialect 
difference.
41.0.13« Finally to conclude this discussion of case on
formal criteria, the case endings should be considered in 
relation to inanimate noun bases. When the base is inanimate 
the following are the endings occurring as direct case forms:
7.4
9 ~ 0 ~ ee ~ eka as singular definite direct case; ak ~ eyak~ 
ekak as singular indefinite direct case; and 0 ~ wal as 
plural definite direct case. We may represent this in a 
formulation :
sg., def., dir.case a ~ ee ~ eka
sg., indef., " — 4 ak~ ey ak~ ekak “/inani, bases
pi., def., " / ~ wal ^
4.O.I4. There are only three oblique cases in relation to 
inanimate noun bases. However, assuming that we have to recog­
nise, at least, six cases syntacticaHy (see Kekulawala 1964)» 
We may allocate these three oblique cases to the oblique cases 
2, 3 and 4* Thus we may say that the oblique case 1 is identical 
with the direct case (v.sup.). The oblique case 5 is very 
artificial if we want to recognise it, so let us leave the 
oblique case 5 aside as very unusual in relation to all inani» 
-mate noun bases. Having said that, let us formulate the case 
endings for the other oblique cases namely 2, 3 and 4.
sg.,def.,obi.case2 — * aTa-0Ta~eeTa-ekaTa
" indef., M — akaTa-eekaTa-ayakaTo.
ekakaTe
pi.,def., " — 0walaTa~ walwalaTa
/inani.bases_
sg.,def.,obi.case 3 en~in ~ eken
" indef., «
ply def»,
—  ^ •kin~eekin~eyakin ~ 
ekakin
— /walin~ walwalin
/inani.bages_
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sg., defobi.case 4 — * ee~ e ~ekee
" indef., "
pi., def., "
aka~eeka~ayaka~
ekaka
/wala~ walwala
/inani .bases_
4.0. 15. It must be admitted that the foregoing account is
a fairly oversimplified statement of facts,but,except for most 
proper nouns, kinship nouns, status nouns and pronouns, and a 
few specific exceptions, it is a quite general statement of case 
endings of common nouns in Sinhalese so long as we rely upon 
the form of the 'noun word' and its formal scatter,as the 
sole data, in recognising case endings.
4.0. 16. Throughout the foregoing section on case endings 
we have accepted that the category of case is simultaneously 
associated with the other categories of number and definite- 
-ness. But we can treat cases separately from number and 
definiteness. I have already dealt with the categories of 
number and definiteness independently of case in chapter 3«
Even on form alone we cam discuss case independently of number 
and definiteness if we study carefully the paradigmatic sets 
of nouns — masculine, feminine and inanimate. Historically,
we can substantiate the fact that thac case markers in modem 
Sinhalese, even in the written language, came into existence 
at a later date in the courses of the evolution of Sinhalese.
At first, the case markers appeared as some auxiliary elements 
attached to noun phrases which already included the categories 
of nouns, number, definiteness and case in them, as the 
category of case had ceased to mark of its functions olearly 
in a formal way, owing to phonological changes resulting in
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the course of evolution. Later on these auxiliary elements 
evolved phonologically, yielding to the case markers existing 
today. Accordingly, X "believe that the cases markers can be 
separated from the markers of number and definiteness. In the 
beginning, at the Prakritic stage, the categories of number, 
definiteness and case , all occurred together in a single 
marker. But later, new case markers were introduced when the 
markedness of the category of case in the endings of noun 
phrases was not clear enough. Thus the endings of those earlier 
noun phrases may be taken to represent number and definiteness 
only. Furthermore,in the course of etrolution,number and also 
definiteness markers seem to have evolved independently. The 
definiteness is always unmarked whereas indefiniteness is 
marked separately beside the number marker. Thus we are not 
unjustified in dealing with number and definiteness independently 
in chapter 3»
4.0.17. Having justified the treatment of case independently 
of number and definiteness, I shall attempt to discuss case in 
Sinhalese not so much on a formal basis but rather on a syntac- 
-tic and semantic basis. In this pursuit, I recognise the 
underlying syntactic semantic relationships as case relations 
and then attempt to account for the phonological realisations 
of theses underlying case relations in Sinhalese. By doing so, 
the case relations of all noun phrases can be explained,whether 
they consist of common nouns or not. •
• It is worth while to bear in mind at the outset,4^0.18
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the valid theoretical observation made by John Lyons :
"Any general theory of case must recognize two factss(i) 
that the same case may realize more than one syntactic 
function; and (ii) that a particular syntactic function 
may be realized by a variety of means in the same language
---  in particular, that there is a ’deeper' relationship
between cases and prepositional phrases in Latin than the 
traditional analysis of inflexion would suggest. Both of 
these; facts are relevant to the description of many other 
languages, both within and outside the Indo-European 
family".
4.0o19. In Sinhalese, case relations are realised in a number
of ways. Some of them are realised as case (inflections or)
suffixes. (These are the forms, but mostly with the preceding
that
number and definite markers,/have been treated as case suffixes 
in most grammars of Sinhalese.) There are some other case 
relations which are realised as postpositions in Sinhalese. 
Furthermore, some case relations are sometimes realised as 
postpositions containing (inflectional) suffixes in them. In 
the subsequent sections, I discuss case in Sinhalese in the 
attempt to account for most of these realisations.
4«0.20. Agreeing with J.Lyons, who states :
"Furthermore, these 'grammatical' and 'local' functions 
may be realized in the same language partly by case infle­
xions and partly by other means —  most commonly by 
prepositions or postpositions, or by word order. This 
means that the category of case can not be discussed 
solely from a morphological point of view." I propose
to discuss case in Sinhalese taking into account the syntax
1 Lyons,J. 1968,pp.292 - 293 5 2 ib. p. 302
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of the language and not simply the paradigmatic sets of 
'noun words'. We may recognise a sfet of case forms, on formal 
criteria, to include six suffixes and their variants and a 
number of postpositions.
4.0.21• In this study I recognise six cas® suffixes but some
with variants occurring, in complementary distribution. The 
case suffixes and their variants are not named on any notional 
grounds but are referred to as case form 1, 2, 3» 4» 5 and 6 
respectively. These are given below*
case form 1 — ■» t
1! " 2 wa
n " 3 Ta
n " 4a — ■> gen
tt " 4b — > en
it " 4c — » in
ft " 5a — > ge
tt " 5b ee
t '» 5p — » a
1 " 6a ~7* 0(0)
It " 6b e(e)
4.0.22. We have further to recognise a set of postpositions
such as, atin 'by' ,laqga 'near',gaawa 'near' laqgaTa 'to near
largin'from near by',ætula 'in', uDa 'on',yaTa 'under',pahala
'back'... •etc. to account for the realisation of some case
relations. I shall introduce them in the relevant sections of 
this chapter.
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4.1. CASE RELATIONS PI SINHALESE
4.1.1. On the basis of different relationships holding bet- 
-ween noun phrases, either as nuclear? constituents of proposit- 
-ions or as extranuclear adjuncts, and the predicates of senten-
-Ges, I distinguish a number of case relations in Sinhalese. 
They may be stated thus:
Case relation — ^
Agentive 1 case
Agentive 2 11
Objective 11
Experiencer It
Dative 11
Source It
Goal II
Locative 11
Directional II
Instrumental"
Qomitative It
Time II
Purpose 11
Cause It
etc.
4*1.2. In subsequent sections of this chapter we shall 
examine these case relations one by one, and in some detail. 
However, before attempting to explain the underlying case 
relations and their corresponding phonological representations, 
a brief account of the process of 'subjectivisation'in Sinha» 
-less is necessary.
4.2. SUBJECTIVISATION IN SINHALESE
4*2.1. Every proposition consists of a predicate with its
presupposed arguments,namely the nuclear constituents of the
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proposition. These arguments may be agents,patients,recipients
or experiencers etc. depending upon the predicates (which are
sometimes classified as one place, two place and threepplace
predicates). If the predicate presupposes two arguments (i.e.
a two place predicate),an agent and a patient,the agent argu-
-ment ( i.e. UP in Agentive Case relation) is usually selected
as the subject of the sentence. This logical selection of one
argument or an NP in a particular case relation as the subject
may be called the subjectivisation process. Except perhaps for
stylistic or other reasons when transformations such as empha-
-sis etc. alter the favoured structure of sentences, the subject
of a Sinhalese sentence is its logical subject.(To account for
sentences where the subjects are not the logical subjects, we
1may recognise a 'thematic' subject. The thematic subject may 
be either a nuclear constituent (but not the logical subject) 
or an extranuelear adjunct. The logical subject may or may not 
occur in/^ suciiUsen8inces^CfU5o not wish to go into details of 
discussing the selection of a thematic subject as it is a 
matter for dispute and a knowledgeable study of stylistics as 
well as syntax would be required before it could properly be 
understood.I therefore limit myself to the selection of the 
logical subject of a sentence by the process of subjectivisation.)
4*2.2. I have already stated above that when a predicate 
presupposes an agent and a patient (objective) arguments with 
or without a recipient argument,the agent argument is subjecti- 
-vised to be the deep subject of such sentences. If a predicate 
presupposes only one argument, an agent (i.e.NP in Agentive
1 see Halliday, M.A.K.,1970,pp.158 ff
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case) or a patient or an object (i.e.NP in Objective case) 
then that argument is automatically subjectivised to be the 
deep subject of such sentences. Similarly when a predicate 
presupposes an Experiencer argument (i.e.NP in Experiencer 
case) with or without a (cognitive) object argument (i.e.NP 
in Obj.case) then that Experiencer argument is selected as the 
logical subject. Also when a predicate presupposes a recipient 
argument (i.e.NP in Dative case) and an object argument (i.e.
NP in Obj.case) but without any agent argumeats,then the recip­
ient argument is subjectivised. This is true for all predicates 
—  both verbs and adjectives. Thus the selection of the logical 
subject ass the deep subject of sentences, in Sinhalese,through 
the process of subjectivisation may be stated in terms of case 
relations as suggested below:
Agentive =#■ subj. if Prop.» Ag. (+Obj.)(+Dat.)+verb[action].
Objective»^ subj. if Prop.» Obj. (..) + verb process/gtate].
adj [stative]..
Experiencer»^ subj.if Prop.» Exp. (+Obj.)+verb perception]
adj [ perception].
Dative subj. if Prop. = Dat...+Obj...+verb[possession ?]
4*2.3. In this study I have distinguished two Agentive cases, 
Agentive 1 (v.4»3*) and Agentive 2 (v.4*4*) to include both 
volitive agents and involitive agents respectively. The Object- 
-ive case (v. 4.5.)is a very wide case relation and it includes 
objects or patients, including cognitive objects as well,both 
animate and inanimate.Dative case includes the role of the reci- 
-pient.
4.2.4. It is true to say that the Agentive 1 and 2, the 
Objective, the Experiencer and the Dative case relations are
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the most widely occurring case relations of nuclear constitu­
ents of propositions. In relation to some predicates a few 
more case relations may be recognised as being constituted 
within the nuclear propositions. They are the Source, the 
Goal, the Locative, the Directional, the Instrumental and the 
Comitative case relations. Most other case relations express 
the relation between extranuclear adjuncts and the predicates 
or the sentences. These will be dealt with in the relevant 
sections below. Opinions may differ as to whether all these are 
actually case relations or not. Nevertheless until Sinhalese 
syntax is fully explored and studied, we can not arrive at 
any reasonable decision as to what they are or hew structures 
containing such expressions may be explained.
4*2*3. The subject of a sentence is the topic about which 
a comment or a statement is made, according to many linguists 
of the past and the present. However, in this study I have no 
alternative but to accept that the concept of subject in 
Sinhalese is an aspect of the deep structure. The subject of 
a sentence may thus be selected on a logical basis as I have 
suggested above (v. 4*2.2.).As far as all kernel sentences 
are concerned,by the process of subjectivisation we select 
the logical subject.lt may or may not occur in the initial 
position of sentences although it is more likely to occur in 
that position than anjc other. For emphasis or some other 
stylistic reasons we may alter the word order and select some 
other constituent of the sentence to assume the initial position. 
This constituent is also taken:' to be a subject as it begins
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the sentence# Thus bearing in mind the different possible
selections of the initial constituents of sentences in differ-
-ent languages, we may have to recognise a number of surface
subjects. For English Halliday recognises a number of subjects
such as logical subject, grammatical subject and psychological 
1subject. For Sinhalese too, I believe we may recognise at 
least two subjects, namely a logical subject, and a psychologi- 
-cal subject (i.e. a thematic subject). I do not intend to 
discuss subjectivisation any further at present as it will 
only lead us into insoluble problems. So let us therefore 
examine the deep case relations and their corresponding phono­
logical tions in the rest of this chapter# .
4.3. AGENTIVE CASE 1
4» 3.1« All volitive action verbs ( V.5*1.1.»5*1*3*»5>*1*7'*
and 5.1.8*) presuppose agent arguments (i.e.NPs in Agentive
case 1) among other possible arguments and these agents act
volitively and actively. Thus the Agentive case 1 may be defined
as the relationship holding between those-volitive agent argu-
-ments and the predicates. In all cases this volitive agentive
Is
case relation (or Agentive case 1 )^realised as zero. That is: 
Agentive Case 1 — ^ 0
e.g.
balla+j^ burenewa 
the dog bark
The dog barks./ The dog is barking.
sarat+j£ potak kiyswenswa 
Sarath a book read
Sarath reads a book./Sarath is reading a book#
1 Halliday,M.A.K.,1970,pp.158 ff
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For some more examples see 5•1•7• and 5»1»8. Thus the Agentive 
case 1 always takes the case form 1 ( v. 4.0.21.) as its 
realisation.
4.4W AGENTIVE CASE 2
4*4* 1 • 411 involitive action verbs (v. 5*1.2.,5»1»3.»5.1»9.
and 5*1»10.) also presuppose agent arguments (i.e.NPs in Agent- 
-ive case 2 ) besides other possible arguments and these agents 
act involitively ( or perhaps, passively) and unintentionally 
or accidentally. Thus the Agentive case 2 may be defined as 
the relationship between the involitive agent arguments and 
the predicates. The realisation of the Agentive case 2 is two­
fold. It is as -Ta if the verb is involitive intransitive. Or, 
it is either as -Ta in relation to some involitive transitive 
verbs or as atin in relation to some other involitive transitive 
verbs. Wejmay summarise this realisation as:
Agentive case 2 — *
e.g.
<
Ta if the verb =s verb
~+action~
-vol
_-Tr .
\if the vb.= vb.
-+action-
-vol
1atinjS. ' _+Tr
lameyaTa mSDenawa
The child cries (unintentionally)
minihaTa nayaawa peagunaa
the man the cobra trampled accidentally
The man trampled the cobra accidentally.
putaa at in mal palee kaepuna 
(the)son the flower plant cut unintentionally 
(The) son cut the flower-plant unintentionally, 
(see also 5.1.9. - 5.1.11.)
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This shows that the Agentive case 2 is realised either by 
case form 3 ( v.4*0»21.) or by the postposition^ atin .
4.5. OBJECTIVE CASE
4*5*1* The Objective case relation is one which exists 
between an objective argument (i.e.an HP in Objective case 
relation) as the affected or effected participant or object 
of an action, process or state etc. and the predicate in 
questioh. Thus Objective cases relation is a very wide spread 
case relation in any language!. All verbs which are transitive 
presuppose arguments in Objective relation besides the other 
Agentive, Dative or Experience arguments. Verbs which are 
either process verbs or stative verbs ,too, presuppose Objective 
arguments. Stative adjectives also presupposeuObjective argu- 
-ments* Objective cases relation may be realised in a number 
of forms. It is realised as zero in relation to the majority 
of verbs and adjectives. It may be realised as -wa in relation 
to animate noups. However this -wa realisation is optional.
It is realised as: -Ta in relation to certain verbs and adject- 
-ives such as thoses given in the formulation below :
1 'Postpositions' are a class of phopologically recognisable 
'words'. They are so called as they occur after noun phrases 
but never as suffixes. They perform different case functions 
but are different from suffixes in that they are potential 
'words' whereas suffixes are not.
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OBJ. case —
0
(w.) / r o _  il NP2[ïtal]
if verbs = bani 'abuse* 
kaa 'bite'
i T® koTa 'peck' etc.
if adj. = kaeraati 'like' 
aasa 'desire'
aadaree 'love,
 ^ be fond of'
e.g,
bailla 
the dog
*aaweJ * T mæruwa haawek waj
a hare killed
The dog killed a hare.
miniha gas+0 kapanawa
the man trees cut
The man cuts trees.
seena baNDaTa banna 
Sena Banda abused 
Sena abused Banda.
lameyaTa balla kaaewa 
the child the' dog bit 
The dog bit the child.
gaqga-0 galanawa 
The river flows •
miniha-0 gedara innawa 
the man at home is 
The man is at home.
gee-0 loku-yi 
the house big is 
The house is big.
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It will be clear from the foregoing account and examples
Case .that the Objective^may be realised in one of three ease forms, 
the case forms 1, 2,and 3 ( v.4.0.21.). (For more examples 
see 5.1.7»* 5.1.9.» 5.2.1,, 5»5»5. etc.)
4.6* lgyPEBIENCER CASE
4.6.1. Most verbs of perception ( v. 5.4*)» except for those 
marked for volition (i.e. deliberate mental activity) presuppose 
an experiencing *patient' and that 'patient' is said to be in 
Experiencer case relation to the verb. An Experiencer is not 
a recipient of any object, so I think it is reasonable to 
treat it as a separate relation independent of the Dative 
relation (v.4.7.)« However, we may take the volitive percept­
ion verbs to be equal with action verbs, as these verbs express 
mental activities. Thus the 'Experiencers' in relation to 
volitive perception verbs may be treated as agents (i.e.Ag.
Ca. 1). Similarly we may treat the neutral perception verbs 
as having some neutral agentive arguments, like Agentive case2 
(i.e.'involitive agents'; v.4»4.). However, involitive agents , 
or neutral agents,are not the same as neutral experiencers 
as they are not agents of any actions, so I recognise the 
Experiencer case relation as a relevant one. The phonological 
realisation of this Experiencer case relation is as -Ta. the 
case form 3 (v.4.0.21.). That is :
Experiencer case — ^ Ta
e.g.
minihaTg saddeyak aehuna 
the man a noise heard 
The man heard a noise.
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ballads riduna 
the dog hurt
It hurt the dog. ^
taattaTa keenti-giyaa 
(My)father got angry.
maTa baDagini-yi 
I hungry am 
I am hungry.
( See 5*4*.especially 5»4«3»-4* and 6.2.4« lor further 
examples )
4*7. DATIVE CASE
4*7.1* There are verbs which among other arguments presuppose
a beneficiary or recipient. If the verb is an action verb, then
the logical subject agent is usually subjectivised. If the verb
is one like laebe 'receive, get' hamba-we 'meet, find*.'etc.
then the recipient argument which is said to be in the Dative
case relation is subjectivised. Thus the beneficiary or the
recipient of an action or a result of an action is in Dative
case relation to the verb. The most common action verbs which
presuppose Dative case relation arguments are de 'give,' gaha
'hit, beat'.ewa 'send (to 2P/1P)' .vawa 'send (to 3*0'» hiva 
t is'tell'etc. The Dative case relatioi^ realised with the caseA
form 3, namely Ta ( v.4.0.21.) and we may state this ass 
Dative case — ^ Ta
e.g.
siriseena amarasinhaTa potak dunna 
Sirisena to Amarasinha a book gave 
Sirisena gave Amarasinha a book.
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gurutumaa lamayinTa lass ana katandareyak kiwwa 
the teacher to the children lovely a story told 
The teacher told the children a lovely story.
«ima malliTa liyamanak yawwa 
mother to younger brother a letter sent 
(My) mother sent a letter to (my)younger brother.
lameya ballaTa gshuwa 
the child to the dog hit 
The child hit the dog.
maTa taattagen liyumak labuna
to me from (my)father a letter received
I received a letter from my father.
seenaTa nidaaneyak hamba-unaa 
to Sena a treasure found 
Sena found a treasure.
4.8. SOUBCE CASE
4.8.1. There are verbs such as Labe 'receive*,ilia 'beg, 
ask for*.illa-gan 'borrow*, galawa 'remove (a bark etc.) etc. 
and some verbs of motion that presuppose arguments as sources 
of the actions or the motions etc. These arguments are said 
to be in the Source case relation. The realisation of the 
Source case relation is fairly complex. It is realised as one 
of the case forms 4a» 4t>»°r 4c ( v.4.0.21.) (or as some other 
postpositions such as ifldala 'from', hiTaq 'from' etc.). The 
choice of case form 4a over 4t> and 4° depends upon the animate- 
-ness of the noun in the noun phrase, The choice of 4*> against 
4c is based on the vocalic or consonantal character of the 
final sound of the phonological noun phrase. I suggest the
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following formulation to include most of these choices :
Source case — *
gen / NP2^ounj---
en
..cv
J in / NP-^noun 
L-ani
.. VC
e*g.
maTa baerjkuwen liyumak labuna
to me from the bank a letter received
I received a letter from the bank.
sunil baNDaaragen pææna illa-gatta 
Sunil from Bandara the pen borrowed 
Sunil borrowed the pen from Bandara.
miniha polakin elawalu wageyak genaawa 
the man from a fair vegetables some brought 
The man brought some vegetables from a fair.
This case relation is related to the Locative and the Direct- 
-ional case; relationsas well ( see Locative (4*10.) and the. 
Directional (4.11.) case relations).
4.9. GOAL CASE
4*9.1. There are some verbs, especially those denoting 
some kind of movement or motion which presuppose, among others, 
arguments as the goal of motion or activity. The idea of ’to a 
location1, 'towards a location’ or 'to the direction of a locate 
-ion' is expressed by this case relation. See also the Directional
1 These may be explained differently; for example as resulting
from coordination of two deep structure sentences,so 1 have 
included them Aithin parenthesis .
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case relation (v.4.11*). Goal case relation is realised by the 
case form 3t To in most cases. That is:
Goal case — ^ Ta
e.g.
seena kaDeels giyaa 
Sena to the shop went 
Sena went to the shop.
api kandaTa nagga
we to the mountain climbed
We climbed to (the top of)the mountain.
siril kolamba indala kurunsagalaTa aawa 
Siril Colombo from Kurunegala to came 
Siril came from Colombo to Kurunegala.
4.10 LOCATIVE CASE
4.10.1. In Sinhalese, existential verbs, indi 'exist, be ' 
and tibe 'exist, be,there is/are ...' mostly seem to presuppose 
arguments in Locative relation to the verbs, besides other 
arguments such as those in the Objective relation etc. Usually 
the noun phrases that occur in this Locative case relation 
consist of nouns which are mostly inanimate. Locative case . 
relation is realised in one of two forms, 5b or 5c. We may 
state the realisation of the Locative case ass
ee / r m  1N.
-ani
Locative case — ^
< CV-
o / HP -I N.
-ani
V. C J
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e.g.
galee sellipiyak tiyenawa
on the rock a rock inscription there is
There is an inscription on the rock.
wawe« bohoma maalu innawa 
in the tank many fish there are 
There are plenty of fish in the tank.
watte^ lassan» pokunak tiyenawa 
in the estate beautiful a pond there is 
There is a beautiful pond in the estate.
kalseawala wal-sattu innawa 
in forests wild animals live/there axe 
There are wild animals in forests.
4*10.2. However, it is difficult to suggest any precise 
principle for the choice of. ee against a in relation to place 
names (i.eiproper nouns) which are mostly vowel final.Consider 
the following examples:
anuraadapuree +ee anuraadapuree 'at/in Anuradhapura'
kurunsaegala +a (?)=£ kurunsmgala 'at/in Kurunegala*
(* " +ee . *kurunaaagalee but gala+ee =» galee
•in/on the rock' is natural, 
kaeagalle -fee kaaagalle 'in/at Kegalla'
(*kamgalla+a *kaaBgalla ).
*J
puttalama +ee =4»puttalame 'in/at Puttalam'
(*puttalama+a *puttalama ).
alutgama -fa =$ alutgama 'in/at Alutgama'•jpasyaaJLa +ee =$ pasyaale 'in/at Pasyala' 12
1 £  is short as the structure is not CVCWj see) 11.5*2.
2 This may be zero and if we accept 0 as one of the realisations 
of the Loc.case, our rule 4.10.1.must include 0 besides other 
markers.
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4*10.3« Although it may not be absolutely consistent,one 
would not be wrong in suggesting that if the penultimate sylla­
b l e  of the place name is a heavy one then there is every reason 
tio believe that such noun phrases take ee as Locative marker.
If the penultimate syllable is a light one but not with u as 
syllabic vowel and the consonant of the final syllable is not 
y;, there is more likelihood that such noun phrases take e as 
Locative case realisation. Yet cf.puttalame against alutgama 
above. When the penultimate syllabi» has u as syllabic vowel 
or when the final syllable has £  as its, consonant then such 
place names too take ee as the Locative marker.
4.10.4. Finally it may be stated that there is some semantic 
link between the Locative case and the Directional case relations, 
perhaps one may find some link among Locative and Dative (?), 
Source, Goal,and Directional cases, because; all these case 
relations express some relation to, from, near, at etc. of a 
location.
4.11. DIRECTIONAL CASE
4.11.1. Directional relation is not very different from the 
Locative relation. Yet, we may distinguish two case relations, 
since by directional relations we can refer to certain direct­
ions in relation to certain locations (i.e.Locative). Thus 
by Locative case relation we mean reference to a location where- 
-as by Directional case we mean reference to a direction in 
relation to a location. Within this 'direction' too we may 
recognise a number of relations such as Locative - i.e. the
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direction as the location but in relation to another location-, 
Source - i.e. the direction as the source but in relation to 
a location - , and Goal - i.e. the direction as the goal in 
relation to a location etc. Thus we may state the sub divisions 
of the Directional relation as :
Dir. Locative 
Dir. Source 
Dir. Goal
Let us examine these different directional case relations 
in the subsequent sections, and formulate a statement of their 
phonological realisation.
Directional case — »
4.11 A. DIRECTIONAL LOCATIVE CASE
4*11 A.1. When a direction in relation to a location is referr- 
-ed to as a location, it is expressed by the Directional Locat- 
-ive case relation. WherOever a locative relation argument is 
presupposed by a verb a directional locative argument may also 
be a substitute. In most cases this Directional Locative 
relation is realised by a number of expressions —  postpositions 
in traditional grammar —  indicating different directions.
Most of these direction indicating expressions are inherently 
associated with Locative case relation. However, some of these 
expressions can also take a locative realisation. Therefore, 
we; may recognise the realisation of the Directional Locative 
case relation as :
Dir. Loc. — > direction indicator + Loc. case (T.4»10«)
4.11 A^g. Similarly for Directional Source and Goal case 
relations we may recognise a direction indicating expression
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plus the Source case realisation or Goal case realisation.
4.11 JL3. Different direction indicating expressions may be 
introduced as suggested in the formulation below with the 
specified semantic content they express.
Direction "l —
. I
£near,by']
L1lower part'] 
L'back']
L'up'j
['upper part* J
[*in*inside*]
r 'front' 1 "
l in front'J _
'' down1 'j 1 
1 'beneath1,
.'below' J
Luis]
'uDaha ' "
ihsls -
.ismatte. -
Jatulo 11 
[atul-pattsj j
[isssraha]
['side'] 
['along']
‘ [’edge’ 1
L l comer ^ »
■ r'out' ■
_ ['out side|
['north'] 
['south']
['east'] 
['west']
I
I
fharaha 
jjsaadin 
[patte]
[dig», digee§ 
ayin» n *
mulle J .
piTe - -
piTe-patte 
[uturej 
[dakune] 
[n®genehirs] 
[basnaahir3]
etc
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4.11 A.4» Then the Locative case relation is in some cases 0(?)
(i.e.unmarked),in others ee (v.Loc. case 4»10»)» Here too ee 
is selected if the penultimate syllable is either a closed 
(i«e.long ) one or one where the syllable vowel is u or i but 
i is not the i of piTa 'out' (v.4.10.5»)»
e.g.
gees langa wmrak tiyenawa 
house near a tank there is 
There is a tank near the house.
linda tiyenne watta pahala
thè well is estate in the lower part
The well is in the lower part of the estate.
guhaawa «buie lassane pilimeyak tiyenawa 
the cave inside beautiful an image there is 
There is a beautiful image inside the cave.
mama almariya uDin pota tibba 
I of the cup board on top the book placed 
I placed the book on top of the cup board.
4.11 B. DIRECTIONAL SOURCE CASE
4*11 B.1. As stated earlier (v.4.11.1.) when the direction of 
a location is referred to as the source of an action or process, 
such a relation is expressed by this case relation. The realisa- 
-tion of this case is as 'direction indicators' followed by 
Source case realisation ( v.also.4.11 A.3.for direction
Loc.
cond. CiCV. piTa1
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indicating expressions). That is :
Dir. Source case — * direction indicators + Source case 
direction indicators — £ as given in 4«11 A. 3»
in / .CVCs___
•CVCCa___
•HiJ0’—
|indala 
thiTarj
gee aetulen gandak enawa 
the house from inside a smell come 
There is a smell coming out of the house.
Source case — >
en /
watt a pahalin dolak paTaqgannawa 
(of)the estate from the lower patt a stream start 
A stream starts (to flow) from the lower part of the estate.
kanda pahala indala paaraTa hætakmak tiyenawa
the mountain foot from to the road a mile there is
It is one mile from the foot of the mountain to the road.
4.11 C. DIRECTIONAL G-OAL CASE
41.11 C.1. Certain verbs such as those denoting activities or 
processes involving motion, presuppose^ among others such as 
agents and objects etc.»arguments in Goal relation (v.4»9*)* 
Directional Goal relation is related to the Goal relation of
4.9.: the Goal relation expresses the relation to a particular 
location and the flirectional Goal relation expresses the relat- 
-ion to a particular direction of a location. The Directional 
Goal case relation too is realised by direction indicator plus 
Goal case marker. That is:
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Dir, Goal case f direction indicator + Goal case 
direction indicator — as given in 4» 11 A. 3»
Goal case — * To ( v*4*9.)
e.g.
miniha gals uDaTa nsgga
the man the rock top to climbed
The man climbed on (to the) top of the rock*
sunil kaamsree atulaTa giyaa 
Sunil the room into went 
Sunil went into the room.
amma watts pallahaTa yanns ati
mother the estate to the lower side (have) go(ne) may 
(My) mother may have gone to the lower side of the estate.
4*11 C.2. I am rather sceptical about my Directional case. The 
actual case relations involved there, are in fact those of the 
Locative, the Source and Goal . Should someone attempt to show 
clearly that the noun phrases involved are some complex noun 
phrases comprising UP + directional NP (?) or some thing 
similar, then I should be prepared to consider such an account, 
unable as I am at present, to offer a more acceptable explana- 
-tion. In such a case we need not recognise a different Direct- 
-ional case relation. Thus, leaving further research in Sinha- 
-lese to accept or reject the Directional case relation (and 
perhaps, some other case relations as well) postulated here, 
we move on to the next section.
4.12. INSTRUMENTAL CASE
4.12.1. It seems reasonable to suggest that there are some
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action verbs such as kapa 'cut', ira *saw' etc. that obligatorily 
presuppose instruments as arguments besides other possibilities. 
There is also reason to believe that the Instrumental case 
relation is obtained in relation to extranuclear adjuncts of 
sentences too. In that case 'Instrumental case relation* has 
to be explained as a result of lexicalisation involved in the 
process of coordination. I am inclined to believe that it 
would be better if we could explain the adjunct expressions 
containing the 'so called Instrumental case' markers in terms 
of coordination. However, I leave this for a researcher in 
coordination to decide. The Instrumental case relation is 
realised by one of the case forms 4a, 4b or 4c ( v.4*0.21.).
The choice of 4a over 4b and 4c depends upon the animate and 
inanimate feature of the noun of the HP. The choice of 4b 
against 4c is decided by the vocalic or consonantal nature of 
the final phone of the phofaological noun phrase* We may formu- 
-late the realisation of the Instrumental case relation in . 
Sinhalese as :
Instrumental case — f gen / NP
N.
,+ani
en / p NP 
N.
-ani
..CV J
in / NP 
N.
-ani
L ..c  J
miniha porawen gahak kapanawa 
the man with the axe a tree cut 
The man cuts a tree with the axe. 
[ porawa + en porawen ]
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kolla kooTuwakin ballaTa gæhuwa
the boy with a stick (to) the dog beat
The boy beat the dog with a stick.
[ kooTuwak + in =)■ kooTuwakin ]
1 «miniha harakmagen kumbura haanawa 
the man with the cattle the field plough 
The man ploughs the field with cattle.
4.13* GOMITATIVE CASE
4.13.1. Certain verbs like kataa-kara 'talk (with)'.saakaocaa- 
kara 'discuss' etc. seem to presuppose arguments as co-agents 
where one agent is subjectivised, and the other agent is express­
-ed by this Comitative case relation. There is reason to believe 
that even with other verbs, 'co-agents and co-patients..' etc. 
may occur in sentences. In all cases one co-agent or co-patient 
is expressed by this case relation. This may be explained as 
noun phrase coordination. But, intuitively one feels that this 
is not simply joining of two NPs with a conjunction ekka ' 
(together) with'. The subject agent is always the initiator 
whereas the other comitative agent is not so. Similarly, with 
regard to objective arguments one object is also primary and 
the accompanying or comitative object is secondary. The réalis­
ation of the Comitative case relation may be represented as: 
Comitative case — > (t)ekka(la)
1 Instrumental case relation,however,is rarely or very infre- 
-quently used in relation to nomi phrases with animate nouns.
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e.g.
miniha prasne mama-t(t)ekka(la)saakaccaa-keruwa 
the man the problem me with discussed 
The man discussed the problem with me*
miniha ekka mama honda naeae
the man with I good no
I am not on good terms with the man.
sarat wattat ekksma gee wikka
Sarath the estate with(too) the house sold
Sarath sold the house together with the estate.
4.14. TIME CASE
4.14.1. Noun phrases as expressions referring to different 
time spans hold different syntactic relationships with the 
predicates. Usually noun phrases in this time case relation 
occur as extranuclear adjuncts to propositions. Sometimes 
these noun phrases are accomjjnied by a numeral as a quanti- 
-fier.
4.14*2. While admitting extreme difficulty in specifying 
these different relationships that hold between time denoting 
noun phrases and predicates, I shall still attempt to account 
for some of them as suggested in the following representation. 
This may be a great oversimplification of facts, but since I 
am unable to go into deep syntax at present, I limit myself 
to this formulation. In pursuit of this, I recognise a number 
of shades of time relation as*
' specified time', 'for a limited period time', • from one limit 
to another', ' before a limit of time', 'after a limit of time',
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' through out a period or(long)duration of time', 'specified 
fixed duration' etc..
4«14»5* I propose the following formulations
Time case — —
'specified time' 
(at, by')
-Ta
. wenakoTa j
'for a limited period' 
(•for ')
'from one limit to 
another'
('from ..to')
iridala
hiTa wenakal
'before a limit' 
('before')
I'Ta'i Jissarawela Ì 
len. ^  iissella J
'after a limit' 
('after')
Ta | 
en J
passe
'a duration of time' 
('through out')
'fixed duration'
('during,within')
{*“ “ 1 (ma) 
\tisse J
'in /... C__
- en /.,.CV__
jetulaeta
etc.
e,g.
mama havasa tunaTa/(tuna wehakoTa) etenTa ennaq 
I in the afternoon 3 at (3 when it is) there shall come 
I shall come there at 3 Oftclock in the afternoon.
miniha awuruddakaTa gamen pifa yanawa
the man for a year from the village out go
The man goes away from the village for one year,
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lamayi udee hiTs raa wenakal sellaij-karanswa 
the children from morning till night play 
The children play from/?if¥1n?ght.
hawass tunaTa issarawela enna balanna 
in the afternoon 3 before to come try 
Try to come before 3 O'clock in the afternoon.
raa dahayaTa passe enna epaa
in the night 10 after come do not
Do not come after 10 O'clock at night.
ada dawasa puraa(ma) wassa 
today day throughout rained 
It rained all day today.
mee waDee dawasakin karanna oona 
this work a day within do must 
(We) must do this work in a day.
eyaa payen eeka iwara keruwa 
he in an hour it finished 
He finished it in an hour.
mama dawasak atulata ee waDee karadennaq 
I withih a day that work shall do for you 
I shall do the work for you within a day.
4.15. PURPOSE CASE
4«15*1. There is apparently some reason to suggest that
certain verbs such as suudaanam-we 'get ready, prepare (oneself)
idiripat-we 'run, come forward', laasti-we 'get ready' etc.
presuppose certain arguments as purpose of the activity.
However, there are other NPs which occur as adjuncts but express 
-ing a similar relationship. Such noun phrases, I believe have
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to be explained in relation to coordination or subordination.
In most cases this case relation is realised by the case form 
3, Ta (v.4*0.21.). However, the same 'notion' is expressed by 
such expressions (? connectives) as wenuwen 'for, on the 
event..', sandahaa 'for' etc. To include all these realisations 
we may then postulate a rule as :
Purpose case — $ (Ta
< (wenuwen)
(sandahaa)
e.g
eyaa cande «Ta huqgak wiyadam keruwa
. wenuwen - 
sandahaa
he on the election a great deal spent 
He spent a great deal on the election.
nimal B.A# wibahageTa suudaanam-wenawa/lassti-wemawa 
Nimal for the B.A.examination get ready/prepare. 
Nimal prepares for the B.A.examination.
4# 16 CAUSE CASE
4*16.1. One may attempt to recognises a (pseudo ?)(v .4^16.2. 
in.) case relation called!the Cause case because one may come 
across some NPs occurring in sentences as adjuncts and which 
seem to be the arguments as the cause: of the actions or process- 
-es denoted by the verbs. If we can establish such a case relat- 
-ion, then we may postulate its possible phonological realisa­
tion as :
Cause case — $
"Ta
en
' nisaa 
hinda
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minis su unen maerenawa
man/people from fever die
People die from/(because of) fever.
waassaTa gaijga piruna
because of rain the river got filled
The river was full as a result of rain.
awwen
awwaTa
awwa-nisaa
awwa-hinda
, palee maruna
J
because of sun shine the plant died 
The plant died due to sun shine.
4.16.2. It seems reasonable to suggest that,despite unen
idue to fever', wassaTa 'due to rain', awwaTa 'due to sun
shine' etc. appear to be noun phrases with en and Ta case
forms, these sentences have resulted through subordination.
This is justified when we get the subordinate conjunctions
nisaa 'because of', hinda ' because of' performing the same
function of Ta and en. Ta and en, I presume, may have survived
from the underlying sentence connectives eekaTa'as a result
of it, because of it' and eeken 'out of it, from it,because
of it ' respectively, where the pronoun eeka 'it' has been
deleted in the process of subordination. Thus the so-called
Cause case relation may be taken not as a true case relation
but as a'pseudo' relation which in fact may be explained in
relation to subordination in Sinhalese. The subordinate conjunctions
nisaa and hinda after NPs may have remained as a result of a 
predicate deletion rule in this process.
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4.1.3* I have discussed under a number of case relations 
some of the syntactic and semantic relationships that hold 
between NPs and predicates. One may postulate some more case 
relations or may reduce the number I have discussed here,when 
one attempts to study the syntax of Sinhalese exhaustively.
My study is not directed towards any exhaustive study of case 
in Sinhalese. I think it is sufficient to state that my attempt 
is only preliminary to a description of case in Sinhalese on 
a notional basis rather than on a formal or a paradigmatic 
basis.
4.1.4« Furthermore, as suggested above, some of these case 
relations occur in relation to certain NPs outside the nuclear 
constituents of the propositions. These adjunct constituents 
may be explained differently when the syntax of Sinhalese is 
better understood. Certain expressions usually called adverbs 
have been discussed hers under certain case relations simply 
because they can be so described. However, as I have already 
suggested when discussing 'Cause case relation'(v.4«16»),some 
of these; case relations are undoubtedly not case relations.
They appear to be NPs in some case relations because in the 
application of different processes of coordination, subordina- 
-tion, nominalisation, relativisation etc.,the underlying 
structures have changed drastically. Thus when we attempt to 
construct the deep structure of these 'disguised constructions', 
we may find that; revision is necessary of some of the material 
included in the discussion of case relations.Some special cases, 
such as different Directional case relations(4.11;4»11A;4.11Bi
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4-11C.)»Comitative case relation (4.13)» Time case relation 
(4.14.), Purpose case relation (4.15.) and Cause case relation 
(4*16.), may be mentioned as those which are more likely to . 
subject to revision.
describe
4*1*5» To conclude this chapter we- must, however,^ two more 
markers that are different from those discussed in the above 
sections. These are the so-called Possessive or Genitive marker 
and the Vocative marker. The former is related to the process 
of nominalisation and the latter is concerned with addressing 
others to draw their attention to what one is going to say.
Thus these two are not deep syntactic semantic relations.
These two surface markers will be discussed in the following 
sections.
4.17/. POSSESSIVISATION AND THE POSSESSIVE MABKER
4i.17.1. What is generally called the 'Possessive case' is 
not a syntactic semantic case relation similar to those like 
Agentive case relation (v.4*3*»4*4*)» Objective case relation 
(4.5.) etc. It does not express any dependency holding between 
an NP as an argument and a predicate. It rather shows an adnom- 
-inal dependency. Thus its function is mostly similar to the 
adjective of a derived nominal phrase resulting from the process 
of relativisation.
4*17o2o However the possessive marker is introduced into 
noun phrases derived through the: process ef nominalisation 
where possessivisation plays an important role. In the process
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of relativisation as well, especially whe^  the predicate is 
ayiti •belong', possessivisation introduces the possessive 
marker when the predicate is deleted in the process. The 
possessivisation does not apply to nominalised clauses but only 
to nominalised phrases.
4.17«3» Thus the phrasal nominalisation introducing possessi-
-visation may be formulated as:
S: NP(subj) +(NP) +pred + Aux NP: Nl?p0ag +(NP)+pred+nom.
e.g.
miniha bat ka+na-wa 
the manjrice eat 
The man eats rice.
minihage bat foeamo 
the man's rice eating 
The man's eating rice...
but,cf.
miniha bat kanawa N.clause: miniha bat kana-eka
The man eats rice. The fact that the man eats
rice...
4.17.4. Then possessivisation in relation to relativisation 
may be stated as :
S: +NP+ ayiti -yi Rel.clau: NP^ +ayiti +NP
NP : NP +NP. ge
e*g.
maTa watta ayiti-yi 
to me the estate belong 
The estate belongs to me.
maTa ayiti watta =^>
to me belong the estate
The estate which belongs to me
mage watta 
my estate.
4»17«5» Thus an NP with a possessive mahker does not have
an underlying case relation similar to those case relations
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discussed earlier in this chapter. It only has a surface marker 
introduced to it in the process of nominalisation and relativi- 
-sation, where possessivisation has a role to play. The posse­
ssive marker is ge if the NP to which it is introduced,has an 
animate nouh in it, or it is mostly zero or sometimes ee. if the 
HP has an inanimate noun in it. Thus the possessive marker is:
possessive marker
f
< 0 yrNP- 
ee ' N. 
jj-ani
mage potè 
My book.
p suns alee kumbura 
temple's paddy field
(The paddy field which belongs to the temple.)
4,18. THE VOCATIVE MARKER
4.18.1. A Vocative expression is a nominal expression (i.e.
NP +Voc. marker ) lying out side those NPs with the syntactic 
semantic case relations. A noun phrase, especially one with sun 
animate noun, together with this vocative marker is used only 
in addressing a person in drawing the hearers' attention to- 
-wards the speaker. However, the Vocative has a number of mark­
-ers which may be represented thus:
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Vocative case — >
/
o /
- NP - 
N.
+com
+àni
+male
_[+sg] j
e
r NP -T 
N.
+com
/ +Sni 
'f -male
_[+sg]
' - NP ~ 
N.
+kinsMp
_[+sg]
i /
" NP ' 
N.
+proper 
_+àni .
ee /
+com
+àni 
+/-male
[-sgj
lameyo ( lameya + o ) 
child,
keile (keile +e )
girl,
taatte ( taatta + 8 ) 
father,
subesiqhe ( subesiqhe + 0 ) 
Subasinha,
kollanee ( kollan + ee) 
boys,
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4.18.2. There are a few special expressions in Sinhalese, 
which are sometimes called 'Vocative words' as they are used 
in addressing a person without using his/her name. These may 
be explained as 2P pronouns with Vocative marker /. However, 
all 2P pronouns do not occur as 'Vocative words'. Consider 
the following examples:
ooyi , tamuse koheds yanne 
ayise , " " "
bolat , " " "
(you) you where go 
(You), Where are you going ?
4*1.6. Finally, in a conclusion to this chapter on Case in
Sinhalese, I draw attention to the fact that it is an extremely
difficult task for anyone to describe the case system of a
language precisely and accurately establishing exact boundari-
-es between one case and another, and defining and establish- 
syntactic and
-ing each case on/semantic functions they are supposed to 
signal. Until we understand more about the syntactic and 
semantic facts about the category of case as a universal,we 
shall be unable to explain many surface differences found in 
various languages. Thus Jesperson's statement that "cases form 
on» of the most irrational part of language in general" may 
be considered true so long as we consider only the surface 
differences and so long as we remain ignorant of the rational 
or logical basis of case as a universal.
4.1.7* Having discussed different aspects of the noun phrase,
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from its deep structure to the surface structure phonological 
representation in Sinhalese in the foregoing chapters,let us 
now derive a surface (phonological)structure of some noun 
phrases of a sentence as a conclusion to Part One.(Then by 
the application of some intemal(see Ch. 11.) and external 
(see Ch.12.) sandhi rules we arrive at the phonetic form of 
words, and the sentence). Let us take the following sentence: 
wandurek gahakiq waeTuna 
a monkey from a tree fell 
A monkey fell from a tree.
[ wandureg^ gahakiq^ waTuna^  ]
1 wandurek has resulted through a number of combinations.First 
the noun wanduru + aa combine to form wanduraa (v.11.2.3- 11. 
3.4(a)), then wanduraa + ek combine to form wandurek (v.11.2.3 
- 11.2.4(b)) and finally wandurek + jif produce wandurek. All 
these sandhi rules occur within the word.
2 gahakin too has resulted through the application of a number 
of internal sandhi rules. First the noun gas + are combined
1 1 3
to produce gasa (v.11.2.10.); then gasa + ak are joined to 
form gasak (v.11.2,3. - 11.2.4(fc)); then gasak + in are joined 
to produce gasakin (v. 11.2.10., and for the change of -a- to 
-a- v.11.3.6.iii) and finally ( this could have been applied 
earlier after the first combination had it been so desired)
-s_- of gas akin is changed to -h- producing gahakin (v.11.3.3» 
Rule 9» now the change of -£- to -a-is due to h, v.11.3*4»
Rule 10).
■4
3 waeTunaa is from waeTe + naj. + aa : waeie (or CVCe) before na^ 
ia waeTu (or CVCu); waTu + n£ produce waTuna and when waeTuna 
is followed by aa the combination produces wafunaa.
4 wandureg is the result of k =4 £  / __^  g.. (see ESR 5»
12.1.5. ).
5 gahakin iis tha result of n =4 £  / __g..(see ESR 7,
12.1.5. ).
6 waTuna is from waaTnnaa by rule 8 ii (v.11.3.2.).
Let us conclude Part One which deals with the syntactic 
and semantic properties and their corresponding phonological 
realisation of the noun phrase in Sinhalese at this point, 
leaving the setting up of some phonological noun classes to 
account for the choice of some morpheme variants and the 
account of some morpheme variants to be introduced later in 
Part Three, the section on Morphophonology,notably in chapter 
nine (9).
1. V. 2 . 5 . 1 .
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P fi. E D I C A T. E
1 15
PAST TWO 
predicate;
INTRODUCTION
11.1. In Part One I attempted to discuss different aspects 
of the noun phrase. In this part, I propose to examine differ- 
-ent aspects of predicates. By predicates, I mean both verbs 
and adjectives. In the case of equational sentences NPs also 
occur as predicates. In such sentences both NPs refer to the 
same object, the relation being expressed by the copula verb 
which is present as an auxiliary. Apart for this relation, 
however, these noun phrases are no different from those discus­
s e d  in Part I. I only add that the NPs in equational sentenc- 
-es occur in a neutral, possibly in the Objective case relation. 
Thus, leaving aside the noun phrase in equational sentences,
we discuss as predicates of propositions verbs and adjectives 
only. Wes may, then, expand the predicate of a proposition, 
thus:
predicate — ^
11.2. In the chapters that follow, I shall attempt to 
discuss different types of verbs and adjectives and their 
corresponding phonological representations in relation to
Sinhalese
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CHAPTER £
5.0. THE VERB IN SINHALESE
5.0. 1. The verb is an abstraction referring to one of the 
followings an action (or an activity),a process (or an event), 
a state or a 'perception'.These actionsj processes,states and 
perceptions ares non-linguistic events and verbs sure therefore 
expressions signalling those actual situations.
5.0. 2. There are situations in which some participants or 
agents perform certain actions.These actions are expressed by 
action verbs. To perform different actions, sigents —  with or 
without patients —  are a primary requirement. Similarly act­
-ion verbs as expressions which symbolise those actions pre- 
-suppose agent arguments (NPs), with or without patient argu­
ments , depending upon the action referred to by the verb.
( v.5.1.).
5.0. 3. There are situations where some patients,both animate 
beings and inanimate objects,are subject to different processes. 
These processes are expressed by process verbs. Process verbs 
naturally presuppose patient (or objective)arguments (v.5.2.; 
also cf. 4*3.).
5.0. 4» There are situations where some patients are subject 
to remain in or to pospss certain conditions or states. Verbs 
expressing these states are called stative. Since they denote 
some idea of existence or prevalence over a considerable period 
of time, I think we can include the 'existential verbs' within 
this class of verbs. Thus, these verbs presuppose patient (or
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objective ) arguments with or without locative arguments in 
accordance with the situation referred to by the verb( v.5«3«)
5.0.5. There are also situations in which an animate being 
experiences certain feelings, perceptions or concepts. In all 
such situations,someone experiences something —  a'perception' 
If we associate the notion of 'patient (or object)' with this 
experiencing of 'perception', then an experiencer ( i.e. a 
being) and a patient (or an object) are prerequisites of the 
situation. Accordingly, the verbs expressing such situations 
are called verbs of perception and they presuppose an experie- 
-ncer argument as well as an (experiencing) patient (object) 
argument in relation to many such verbs ( v.5.4*)*
5.0.6. In accordance with the foregoing account we may 
establish four major classes of verbs,which may be represented 
as :
verb
<verb [+actionJ 
verb [+process]
verb [+stativej 
^verb [+p»rception]
Ve shall examine these verbs in the following sections.
5.1. ACTION VERBS
5.1.1. There are situations in which actions are performed by 
agents, consciously, deliberately,actively or volitively. I 
propose to call the verbs denoting these actions 'volitive'
( i.e. [+vol]).
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5.1.2. There are other situations where agents perform 
different actions but not very consciously, unintentionally or 
involitively. The verbs denoting such actions we shall call 
'involit ive *(i.e.[-vol]).
5.1.3* Both these classes of acton verbs (i.e.[+vol] or
[-vol]) may also presuppose patients. If: a verb presupposes a 
patient (/Object) it iss called transitive (i.e.[+Tr] and if it 
does not presuppose any patient(/object) it- is called intransi- 
-tive (i.e.[-Tr])
5.1.4« According to the foregoing account all action verbs 
are either volitive or involitive as well as either: transitive 
or intransitive. A fbrmal representation of action verbs is’ 
here suggested:
verb [+action] — ^ [i vol ; - Tr ]
5.1.5* Semanticists argue that 'the nature of the; verb (we 
may use predicate instead af verb to account for predicative 
adjectives as well) determines what the rest of the sentence 
will be like; in particular, that it determines what nouns 
( better: noun phrases) will accompany it,what the relation af 
these nouns to it will be,..'.etc. Assuming this to be a valid 
argument, I shall recognise the predicate —  both verb and adj­
ective —  to be the most dominating constituent of a sentence. 
All the arguments, noun phrases, presupposed by verbs must be 
specified for all the verbs of a language, also taking into 
account the different semantic contents a particular verb may 
have as an expression signalling different situations. Thus,
1 Chafe, W.L. 197^p.97. “
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in addition to agents and patients(/ objects), action verbs 
may presuppose additional arguments. However, a full specifi- 
-cation of all these arguments should be dealt with in a lexi- 
-con, although a few generalisations «an be stated in relation 
to case relations of a language (see Ch.4 for some discussion 
of case in Sinhalese). A full specification of noun phrases 
that accompany verbs is, then, left to the lexicon of Sinhalese.
5*1.6* Following the minimum specification I have suggested 
for action verbs, we may recognise four possible classes of 
action verbs. These four classes of action verbs are formulated 
below, and some examples given.
5.1.7. If the verb [+aetion] is [+vol] and[+Tr] it may have 
realisations similar to the verbs given below depending upon 
the action referred toj
verb [+action]
[+vol j -- > .
[+Tr j
gili 'swallow' 
mars 'kill' 
kapo 'cut' 
sarssa 'decorate' 
ari 'open, send' 
ills 'beg, request' 
de 'give' 
ewa 'send' 
wikuna 'sell' 
kiya 'tell' 
galls 'smear' 
ella 'hang' 
ula 'rub'
amuna 'attach, annex...' 
hoys 'search, look for' 
bani 'abuse'
etc.
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e.g.
maama pirit maNDappe gok-kolawalin sarasanawa
uncle pirit-pavilion with gok leaves decorate
(My) uncle decorates the pirit-pavilion with gok leaves.
hiqganna magen kanDa mokut illUwa ( <illa 'beg* ) 
the beggar from me something to eat begged 
The beggar begged something to eat, from me.
kiri-amma nandaniiTa kaTandarayak kiyanawa 
grand mother to Nandani a story tell 
(My) grand mother tells a story to Nandani.
5*1.6« If: the verb [+action] is [+vol] but [-Tr], its; realise 
-ation may be as one of these given below according to the: action 
referred to :
verb[+actionj — >
[+volJ 
[-Tr J
 ^a$Da ' cry* 
naTa 'dance' 
ete 'crawl1 
ellet 'cling to' 
nagi 'climb up, ascend' 
bahi 'climb down, desoend' 
duwa 'run' 
pani 'jump' 
m 'come' 
ya 'go'
nsgiTi 'wake up, get up, rise..' 
bura 'bark ' 
pimbi 'hiss' 
hinshe 'laugh'
 ^ etc.
e.g.
lameya aNDanawa 
the child cry
The child cries / The child is crying.
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naTTuwa hondaTa naTanawa 
the dancer well dance 
The dancer dances well.
halla kaaTada buranawa 
the dog at somede^ bark 
The dog barks at. someone.
lamayi okkoma hinaahuna (chinsehe 'laugh' ) 
children all laughed 
All the children laughed.
5.1.9« When an action verb is involitive and transitive it
may be realised as one among the following class of verbs:
verb [+actionJ — >
[-vol]
[+trj
<
alle 'touch unconsciously' 
kahe 'scratch " '
kape 'cut " '
paage ' trample " '
etc.
e.g.
lameyaTa nikamma naahe alienawa
the child without any reason nose touch unconsciously
The child unintentionally touches his nose without any reason.
seekar^ at in gas: pahak karpila ( < kape )
Sekara (by) trees five has cut unintentionally 
Sekaxa has cut five trees unintentionally.
maq atin eyaage pots iruna (< ire'tear unintentionally)
I (by) his the book tore 
I tore his book unintentionally.
5.1.10. One may observe some overlapping between certain 
involitive action and process verbs<> The difference lies in 
the fact that involitive taction verbs presuppose agents
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although they perform these actions without any consciousness
of this whereas process verbs do not presuppose any agents as
such* Compare the following sentences :
seene wiiduruw© binda (= [+vol; +Tr])
Sena the glass broke 
Sena broke the glass.
seen© atin wiiduruw© binduna ( —  [-vol; +Tr])
Sena (by) the glass broke unintentionally
Sena broke the glass unknowingly(/by an accident)
wiiduruw© binduna (= [+process])
The glass broke*
5*1.11. When an action verb is involitive and intransitive,
its phonological manifestation may be as one of the following:
verb [+action] 
[-vol ] 
[-Tr ]
aNDe 'cry unintentionally 
naTe 'dance "
J kaeagashe' scream/ cry " 
bale 'see "
nagiTTe 'rise, stand up " 
etc.
bers saddeT© lameyaT© naTenawa
drum sound (for) the child dance unintentionally
The child begins ta dance unintentionally when he/she
hears the sound of a drum.
horaaws dakkam© maT© kaagahuna
the thief when saw I screamed unintentionally
1 could not help screaming when I saw the thief.
5.2. PROCESS VERBS
5*2.1. As these verbs presuppose a patient (or object )
which is subject to the process denoted by the verb, the concepts
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of volition and transitivity have no relevance here. However,
these verbs may occur with adjunct noun phrases, apart from 
the obligatory objective argument of the proposition. We can
formulate the process verbs simply as:
verb [+process]
f icte ' ripen'
waeDe 'grow (as in 'trees grow')'
kaepe 'cut'(as in 'the knife cuts
well').
rat-we 'heat..' 
waeTe ' fall'
] ale 'stick' 
karake 'rotate' 
palawe 'shoot' 
gala* 'flow' 
una 'ooze'
. etc.
e.g.
amba idenawa 
The mangoes ripen.
mehee elawalu bohoma hondaTa wahenawa 
here vegetables very well grow 
Vegatables grow very well here.
gahen bimaTa leenek waTuna
from the tree to the ground a squirrel fell
A squirrel fell from the tree to the ground.
gal deka ataren watura unanawa
the two rocks from between water ooze
Water'oozes from between the two rocks.
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5.3. STATIVE VERBS
5*3.1. As mentioned eaxlier (v.5.0.4.) Stative verbs also 
presuppose a patient (or- object) mostly with a locative argu- 
-ment. However Stative verbs may presuppose —  in certain 
situations — • a patient (or object ) as possesser and another 
patient (or object ) as the possessed. Thus, allowing ourselves 
to use the concept of transitivity,we may recognise two types 
of Stative verbs as transitive atative verbs and intransitive 
stative verbs. Most intransitive stativr verbs are accompanied 
by locative arguments. Thus we may formulate the stative verb 
as :
verb [+stative] — } [ - Tr. ]
5.3*2. If the stative verb is [+Tr], its realisation is as:
verb [+stative]
[+Tr ]
dan 'know*
?
e.g.
mahatteya hondsTa itihaase dannowa 
the gentleman well history knows 
The gentleman knows History well.
5.3.3. If the stative verb is [-Tr], then it may be realist­
-ed as one among the following verbs:
verb [+stative] —  ^
[-Tr ]
indi 'be, exist, live...'
/rNP 7 +
N.
t-ani
tibe 'be, exist '
/ ‘ NP N.
-ani
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e.g.
gals uDa ballek innawa 
the rock on a dog is 
There is a dog on the rock.
taatta gedara innawada lameyo 
father at home is child 
Is your father at home, child?
apee wela ayine naana lindak tiyenawa
our field edge by a bathing veil is
There is a bathing well by the side of our field.
5>3A. POSSESSIVE VERB
5.3A.1. I think it reasonable to include the two 'possessive
verbs' in Sinhalese, indi 'have' and tibe 'have' under stative
verbs, as they are similar in form as well as related in mean-
-ing. As possessive verbs, indi and tibe presuppose a possess-
-er and a object noun phrase, aad as stative verbs indi and
tibe presuppose a locative and a patient.(/object) noun phrase.
The locative noun phrase remains in that case relation but the
possessor is mostly in the Dative case relation, ass the benefi-
-ciary or the recipient of the 'object or patient'. There is
also the possibility of treating the 'possesser' as a location
when we consider such sentences such as:
maTa potak tiyenawa
to me a book have /(there is)
I have a book.
and
mama langa potak tiyenawa 
me with a book have / (there is)
I have a book with me./ There is a book with me.
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Compare also:
mee gamaTa wæwak tiyenawa 
to this village a tank has/(there is)
This village has a tank. /There is a tank for this vllage.
and,
mee gamee waswak tiyenawa 
this in village a tank there is 
There is a tank in this village
5.3A.2. Whichever view is taken the fact;, remains that in 
expressing inalienable; possession, the two possessive verbs 
indi and tibe are always used* In expressing alienable possess- 
-ion there are two possibilities, either the use of those poss- 
-essive verbs indi and tibe or the use of the predicate adject- 
-ive ayiti 'belong'. Verbs indi and tibe occur in complementary 
distribution; indi when the patient(/Objective ) noun phrase 
is marked [+animatej and tibe when the same is marked [-animate]. 
Thus predicate denoting possession may be stated as :/
indi 'have “+ NP 7+
N.
t-ani
(possesser)
Dat. J |_Obj.
tibe ' have ' + NP 7+
N.
-ani
Obj
ayiti 'haveilflkV V  1
belong'/ÇP _ + r NP1+/+COP
m+/-ani
(possesser) : 
|Dat J Obj
e.g.
eyaaTa putek innawa ( in < indi ir. 10.é»A4) 
to him a son has 
He has a son.
minihaTa geyak tiyenawa 
to the man a house has 
The man has a house.
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5.34.3« There are a few more classes of verbs which apparentt- 
-ly exhibit some relationship with stative verbs. I shall attempt 
to discuss them later in this chapter (see 5«5» and 5*6.).
5.4« VERBS OF PERCEPTION
5*4*1• 4s suggested earlier ( v.5.0.5.) these verbs express
situations involving mental activities, processes or states —  
perceptions. When sense organs come in contact with the outside 
world where we find objects, sounds, smells etc., the cognitive 
capacity of the mind is capable of perceiving those objects of 
contact. In situations where cognition plays an important role, 
a living being, usually human, must be present. Furthermore his 
sense organs, eyes, mouth, ears, tongue,nose, hands, feet,whole 
body and above all his mind must be perfect and undamaged. 
Sometimes the man use»; his brain (mind) to act, and verbs 
expressing such mental activities may be called [+vol] percept­
i o n  verbs. In addition all such activities require a subject 
(= a topic) about which a being can employ his mind to act.
This requirement of a 'concept1 ( a (cognitive) object) may be 
represented by a [+Tr] feature. Thus there are verbs which are 
[+vol] and [+Trj. We may represent them as:
hits 'think, consider,..' 
kalpanaa-kara 'think,....' 
matak-kara 'recollect,...'
verb [+perception] /*— »
[+vol]
[+Tr ] <
e.g.
lameya tissema amma gana hitanawa
the child always (his/her)mother about think
The child always thinks about his/her mother.
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5.4*2« I may state here that whether the verb denotes mental
activity or physical activity, all verbs of perception or other­
-wise, denoting activities behave syntactically alike in Sinha- 
-lese. Thus the experiencing agent* is subjectivised in relat­
i o n  to verbs of perception which are volitive. The 'concept* 
the cognitive object occurs mostly in the Objective case 
relation.
5.4«5» However, the majority of perception verbs are neutral
as to volition, since if one's sense organs are not damaged,one 
can not help but perceive things, have feelings -- both process­
e s  and states of the body. Thus using 'object' as to denote 
the (cognitive) objects (or concepts)of sensory perception, we 
see these verbs as mostly presupposing two arguments, an
experiencer subject as well as an object of sensory perception. 
Employing the concept of neutral volitionjand transitivity these
verbs can be specified as«
verb [^perception] 
[neutral vol] 
[+Tr ]
* 'aahe 'hear'
pene 'see , perceive,..' 
daki^'see' 
dasne ' feel'
J wasTahe 'understand' 
hite 'occur,..' 
teens 'understand' 
kalpanaa-we 'occur'
 ^etc.
e.g.
maTa lasSana, sinduwak ahenawa 
I lovely a song hear 
I hear a lovely song. 1
1 daki behaves differently. With all other verbs of this class 
the experiencer subject appears with Ta case form; with daki. 
the experiencer subject appears with 0 case marker.
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kollaTa eyaage kataawa teeruna 
the boy his speech understood 
The boy understood his speech.
5.4*4» There are a.few verbs of perception which are neutral 
as to volition and are intransitive. The following representa-
-tion may be suggested!
verb [+perceptionJ 
[neutral voi] 
[ -Tr ]
4 'ride 'hurt, pain, ache' 
nagi 'get angry, lose temper' 
. keenti-ya 'lose temper' 
yaku-nagi 'lose temper'
L etc.
e.g.
poDDak aettaq minihaTa naginawa 
a little if there is the man get angry 
If there is a small(fault) the man gets angry.
5*4.5. We may recognise another sub class of perception
verbs as volitive andi intransitive. That is:
verb[+perception] — 9
[+vol ]
[- TR ]
'duk-we 'feel sorry' 
kipe 'get angry' 
keenti-gan ' get angry'
< taraha-we * " " *
satuTu-we 'become happy' 
, etc.
e.g.
mee kataawa kiwwot miniha maq ekka taraha-wenawa 
this story if tell the man me with get angry 
If I tell him this story he will be angry with me.
malli psradunaaTa amma duk-wenava
younger brother for (he) was defeated (my) mother feel sorry 
(My) mother feels sorry about the the fact that (my)younger
brother was defeated.
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5*4» 6* Although intransitiveness of some of these verbs
may be a matter for dispute, their volitiveness is clear, 
because syntactically the experiencer is realised with 0 cases 
form ^ h & t : it ia the: case with the Agentive case in relation 
to volitive action verbs.
5.4*7» If we attempt to study theses verbs individually while
undertaking to explain the facts of syntax and semantiea connect- 
-ed with them, we may have to establish some more sub classes.
In the present study, however, such a detailed account can not 
be expected due to the present lack of information about syntac­
t i c  and semantic facts of Sinhalese.
5.4.8. There are many formally complex verbs in Sinhalese. 
Thesestoo, must be included in the relevant verb classes. 
Semantically and syntactically they are similar to those verbs 
discussed in the above sections. Phonologically, however, their 
difference has to be recognised and explained.(This has to be 
achieved in relation to Derivation in Sinhalese,which is beyond 
the scope of this study.).
5.5. COPULA VEBB
5.5.1. It is extremely difficult to explain what is called 
the 'copula verb' in Sinhalese, without going into details of 
syntax where such verbs occur and then without tracing the 
semantic content they express. It seems to me that the copula 
verb is a representation of a deep stative verb —  the existent- 
-ial stative verbs are mostly represented by the copula verb;
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furthermore, the stative verbs which the copula verb represents 
may have resulted from process verbs. In all such cases these 
stative verbs are deleted and the copula verb is introduced to 
mark the auxiliary component —  especially the categories of
non past tense, generic aspect and indicative mood. Thus the
icopula verb as an auxliary component ot a sentence will beA ,
introduced in the chapter on the Auxiliary component (see 8.12.). 
Because of the' complexity of deep facts of the copula verb, 
however, I do not propose to discuss any syntactic and semantic 
facts about it in the present study.
5.6. STATIVE MODAL PREDICATES
3*6.1. Let us consider another class of predicates, which 
may be called stative modal predicates. These predicates exhi- 
-bit some relationship to stative verbs, as they always denote 
a non past, prevailing or would be state. The past tense form 
may be used in establishing the atative character of these 
predicates. In addition to this predicative function, these 
expressions function as modal auxiliaries —  as realisations 
of the auxiliary component of a sentence to signal modality.
This function will be discussed in the relevant section of 
the chapter on the Auxiliary component of a sentence (see Ch.8).
5.6.2. J.W.Gair (1970, p.38) has treated these predicates 
as quasi-verbs on a formal basis, taking into consideration 
the few forms of their paradigmatic set of forms which show 
some similarity with the corresponding forms of verbs in their 
formal scatter. They may be called verbs or adjectives on
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semantic grounds as they express states or conditions, but to 
include both I prefer to use the term predicate.
3.6*3. The stative modal predicate may be formulated with 
its phonological manifestations as:
oona 'want, need'
stative modal pred. > puluwani 'can'
sti 'may be}(is) sufficient '
maalaTe pæænak oonæ 
Mala a pen want 
Mala wants/needs a pen.
putaaTe ganan puluwani 
son Arithmetic can (do) 
(My) son can do Arithmetic.
5.7. PASSIVEnfERB)IN SINHALESE
5»7;. 1 • Passive sentences in Sinhalese are highly problematic
Jesperson (1933* p.120) states that "one and the same idea can
often be expressed in two different ways, by means of an active
and by means of a passive construction ".This may not be true
for Sinhalese. All action verbs which are volitive and transit-
-ive (v 5.1.7) can have declarative (active) sentences with an
agent argument and an objective argument. It is only these
sentences that are potentially capable of being made passive
sentences. In spoken Sinhalese most declarative sentences with
volitive transitive action verbs can not be expressed in the
passive. I believe that most propositions with predicates
consisting of. volitive transitive action verbs in Sinhalese
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can be expressed only by active declarative sentences and not 
by passive ones.
5.7*2. In place of expressing 'one and the same idea..' by 
a passive sentence, some sort of passive action by the agent 
involved is expressed by what I have called the involitive 
transitive verbs in Sinhalese* If we can call this passive, . 
then passive sentences in Sinhalese are different from active 
sentences semantically.
5*7«3« In the case; of spoken Sinhalese passive sentences
even as stylistic variations of active sentences may'be lacking. 
If there are cases where both active and passive sentences are 
available, it may be either due to the influence of the written 
variety, or an attempt to use the written variety for speech 
as well (mostly in very formal situations).
5»7.4» However, there may be occasions when an educated
person may use a passive construction in place of the more 
natural and predominant active usage. To accomodate such rare 
sentences in the study of spoken Sinhalese, I propose to derive 
passive verbs from the active volitive transitive verbs as 
resulting from the process of passivisation. I propose the 
following rule, employing the syllabic struvture of volitive 
transitive action verbs to derive passive verb forms:
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verb[+action ]~r hy passivisation ==^  passive verb -
[ +vol ]
[ +Tr ]
.(C)VCa change of syllable .(c)VfCe
.(c)vci vowels except the .(C)VfCe
cvc final £  and i to front vowels plus #CVfCe
_ #(C)V the addition of <& #(c)Vf*e
cond:1Yf=front V.
e.g.
kapa =4 (kæpa+e ) kspe 'be eut'
ari (æri+e ) =£ ære 'be opened'
gan (gænee ) game 'be counted,be bought}
ka =4 (kæ+e ) fcawe 'be eaten'
5.7«5» With this deliberately short account of passive verb
formation and passive construction in Sinhalese* I conclude 
the chapter on verb in Sinhalese.
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CHAPTER 6
6.0. ADJECTIVES IN SINHALESE
6.0. 1. It is rather difficult to explain and define the 
expressions called adjectives precisely on semantic and syntac­
t i c  criteria. Some grammarians prefer to include adjectives 
under nouns. Most modem linguists attempt: to explain adjectives 
as predicatives. Asstuning that most adnominal attributive 
expressions can be derived either from predicative adjectives 
and verbs through relativisation or from some other sentences 
through nominalisation and lexicalisation ( this includes 
compound nouns),I shall attempt to discuss here only those 
adjectives which are predicatives and not adnominals.
6.0. 2. In most cases: when these predicative adjectives 
ocour as predicates of propositions, the auxiliary of sentences 
with such propositions occurs as a 'copula verb'.Thus the 
auxiliary marks the tense,aspect, and mood categories and the 
adjectives are similar to verbs. Accordingly, in this study, 
adjectives are studied in a similar way to the verbs in the 
previous chapter.
6oO«3. It seems reasonable to suggest that most adjectives 
are stative predicates denoting different states and are thus 
inherently [+stativej. Taking into consideration the number of 
arguments they presuppose, I propose to recognise two classes 
of predicative adjectives: transitive and intransitive. All 
[+stative] adjectives are either L+qualrty]»[+perceptionJ or 
[•measure J if they are intransitive. They are either [+desirej 
or [^-possession] if transitive.Thus the features of adjectives
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in general may be formulated as:
[adjective ] [+stative ]
[+ stative 3 [Ì Transitive ]
[+ Transitive ] !V+desire 1}
i +possession ];
[-(-quality ]:
[-Transitive ] — » •[+perception ] -
[+measure ]
In the following sections we shall examine these classes with 
examples.
6.1. STATIVE TRANSITIVE ADJECTIVES
6.1.1. Adjectives which are called transitive presuppode 
two arguments comprising the proposition. One an experiencer 
or an owner or possesser argument which is [+animate] is mostly 
subjectivised. We may formulate transitive adjectives as 
suggested below:
kamati ' like1 
aasa 'desire,crave,' 
aadsree 'fond of,(in)love,..1 
etc.
“adjective - 
+stative 
+Transitive 
+desire
65hg»
balallu dii-kiriwalaTa kamati-yi 
cats to curd like (is)
Cats like curd.
lamayi miipaniwalaTa aasa-yi 
children honey fond of are
Children are fond of honey.
ammala daruwanTa aadere-yi 
mothers to children fond of are 
Mothers are fond of their children.
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And;
adjective 
+stative 
+Transitive 
+possession
e.g.
minihaTa watu gaanak-ma ayiti-yi
to the man estates a number of belong(are)
A number of estates belong to the man.
ayiti 'belong'
6.2. INTRANSITIVE ADJECTIVES
6.2.1. All intransitive adjectives of different semantic 
content (v.6.0.3*) presuppose Objective arguments, which are 
naturally subjeetivised. According to the formulation suggest 
-ed \onder 6.Q.5, we have established three classes of intrans 
-itive adjectives. Different realisations of these three 
classes are illustrated in the following sections.
6.2.2. If the stative intransitive.adjective denotes a
quality, one among the following may be taken as the correspo
-nding adjective form.
alut 'new'
mahalu 'old'
mooDa 'foolish'
kalu 'black'
baya 'fear'»afraid'
honda 'good'
 ^ etc.
®.g.
apee kiri-amma dag huqgak mahalu yi 
our grand mother now very old is 
Our grand mother is very old now.
adjective 
+ stative 
- Transitive 
+quality
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mee pota bohoma honda-yi 
this book very good is 
This book is very good.
6.2«3* If the stative intransitive adjective denotes the
perception of an experiencing being, one of the following
expressions may be selected as signals of those states of
perception.
adjective
+stative
-Transitive
+perception
r siitala '(feel)cold' 
baDagini ' " hungry’ 
rasne
usna ' " hot’
i unu
taraha ' angry’ 
satuTu ’happy’ 
duka 'sorry'
 ^ etc.
maTa hari siitala - yi 
I very cold (am) 
I feel very cold.
lamayinTa bohoma baDagini- yi 
the children very hungry are 
The children are very hungry.
seekara seena ekka taraha-yi 
Sekara Sena with angry is 
Sekara is angry with Sena.
6*2.4« If "the stative intransitive adjective denotes a meas- 
-ure of different objects,places or time etc.,one of the follow- 
-ing forms may be taken as the associated expression.
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'bars 'heavy' 
usa 'high-;tali' 
digs 'long'
- palsls 'wide' 
jamburs 'deep' 
etc.
e.g.
mee puTuwa hari bara-yi 
this chair very heavy is 
This chair is very heavy.
kaamsree aDi siiyak witsrs diga -yi 
the room feet 100 about long is 
The room is about 100 feet long.
apee linds bambs pahak .iambura -yi 
our well fathoms five deep is 
Our well is ten yards deep.
adjective
+stative
-Transitive
4-measure
6.2.5* We have to include many more, formally complex, 
derived adjectives among the classes recognised above.Syntacti- 
-cally most derived adjectives also behave like the primary 
adjectives discussed above. Semantically and thereby syntactic­
-ally also, some of the derived adjectives may be explained 
as results of lexicalisation in the process of relativisation.
6.3. DEIGTICS IN SINHALESE
6.3*1* As a sub section to this chapter on adjectives, I 
propose here a brief account of a few expressions usually 
referred to as deictic expressions. These expressions denote 
different degrees of proximity in reàation to both the speaker 
or hearer or both. Employing 4- and - symbols and |_1P],[2P] to 
represent speaker and hearer respectively, we may suggest the
H O
following representation of deictics in Sinhalese:
6.3.2. deictic
+ 1P
_ - 2P _ V.
mee 'this '
menno
meeq
e»g*
pots
mee
menna
meen
The book (is) this.
6*3.5. deictic '' r
- 1P --»■ ■
+ 2P L
oya 'that near you'
II ft
It It
pota „
0£a
onna
ooa
The book (is) that one near you.
6.3.4. deictic
- 1P
- 2P
+vicinity 
of both
— >
'ara 'that (over there)'
anna
aaq
e.g.
pota
ara
anna
aan
The book (is) that one (oner there).
6.3.5. deictic
- 1P
- 2P
- vicinity 
anaphoric
—^ ee 'it'
However, this deictic ee does not occur alone as the ones 
above in 6.3*2., 6.3*3* and 6.3.4* It always occurs with the
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3P pronoun eka 'one' or eewa 'ones’. Thus we gets 
e.g. pota eeka
The book (is) that one (=it)(in question).
Semantically or situationally it is impossible to show an object 
which is not within the vicinity of both the speaker and the 
hearer. Thus this anaphoric or co-referential deictic is more 
pronominal in function than the other deictics that we have 
recognised above.
6.3*6. In addition to thesee four deictics, we may recognise 
a further question deictic common to all four of these. When 
the idea is 'which' one or ones of these, or those near you, 
or over there or in question, it occurs with the 3P pronouns 
eka 'one' or eewa 'ones'. It is used to express'where' as well.
I suggest the following formulation where [+/- proJ.besides 
[-«-questionJ feature distinguishes the two usages, 
deictic ~
+ question
(+/- 1P) 
(+/- 2P)
+ pro
e.g.
pota ' eka-da
the book which one? 
Which (is)(the) book?
deictic
+ques.
(+/-1P)
(+/-2P)
’ koy 'where' 
koo "
kohe "
- pro
the book where?
Where is the book.
6*3.7. I conclude this chapter on adjectives in Sinhalese 
by repeating the fact that from these predicative adjectives 
and deictics, gcdnominal adjectives and deicties(or demonstra- 
-tive adjectives) can be derived through the process of 
relativisation. Thus most 'endocentric constructions' must 
be assumed to have resulted from some underlying structures 
which have been subject to the process of relativisation, 
nominalisation or some other.
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CHAPTER 2
7.0. CAUSATIVE VERBS
7J#Q.t. What are generally called 'Causative verbs' in Sinha- 
-lese. have,in fact, resulted from the application of a very 
complex process called ' causativisation' to a number of 
underlying structures. For each causative sentence,one always^ 
has to recognise more than one underlying sentence, possibly 
two, three or even more. Causativisation, therefore, may find 
its legitimate treatment in a grammar of Sinhalese coordination 
and subordination.
7.0. 2. Syntactically all sentences with 'causative verbs' 
are oomplex sentences and are never simple sentences. There 
are verbs which are semantically causative and these action 
verbs may be described differently as derived from the related 
process verbs which denotte most natural situations or events. 
Although there is reason to suggest that many action verbs 
denote caused processes in the semantic structure, nevertheless 
we are at present unable td> explain how all action verbs are 
related to process or similar verbs. The hypothesis that from 
process verbs action (or causative) verbs can be derived by 
causativisation is »however, semantically valid.
7.0. 3. There are languages, especially most Indie languages, 
where causativiaation can be applied to action verbs, which 
may ( or may not) have been derived from process verbs nby a 
previous causativisation, and for them, we have to recognide 
two stages of causativisation. We may use First causativisation
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to explain action verbs derived from process or stative verbs, 
and Second causativisation to explain those 'causative'verbs 
derived from action verbs, already derived from other verbs.
7.0.4» When First causativisation is applicable, I believe 
that the underlying structure must have at least two sentences 
—  an agent doing something + a patient subject to a process 
or state etc.,or an agent acting (i.e. intransitive verb).
By causativisation (? subordination) we get 'agent causes a 
patient subject to a process,state or to act eta'.The verb 
CAUSE is a cumulative verb representing the agent's act (which 
may be clear from the situation but not necessary to be express 
-ed specifically). Thus the agent cause + patient process — ^ 
agent patient act. Consider :
agent causes + patient dies agent kills a patient.
In Sinhalese we get:
miniha mærenawa 
The man dies.
seena causes + miniha mærenawa =
seena miniha mærenna salassanawa 
Sena causes the man to die.
seena miniha maranawa 
Sena kills the man
Thus we have two possibilities —  the agent directly and 
actively causing the man to die or the agent indirectly prepar- 
-ing the circumstances of the man's death. However, when direct 
confrontation of the agent is expressed, the verb is said to be 
an action verb as discussed earlier (v.5.1.). When the verb 
salassa 'prepare' is used the two sentences are recognisable:
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the sentence denoting the process embedded in the sentence 
denoting caused action,(a matter of subordination).
7.0.5» When the sentences contain action verbs, derived from 
other verbs they may undergo Second causativisation. In such 
cases the causative sentence consists of at least three under­
-lying sentences in the deep structure. Agent causing a patient 
(to act) + the command or request etc. + (the patient nbwas) 
agent acting / or causing a process etc.. Compare the following 
sentence with its proposed deep structure*
taatta piitaraTa kiyala pol kaeDewwa
father Pitara having told coconuts picked
(My) father having told Pitara got him to pick coconuts.
This sentence consists of the following sentences:
taatta piitaraTa ( ..) kiwwa 
father Pitara ( it ) told 
(umbo)
piitaroyfcol kaDapaq 
Pitara,(you) pick coconuts
piitara pol kaeDuwa
Pitara coconuts picked / Pitara picked coconuts.
Although I do not go into details, I propose the following 
deep structure for the above sentence.
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By causativisations
1 Imperative S2 deletion erasing the UP dominating it.
2 Aux. of S1 deletion and introduction of the participle for
coordination.
3 Equi UP deletion : KP of 8,3»
4 Causativiser we introduction after the verb of S,.—  3
The result would be:
taatta piitaraTa kiyala pol kaDewwa.
(Ml) father having told Pitara got him to pick coconuts.
7.0.6* There are verbs which denote activities and are not 
related to process, stative or other verbs. Most action verbs 
( v.5.1.) which are intransitive are pure action verbs. When 
such verbs occur in causative sentences (with the causativiser 
wa ), the causative sentences are the result of causativisation 
applied to two or three underlying sentences which have been 
embedded or conjoined^ . Compare the sentence:
i balla buranawa 
The dog barks.
ii lameya balla burawanawa
the child the dog bark causes 
The child causes the dog bark.
The causative sentence ii consists of two underlying structures
namely, (a) lameya 'causes' (= does something to the dog )
(b) balla buranawa 'The dog barks.'
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By deleting verb 'causes' and introducing 'causativiser' we 
to the verb of the second conjunct, the two sentences are 
combined to form the causative complex sentence*
7*0*7« All this suggests that:'causativisation' is a complex 
process involvact in complex sentence formation —  subordinate 
-ion and coordination, furthermore, a purely formal descript­
i o n  of so called 'causative verbd' can not explain any of 
these.’ syntactic and semantic facts and the complexity involved 
in the deep structure of those sentences where, they occur*Thus, 
1 believe, any attempt to explain 'causative verbs' in Sinha- 
-lese ( or in most Indie languages) should start from syntax 
and semantics* Although I am unable to go into detail and 
suggest the stages of vausativisation systematically, nonethe­
less, I state that all causative sentences are complex sentenc- 
-es and that causativisation is a process involved in complex 
sentence formation —  subordination or coordination (on both).
7*0*8* Assuming that, in the process of causativisation tha 
causativiser we is added to the verb of the last conjunct, I 
propose the derivation of such 'causative verbs' from the 
different classes of verbs discussed earlier( see Ch. 5)*
7*0*9* Before deriving causative verbs by addihg the causat- 
-iviser we to other verbs, it has to ba stated that,when the 
causative verb salasse 'cause* is used , the other conjunct 
sentences are embedded in that 'causative proposition' as an 
expansiott of the patient argument*
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7*0*10» The causativiser in Sinhalese ia: was
causativiser — ^ wa
WhereCjver causativiser wa can not be introduced the cau- 
-sative verb salassa occurs in the matrix sentence of the cau- 
-sative sentence. Having said that, let us look at some exampl- 
-es of causativised verbs derived from the (simple or) primary 
verbs in the following sections.
7.0.11. Theoretically most veabs —  action, process, stative 
and perception —  can be causativised by the wa causativiser, 
but there are limitations. Thus:
verb L+action J 
verb [+process] 
verb [+stative] 
verb [+perception]
causativiser
wa
causative
verb
However’with regard to some involitive action and non­
action verbs wa causativiser is sensitive or less productive 
and in such cases the causative verb salassa 'cause' ia. select­
e d  instead. Consider the following examples:
gala 'flow' : *gala+wa but gala-nna salassa 'cause to
flow'
waaDe 'grow' : *waeDe+wa but waDe-nna salassa 'cause to
grow '
e,g»
mama watura paara watta maedin galanna salassuwa 
I stream of water estate through to flow caused 
I made the stream of water flow down through the estate.
but never * mama watura paara watt a maedin galewwa.
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7.1. CAUSATIVE VERBSFROM ACTION VERBS
7.1.1. We; have already seen that action verbs can belong 
to one of four classes as [+vol,+Trj; [+vol,-Tr]; [-vol,+TrJ 
and [-vol, -TrJ ( v.5.1.). The causativiser wa can be added 
to form causative verbs only to [+vol, +TrJ and [+vol,-TrJ 
verbs, and the causative verb salassa should be used with regard 
to involitive action verbs. Thus: we get:
kapa+ we [' kapoo "j
s , 1r 'cause (someone) to cut'i kappa J ' 7
naTa + wa naTawa 'cause (someone) to dance'
but,
mlle-nna salassa 'causes someone^ to touch unintentionally' 
aeNDe-nna salassa ' " " " come to tears '
7.1.2. Action verbs as primary verbs are either monosyllabic 
or di- or polysyllabic in structure. They are either vowel final 
or consonant final, All non-monoayllabie structures end in one 
of three vowels, namely a, i, or e . ( Since these final vowels 
undergo changes such as deletion etc. before other struetures 
(morphemes), they are considered less important and are refer- 
-red to here as 'conjugation vowels' where ever the term sylla# 
-ble vowel is used, the reference is to vowels of those sylla- 
-bles other than the final syllable with the conjugation vowels 
9 , i, or e). 12
1 -awa [ oo J phonologically . see 11.5.10. rule 16 (d).
2 -paw- =* pw pp phonologically. see 7.1«3*a&d 11.2.11.
rule 6 (b)i.
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7.1.3« When a di- or polysyllabic verb is causativised by 
wa the result may be stated as :
Ï---0>
0••i ..C^awa if ^ h,£,p or m.
• *Ci +wa ..CgWa ^  CCa if ^ T or r ..
1—
 
• • 0 <D i__
_
..Cwa ^  CCa -
• eCj 3 . .Cwa => CCa ~1 + w a ^
• »Cgi ..Cawa
e.g.
kara + wa karawa 'cause ... to do '
adi + wa =£ adwa =$> adda 'cause .. to puli'
va/He + wa =4> waTwa waTTa 'cause ...to fall*
Andy
kapa + wa =4> kappa (or kapoo) 'cause ..to cut' 
ari + wa =4 arawa 'cause ..to open'
7.1»4i* When a monosyllabic verb is; causativised by wa they 
axe simply joined together, however the verb final C + w of wa 
assimilate (progressive). This may be staed as :
"(c)v ' (C)V w a
+ wa
_CVC CVCwa =# CVCCa- -4
e.g.
kar., + wa kawa 'feed, cause ...to eat' 
naa + wa =4 naawa 'cause ..to baths' 
gan + wa =4 ganna 'cause/tô take '
7.1*5’. As stated in 7*1 *3.#there are special cases where the 
general pattern is not observed. There are a few ..Ca verbs 
following the pattern similar to ..Ci verbs, if the .£ before 
final £  is h, js, £  or 1, ( That is, final e. deletion and then 
the 0 + w of we assimilation (progressive) )• Some verbs that
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belong to this exceptional class are the following:
aha 'ask' causative $ n ansa ' cause .. to ask '
kapa 'cut' It kappa ' I to cut '
kaha 'scratch' It kassa ' It to scsatch'
gaha 'beat, hit' t gassa ' If to beat,..'
dapa 'lie on one's back'I I dappa ' I to lie on one' 
back '
dama 'put' I damma ' It to put '
nama 'bend' tl namma ' It to bend'
waha 'close' It wassa ' II to close '
maha 'sew' It massa ' n to sew '
hapa 'bite' I happa ' it to bite '
paaha 'weld' I paassa ' it to weld*
etc.
7.1.6. There are a few ..Ci verbs which behave differently. 
i_ is deleted before wa. and the preceding £ which is mostly a 
retroflex does not bring about assimilation of w to the retro­
-flex. The cluster is unusual for the language to accept, so
an epenthetic a, splits the cluster to produce ..Cawa structure.
1The following are some verbs of this class.
ari 'open' caus. vb = arawa 'cause. ..to open
hiTi 'stay' II hiTawa ' " to stay '
keli 'play' It kelawa ’ " to play'
7.1A. DOUBLE CAUSATIVES
7.1A.1. When the causativiser wa has assimilated with the 
final consonants (resulted from conjugation vowel deletion) 
of verbs, as discussed in 7*1*3*and 7*1»5«» the resulting 1
1 waDi 'go' is a special respect verb; the causative form 
is waDamawa or waPamma 'cause (the priests..etc.)to go or come'.
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structure ..CCa is similar to that of the non-cauaative verbs 
like dakka 'drive' alia 'touch, catch,..' with ..CVCCa struct- 
-ure. Since these primary verbs can take wa causativiser, to 
form the corresponding causative verbs, those already causative 
verbs but disguised due to assimilation, are capable of adding 
wa causativiser again to result in a formally causative verb. 
Whether these verbs are formally double causatives or not, 
they are only syntactically and semantically causative. A few 
examples of double causative verbs are given below: 
adi + wa adda (v.7.1.3«) 
adda + va 4  addawa 'cause ..to puli'
Except for the verbs discussed in 7.1*6., most other ..Ci 
verbs are capable of forming double causatives. Verbs discussed 
in 7*1»5*are also capable of taking wa causativiser for a second 
time.
aha + wa assa (v 7*1«5»)
assa + vs =4 assawa 'cause ..to ask ';
dama + wa =£ damma (v.7.1.5*1) 
damma 4wa =$► dammawa 'cause..to put'
in
It may be mentioned,further, that when the verb ends/..wa 
whether it be causative or primary, no further causativisers 
can be added to it.
7.2. CAUSATIVE VERBS FROM PROCESS VERBS
7.2.1. Causative verbs can also be derived from process 
verbs. Such causative verbs refer to actions where an agent 
causes a process to happen. Generally all causative verbs are
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action verbs. They express an agent causing something plus an 
action, process, perception or state. When a process verb 
undergoes First eausativisation (with the addition of wa ) the 
resulting causative verb is similar to an action verb —  ass the 
causing agent acts^ himself. In Sinhalese, as well as in many 
Indie languages, the so-called causative verbs are supposed 
to express a= proposition where an agent causes another agent 
to act or cause a process to take place or cause someone to 
feel a. sensation or cause some condition to prevail. Thus 
actual causative verbs are related to two agents and cause 
processes with one agent are considered similar to action 
verbs. Thus:
verb [+process] + causativiser [ wo ]=^ First causative
(or = action verb)
verb [+process]+ caus.[ wo ] + caus[wo] Second caus.
e.g.
waTe+wo waTwo waTTo (v. 7•1•3•)'drop, cause to
fall...'
waTTo+wo waTTowo (v.7.1.3*) 'cause someone to drop or
cause to fall something...'
7.2.2. However, if the causative verb salasso is used with- 
-out oausativising the verb of the adjunct sentence, the latter 
is usually embedded into the causative proposition with predicate 
salasso. '
7.2.3. With regard to complex verbs , the dependent verbs 
decide whether they denote processes, actions, or causatives 
etc.
e.g. hondo-we 'heal' (-we marks [+process])
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honda-kara 'cause to heal, cure' (kara= [+action]) 
honda-kara+wa 'cause someone to heal/cure'(karawa = [+causj).
7.2.4. It may be mentioned that whenever the causative verb 
salassa is used in a causative complex sentence, without causat- 
-ivising the verb of the conjunct sentence, some idea of indirect 
action is implied. Verbs like gala 'flow' and harna 'blow'can 
not be causativised by wa and in such cases salassa must be 
used in the caused; action proposition, 
garjga galanna salassanawa 
the river to flow cause 
(They) cause the river to flow down.
7.3. CAUSATIVE VERBS FROM PERCEPTION VERBS
7.5*1» Causative verbs can also be derived from verbs of 
perception. Such causative verbs express an agent causing a 
patient to experience something —  a sensation, object etc.
Thus propositions of causing action + experience produce action 
like causative verbs if wa causativiser is introduced. Usually 
by Second causativisation causative verbs expressing 'someone 
causes someone else to experience ..' are derived. Here too 
there are some verbs like hite 'occur' and ahe 'hear' with 
which wa causativiser does not colligate. Consider the follow- 
-ing examples: 
e.g.
pene +wa penwa =$ penna (v.7.1.3*),show' 
penna +wa pennawa 'cause someone to show'
but,
hite +wa *hitwa *hitta (impossible)
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7»5»2« Propositions with perception verbs can be embedded 
in propositions with causative action verb salasse and it is 
more common to do so.
7.4. CAUSATIVE VERBS FROM STAT.IVE VERBS
7.4»1* The most common stative verbs are indi 'be' and tibe 
• be'. By adding we to indi causative verb ind-we = inda 
'cause a being to be•(by First causativisation) and further 
by adding we. (by Second causativisation) verb inda +we —  
indewe 'cause someone to cause a being to be' can be derived.
7.4.2. With regard to tibe. we is less likely to occur and 
such propositions are usually embedded in propositions with 
salasse . With regard to other stative verbs as dan 'know', 
mateke-tibe'remember' etc. the causativisation is a matter of 
embedding as discussed with verb tibe above.
7.4.3. The copula verb, the possessive verb and modal stative 
predicates do not have causative verbs, as they are not deep 
structure verbs.
7.4.4. The foregoing account should be stifficient to suggest
that causative sentences are complex sentences consisting of
two, three or four underlying sentences in them. Causativisat-
-ion is a matter related to complex sentence formation —
subordination and co-ordination ~  and has,therefore, to be
studied in detail in relation to the same. Thus any superficial
attempt to describe 'causative verbs' by deriving them from 
formally 'primary'verbs may contribute very little towards an 
understanding of the complexity of causativisation.
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CHAPTER 8
8.0. THE AUXILIARY OF A SENTENCE
a8.0. 1. The auxiliary as^ constituent common to the whole 
sentence can be described syntactically and semantically 
independently of predicates. In Sinhalese, as in most; other 
languages, the auxiliary, however,occurs attached to predicates 
phonologically. Furthermore when there is a choice of altemat­
-ire forms in the realisation of the auxiliary, the choice is 
made according to the form of the predicate,especially the 
verb. It is, therefore, reasonable to discuss the auxiliary 
component of a sentence in this section on predicates.
8.0. 2. In this chapter on the Auxiliary of a sentence, I 
propose to discuss the grammatical categories of tense, aspect 
and mood, and their corresponding phonological manifestation(s). 
Every sentence must be associated with these categories in 
different degrees, so that it can convey the attitudes of the 
speaker §,s well as time relations in relation to the time of 
utterance, besides its proposition(s).
8.0. 5. In Sinhalese these categories are realised by differ- 
-ent exponents. Sometimes one finds it difficult to correlate 
each of these categories with a different realisation as there 
is a tendency for moire than one category to be realised by one 
exponent ( —  as portmanteau morphemes). First, let us introduce 
these categories as relevant to Sinhalese. Auxiliary as a whole 
can be stated as:
Auxiliary -- ^ (tense + aspect)+ mood
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8.1. TENSE
8.1.1. The category of tense denotes time relations associat­
e d  with the utterance tD the speech situation. In other words, 
-She essential characteristic of this; category is that it relates 
the time of the action, process etc. referred to in the proposi­
tion to the time of utterance. To describe time relations asso- 
-ciated with the auxiliary of a sentence in Sinhalese^ I recog­
n i s e  two tenses as :
(a) past tense —  referring to events; that took place in the 
past in relation to the time of utterance, and
(b) non-past tense —  referring to events, at present and in 
time to come, and also in referring to eternal and timeless 
events etc.
Thus tense in Sinhalese is :
tense — ^ (* past 1 [_+ non-past J
8.1.2. However^ in relation to certain moods, the category 
of aspect must be considered simultaneously with tense.
8.2. ASPECT
8.2.1. The category of aspect refers to different degrees
of time relations. On the one hand it is related to the category 
of tense and on the other- it may be related to the category of 
mood —  especially to the 'indicative mood', as these time 
relations are relevant mostly for declarative sentences only.
I, therefore, propose to treat the category of aspect as relat- 
-ed to both the categories of tense and 'indicative mood'.
8.2.2. In this study, I recognise, two aspects for non-past
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tense and three aspects for past tense* both in relation to 
the 'indicative mood'.
8.2.3. The two aspects of non-past tense are :
(a) the generic aspect denoting eternal, timeless and habit- 
-ual events as well as actions , processes etc. of the 
present time in general. (Even the progressive aspect 
(v.(b). in.) in Sinhalese?is mostly expressed by this 
generic aspect), and
(b) the progressive aspect denoting contemporaneous and 
continuous actions, processes etc.
Thua; aspect in Sinhalese in relation to non-past tense and 
indicative mood iss
r + generic •>
aspect — ^ J /
+»ÎI_
(_+ progressive
8.2.4. Similarly the three aspects of the past tense are?:
(a) the completive aspect referring to completed actions, 
processes etc.,
(b) the progressive aspect referring to actions, processes rtc. 
lasted continuously some time in the past, and
(c) the perfective aspect to refer to states resulted through 
actions, processes etc. in the past.
Thus aspect in Sinhalese in relation to past tense and indicat- 
-ive mood is :
aspect — >
'+completive - 
■ +progressive . 
_+perfective
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8.2.5» Furthermore, the completive aspect may be subcategor- 
-ised as general and emphatic. That is:
j+ general
completive
]_ + emphatic
8.2.6. Thus we may formulate the category of aspect in 
Sinhalese as:
aspect — ^
+genenc 
+ progressive n.+npt
r +general i
• «o»pletive ;
/ ■è c+ _l+progressive
+perfective -
Next let us; discuss the category of mood.
8.3. HOOD
8.3*1. Mood is a category denoting the attitude of the 
speaker towards what he says. When a speaker produces state- 
-ments of facts, simple declarative sentences, the category 
of mood associated is said to be the 'indicative mood'. This 
modality Is realised independently of the fused realisation 
of the categories of tense, and aspect, in the language.
8.3*2. Although interrogative sentences can be considered 
as constituting a separate mood, the interrogative mood (see 
Lyons,J. 1968,pp. 307 - 308 ), I do not propose to recognise 
such a mood for Sinhalese for the reason that most interrogat- 
-ive sentences can be derived tranformationally (see Appendix
B. 1.).
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8.3.3. To describe the auxiliary component of a sentence in 
Sinhalese,I propose to recognise a number of moods besides the 
indicative mood already referred to (v.8.3.1.)*
8.3.4* There are sentences called imperative sentences.
They express commands, requests, instructions etc. Such sentenc- 
-es are said to be in the imperative mood. This mood will be 
examined in some detail later ( v. 8.4.1. - 8.4.8.).
8.3.5. There are sentences expressing wishes both benevolent 
and malevolent. I propose to recognise a mood called 'benedic- 
-tive mood' to refer to such sentences.
8.3.6. There are sentences expressing probability and they 
are included under a mood called the 'inferential mood'.
8.3.7. Then, there are sentences expressing possibility, 
certainty and obligation etc. These will be treated individual- 
-ly as these modalities are usually realised as discreet modal 
auxiliaries together with the infinitive auxiliary.
8.3.8. According to the foregoing account, the category of
mood can be represented as
mood
'+ indicative 
+ imperative 
+ benedictive 
+ inferential«
+ possibility 
+ certainty 
.+obligation
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8.4. THE IMPERATIVE MOOD
8.4» 1« As stated earlier ( 8.3»4« ) "the imperative mood 
has to be discussed in some detail. Imperative sentences in 
any language usually occur in face-to-face situations. Such 
sentences are used to urge, command, request or instruct the 
hearer (=2P) to act in the required manner. Although imperative 
sentences look like simple sentences in surface structures, 
they are, in fact, complex sentences having two or more under­
-lying sentences. Depending upon the number of persons involve 
-ed in the face-to-face situation, I propose to distinguish 
three sub classes of imperative mood.
8.4.2. Firstly, in a speaker - hearer situation, the speaker 
commands or requests the hearer to act accordingly. This direct 
speaker - hearer confrontation is called simple imperative. In 
all such situations, the subject of the proposition of the 
imperative sentence is the hearer ( i.e. 2P ).
8.4»3» As the agent NP of the proposition of the imperative
sentence is realised by one of the 2P pronominal expressions, 
we have to anticipate some sort of concordial relationship 
between the different grades to which the 2P pronoun iss class- 
-ified ( v.2.2.) and the imperative auxiliary realisations.
Thus we have to recognise a number of grades for simple impera- 
-tive at least corresponding to the grades of the 2P pronoun. 
Hence I propose to recognise the following grades for simple
imperative modal auxiliary:
(a) respect grade
(b) ordinary grade and
(c) derogatory grade.
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the
Thus/simple imperative mood
simple imperative — >
can be stated as: 
' + respect 
, + ordinary 
_+ derogatory
8.4*4* Now let us examine the two other aspects of the 
imperative mood. According to traditional grammars, there is 
a mood called 'hortative'. The sentences, where this 'hortative' 
modality occurs, refer to situations where the speaker requests 
or proposes the' hearer either to permit the speaker himself to 
act ( i.e. exclusive of the hearer ) or to join him to act 
jointly ( i.e. inclusive of the hearer ). I use 'hortative 
imperative' to refer to this type of complex exhortations to 
include both exclusive as well as inclusive reference to the 
hearer. Exclusiveness or inclusiveness of the hearer may be 
stated as suggested below:
hortative — ^
8.4*5« Finally, the third aspect of the imperative mood, 
namely the 'permissive mood' as called by the traditional 
grammarians, refers to a situation where the speaker commands, 
requests or proposes the hearer to permit or allow a third 
person (i.e. neither the speaker nor the hearer ) to act etc. 
The third person subject in this situation may be an agent, 
patient or an experiencer depending upon the verb. Categories 
of tense and aspect play no role in relation to imperative as 
well as most other moods except for the indicative mood.
( However, if we want to include time relations, tense and
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aspect, we may say that all these modalities are non-past and 
generic).
8.4*6. It may be repeated, that if we examine the deep 
structure of these different imperative sentences properly, 
we are bound to realise that all imperative sentences are 
complex sentences. Just as causative sentences are complex 
sentences ( see Ch. 7),all simple, hortative and permissive 
imperative sentences axe also complex sentences, although 
most of the complexities are hidden or disguised in the auxil­
iary expressions attached to the verb forms.
8.4*8. Thus we may represent the imperative mood in full as
imperative — 4
+simple
■ +resp 
+ord 
+dero 
+hearer 
-hearer+hortative 
+permissive
8.4*9* To recapitulate all aspects af the category of mood,
one can summarise the rules suggested above thus:
( + indicative
mood — ^
imperative i
+benedictive 
+inferential 
+possibility 
+certainty 
„ +obligation
♦simple
+hortative
+permissive
' +resp 
+ord 
+dero 
+hearerchearer
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8.4*10. Leaving some more facts to be introduced later in 
this chapter, I proposes at this stage, to introduce the differ­
ent phonological realisations of the categories discussed above. 
This will be done taking into account the different possible 
combinations of the categories and features that constitute 
the auxiliary of a sentence. Let us begin with the indicative 
mood, and then take account of the categories of tense and 
aspect simultaneously.
8.5. REALISATIONS OF THE AUXILIARY
8.5.1. As stated earlier,the auxiliary realisations are 
added to predicates —  especially verbs.The choice of altemat- 
-ive realisations is decided by the phonological form of the 
verb.I therefore propose to suggest some context sensitive 
rules to account for the choice of alternative realisations 
where relevant.
8.5*2. The realisation of the indicative mood may be stated 
to include two forms, one used in ordinary (non-emphatic etc.) 
statements and the other in emphatic and/or negated statements,
as«
indicative mood — ^
fee / if S = emp and/or neg S 
(^ aa / elsewhere
amma wattaTa giyaa
mother to the estate went
(My) mother went to the estate.
wattaTa giyee amma
to the estate went mother
It was my mother who went to the estate
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amma wattaTa giyee nss
mother to the estate went not
(My) mother did not go to the estate.
8.5.5* If the tense category is [+non-past],it may be 
either [+generic] or [^progressive] as; regarding aspect. Thus 
we get two possible combinations as [+non-pas* and +generic] 
and [+non-past and +progressive]. The phonological manifesta- 
-tions of these two are suggested in the following formulations.
8.5*4 +non-past
+generic
na1
e*g.
seena potak kiyawanawa ( na + aa> nawa ) 
Sena a book read 
Sena reads m, book.
minissu maalu allanawa 
The men fish catch 
The men catch fish.
8.5.5. +non-past ‘ 
+progressive
— ^ Reduplication of the verb (v.10.5)
or min / ya__, e plus inna/tiyena
(cf.5.53*; 5.3A.2.)
miniha pol binda binda innawa 
the man coconuts breaking is 
The man is breaking coconuts.
ruuna karaki karaki tiyenawa 
the fan rotating is 
The fan is rotating.
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kande naaya-yamig tjyenawa 
the mountain sliding is 
The mountain is sliding.
basseke nagereTs «pin tiyenewa
the bus to the city coming is .
The bus is coming te the city. '
However, the use of this progressive aspect especially 
with the non-pas tttense indicative is less productive in compa- 
-rison to its use; with the past indicative, where in mosttcases 
generic and progressive aspects are indistinguishable when 
nawa (= na + aa ) form is used (v.0.2.3(a)).The stative verbs 
indl ([in]) and tibe (I tlyel) do not combine with continuous 
aspect auxiliary expressions, because they actually refer to 
continuous states either in the past or present. This may be 
the reason for them to be used in forming continuous aspect 
expressions in relation to verbs which are non-stative3
8.5*6. If the tense is; [+pt] there arse a number of possible 
combinations of tense and aspect. These safe formulated in the 
following sections.
4-past ” ■ na„ / verb .(c)VGe . ^
+completive yo / verb ..(c)VT/ri__
4-general . < —  ■ ' : v u— . ■ f
.we / elsewhere
e.g.
miniha gaha kapuwa ( <wa + aa^ wa ) 
the man the tree cut 
The man cut the tree
1 For a theoretical discussion see Ghafe,if.l.19TiQ»P*99*
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lameya dora aeriya ( ya + aa > ya ) 
the child the door opened 
The child opened the door.
pota meese uDa tibuna ( nag + aa > na )
the book the table on was
The book was there on the table*
8.5.8 +past
4-completive 
4-emphatic 
(+ind. ?)
cci/cca /..(c)VCe. 
pi / elsewhere
(This is less productive than the feenaral completive past 
tense (8.5.7»)usage; indicative mood does not realise in its 
aa form here; modality may be inherent in jdî and cci/cca.)
e.g.
kolla duwapi 
The boy did run.
mala pipiççi
The flower did open.
8.5.9. +past “ Reduplication of the verb(v.10.5)or
+progressive min / ya . e 4 unna/tibuna
(also cf. 8.5.5«)
e.g.
mama mokadda kara kara m m a  ! 
I something doing was 
1 was doing somethin# .
1 pi has two forms in complementary distribution: as pi in 
sentence final position and pu as aux. without modality: as: 
in relative phrases, and before den , aawe etc. v.8.6.10.).
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oruloosuwa hondaTa w»Da kara kara tibuna 
the watch well workin~g was 
The watch was working well.
koocciya mehaaTa emin tibuna
the train to this direction coming was
The train was coming towards this direction.
8 . 5.10 +past
+perfect_
la (+ tiyena)
The notion of recent past is expressed by the use of 
tiyena ( i.e. tibe + npt.generic fnal) and distant past by the 
use of tibuna -i. (i.e. tibe + pt. completive respectively.
e.g.
lameya mala kaDela tiyenawa 
the child the flower has picked 
The child has picked the flower.
lameya mala kaDala tibuna
the child the flower had picked
The child had picked the flower.
8.5*11* In the above sections (8.5.2. - 8.5.10. ) we have 
formulated the realisation of the auxiliary of simple sentences 
in Sinhalese. It is in relation to these indicative or declara­
tive sentences that the categories of tense and aspect play 
a role. In the next section let us attempt to formulate the 
different realisations of the three classes of the imperative 
mood.
8.6. REALISATION OF THE IMPERATIVE MOOD
8.6.1. As stated earlier, (8.4.2.,8.4.5*) we have to
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recognise three grades in relation to simple imperative modal- 
-ity. Realisations, therefore, have to be established accord­
i n g  to these grades.
B . 6 . 2 o simple Imp 1 r nha
— nna1 
+respect L nTa
ryanDa
obatumaa (Lvanna
(Will)you (please) go.
renDa
mahatteya heTa il enna
Sir (will) you (plese) come tomorrow.
8.6.3 simple Imp 
+ord
' nawa / any verb
yaq / verb. .(c)VCe_
mai] / verb 2ya___
/ verb gan
paq /any kerb .but
verb /. .(cJVCe^ 
ya__
tamuse polaTa yanawa
you to the fair go
Ymu M  better go to the fair.
gan
1 nTa form is found in the dialects of Kandyan up country.
2 paleyan1 23go1 is another Imp. expression similar to yaman'will 
you go'
3 e, 'come' has a special Imp. expression waren *come(will you<) 
just as ja’go' has paleyan ( *. fn.2 sup.).
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umba eeka karapap
you it do
You 'd better do it.
umba uge aeijgee elliyap
you his body cling on
You 'd better cling on to him.
you home go 
You ’d better go home.
umba pota ganip
you the book take
You 'd better take the book.
umba heTa udee warep
you tomorrow morning come
Yuo 'd better come tomorrow morning.
8.6.4« To express politeness and intimacy, the so-called
'polite particle' ko may be used after any of the imperative
realisations, simple, hortative or permissive. Compare the
following sentences:
tamuse yanawa-ko 
Will you pease go.
umba yaman-ko 
Will yuo please go.
miniha
aawaawe-ko 
Let the man come.
api yamu-ko 
Let us go.
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8.6.5» simple Imp
+dero
— »
u /..(c)VCi_ 
ya /..(c)VCe
ma / ya_
piya / any verb . but
verb ^ .(c)VCe 
2 'e
ya__
e*g.
too kapapiya 
you cut 
Cut (it..)
too adapiya 
you pull 
Pull (it..)
too ooka ædu
you the thing near you pull 
Pull that one (near you).
too vræTiya 
(You) fall.
too kaBa ^
(You) pick.
(You) gp.
mehaaTa ware
Come here . 12
1 ya.besides its yama Imp. form,has a special Imp. form pala 
'go will yuo' as well.
2 £ has a special Imp. with +dero as wara 'come will you'.
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8.6.6. All 'causative verbs' can be followed by an imperat­
iv e  modal auxiliary. However, we shall find such imperative 
causative sentences are even more complex than the causatives 
discussed in chapter 7» when we attempt to explain them by 
applying causativisation to the underlying deep structure 
sentences. I do not propose to discuss the syntax and semantics 
of such complex sentences in this study. But the realisation 
of imperative after 'causative verbs' is similar to those forms 
after ..(c)VCa verbs as all causative verbs are .•.Ca verbs in 
structure, 
e.g.
you please cause someone to
cut'
II II tl
(This is when the grade is +resp).
, ,rnDai kappanBa
kapp»wa+
'n
kappawanDa
kappawanna
kappa + nawa> kappanawa 'please cause someone to cut' 
kappawat nawa>kappawanawa * " "
kappa+paq > kappapaq " " "
kappawa+ paq^. kappawapaq " " "
(This is when the grade is +ord).
kappa+£iya> kappapiya 'get someone to cut ' 
kappawa+piya^ kappawapiya " "
(This is when the grade is +dero).
8.6.7. Next let us introduce the phonological manifestation 
of the hortative imperative modal auxiliary.
8.6.8. hortative Imp 
- hearer
— ^ nnaq
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e.g.
mams yannan 
I let go /shall go 
Let me go /(i shall go).
mama kaareka geennan 
I the car let bring
Let me bring the car /(i ’ll bring the car).
api eeka kerannan 
we it let do
Let us (exclusive of the hearer) do it/( We 'll do it).
I assume that ’let me ’ and 'I 'll' as well as 'let us' 
and ' we 'll ' express similar notions* This has been discussed 
in some detail in a paper 'Let's solve let's ' by R.M.Costa 
(see Bib.).
8.6*9 hortative Imp 
+hearer
mu
api waeDa karamu 
we work let do 
Let us work.
api naTamu 
we let dance 
Let us dance .
8.6,10. Finally to conclude this section on imperative
realisations, let us take the permissive imperative modal
auxiliary. Semantically this modality expresses some non-past
tense relationship although the realisation is more formally
complex where both npt. (generic) and pt.(completive) realisa­
tions plus two other expressions — den and -aawe are realised
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together under permissive imperative modality. Thus the realis­
ation of the permissive imperative mood may be represented ass
na^ (v.8.5.4*) +[deq J
permissive mood — ^
na2
ya (v.8.5.7.) + -|de, y
waV. laawe J
(v.8.5.8.)
cci
e.g.
eyaa eeka karadden ( kara+na+deq #  kara+t +deq =? . .ddei]) 
he it let do 
Let him do it.
uu eeka keruwaderj 
keruwaawe 
_karapuwaave 
he it let do 
Let him do it.
puTuwa f peralunad eq 
peraliccadeq 
peralunaave 
Lperaliccaawe 
the chair let fall 
Let the chair fall.
8.6.11. It seems to me that in the deep structure of these 
permissive sentences we may find sentences with both past or 
non-past, indicative mood auxiliary. In the complex sentence 
formation, this tense category remains. However, its semantic 
value has changed to a natural state to express some non-past 
notion. Nevertheless,in my own idioledt, I use sentences
1 see fn. 1, p.167
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similar to the following in approving of or in forgiving some
action, process etc. brought to my attention by somebody else.
To me: My response:
lameya pota iruwa oher irapu-i rdeq ^
The child tore the book ^iruwa J laawe/
Let it be so .
kolla potak balanawa 
the boy a book reads 
The boy reads a book,
oher baladdei] 
balapudeq 
bsluwaawe 
balapuwaawe 
.baluwadeq 
Let him do so.
However, I can not use iradden instead of iruwaden or irapu- 
-deq in the first example where the reference is to an activity 
in the past.
8.7. THE BENEDICTIVE MOOD
8.7*1« This is also neutral as to tense. However,it is
associated with some non-past notion —  as in Sinhalese we 
can not wish for past events.Benedictive mood is realised 
mostly as yan(or as pan in relation to a few verbs), although 
there are a few idiomatic usages with weewaa 'let there be , 
may it be ' • Thus the benedictive mood may be represented 
as:
benedictive mood — ^ yaq
paq / wahi j__ 'rain'
daki ___ 'see'
etc.
e.g.
anee deyyanee ehema weyap 
0 God, may it be so !
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mage putaa niwan dakapart 
my son Nirvana see may you 
May (you) my son attain Nirvana.
Idiomatic usage : iayaweewaa 'wish victory, hail...'
bajjgsweewaa ' wish defeat'etc.*
8.8. THE INFERENTIAL MOOD
8.8.1. The inferential mood is realised in a number of forms}
either as two suffixes or as participles plus independent modal 
auxiliaries etc. ( see stative modal predicates for their non­
modal usage v.5«6.) The realisations ¿¡1 and wi are non-past * 
always. However ati after past participle may denote past
inferential modality. Thus the inferential mood may be represent-
-ed as :
inferential mood — [+npt]
puluwani
ahaki
+npt t 
-^progressive C’ edup. of vb.+seti awa + ati
[+pt] "|nna/nDas ~ 
\la ) +ati.
e.g. -j
lameya waDee karayi/karaawi 
the child the work may do 
The chil^d may do the work.
lameya waDee karanna puluwani/ ahaki 
the child the work do may 
The child may do the work.
lameya waDee karanawa ati 
the child the work do may 
The child may be doing the work, or,
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lameya waDee kara kara ati 
the child the work doing may be 
The child may be doing the work.
lameya waDee karala ati
the child the work have done may
The child may/might have done the work.
lameya waDee karanna/karanDa ati 
the child the work do may have 
The child may have done the work.
8.9. POSSIBILITY MOOD
8.9.1. The idea of 'can' or possibility is expressed in 
Sinhalese by this modal auxiliary which is realised as infini­
tive plus puluwani or ahaki. This may be stated as:
possibility mood , nno, + pulwwli/ shski
InDa j
e.g.
tamuseTa dan yanna/yanDa puluwani/ahaki
you now go can
You may / can go now.
8 . 10. MODALITY OF CERTAINTY
8.10o1. The idea of 'must' is expressed by this modality. It 
is realised as infinitive + oona. We may represent this as:
modality of certainty rnna
InDa + oona
e.g.
tamuse heTa enna/ enDa oona 
you tomorrow come must 
You must come tomorrow.
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8.11. MODALITY OF OBLIGATION
8.11.1. The idea that 'one is obliged to' etc. is expressed 
by this modality. This and the modality of certainty sometimes, 
seem like overlapping. It is realised in a number of ways as
shown below:
modality of obligation — > ' nna/nDa +oonae 
nna/nDa +waTinawa 
nna/nDa +epaayae 
nna/nDa *wela +tiyenawa
mama eekaTa yanna/yanfla (ma) oonae 
I to that go should 
I should go to that ( meeting etc.).
miniha yanna/yanDa waTinawa 
the man go should
The man should go/ ( It is his duty to go ?)
amma ispiritaaleTa yanna(ma) epaaya 
mother to the hospital go has got to 
(My) mother has got to go to the hospital.
maTa eeka karanna wela tiyenawa 
I it to do got have to 
I have got to do it.
8.12. COPULA VERB AUXILIARY
8.12.1* It has been stated (v.5»5.) that the copula verb is 
not generally considered as similar to other verbs such as 
those denoting actions, processes etc. The copula is consider­
e d  as a 'dummy' verb, usually marking £he tense, aspect and 
modality —  the auxiliary of a sentence.
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8.12.2. In most cases the copu}a occurs in sentences with 
propositions having attributive predicatives or with equation­
-al propositions. In Sinhalese the copula verb seems to be 
either non-past or has to be treated as neutral to tense. 
However, we can explain the copula realisation in Sinhalese 
to include both pash and non-past tenses. Aspect may be generic 
or completive. Modality is indicative. Accordingly the copula 
auxiliary may be realised as shown below:
" Aux. cop.
+npt
+generic 
_ +Ind
e.g.
mee pots honda-yi 
this book good is 
This book is good.
f yi / adj...CV__
^ \ 0 / j-ad.i... C
Inp +
mee pots alut-0 
this book new (is) 
This book is new.
eyaa mage putaa-0 
he my son (is) 
He is my son.
tisaahaami dasss daDsyakkaarsyek-0 
Tisahami efficient a hunter (is) 
Tisahami is an efficient hunter.
8.12.3 -Aux. cop. 
+pt.
+completive
+Ind.
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e.g.
mams guruwarayek wela unna 
I a teacher was 
I was a teacher.
issara mee gee kaDeyak (wa tibuna) 
in the past this house a shop(was)
In the past, this house was a shop.
issara mee ala lokuwaTa tibuna 
in the past this canal large was 
In the past this canal was large.
However, copula auxiliary in the past tense,given above 
is very uncommon. Even the given realisations are periphrastic 
usages. There are ..many other idiomatic periphrastic usages 
similar to these.But in most cases, we are likely to find a 
stative verb.Thus, I believe that the copula verb, although 
in its formal manifestation seems to be a dummy verb signall- 
-ing mostly the contents of the auxiliary, related to some 
deep stative verb ( v.5»5«)«
8.12.4« So far I have attempted to formulate the realisations 
of the auxiliary usually attached to phonological verbs in 
simple sentences or to verbs in matrix sentences. There are 
some more realisations of the auxiliary (component) of a sent- 
-ence to be discussed and introduced in relation to coordinate 
and subordinate sentences,where in some cases modality usually 
disappears when sentences are joined and embedded.I propose to 
introduce, in the next section, some auxiliary realisations 
that occur in relation to such sentences (non finite suffixes 
in traditional terminology).
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8.13. THE AUXILIARY OF CONJOINED SENTENCES
8.13.1. We itay recognise three participles as infinitive, 
non-past or past progressive and past participles. All these 
occur in complex sentences or in complex verbs (which may have 
resulted from complex sentences; even the modal auxiliaries 
may have complex structures in a deeper level).
8.13.2. In Sinhalese, these participles occur in conjoined
sentences. Coordination and subordination in Sinhalese require
a lengthy discussion. I do not propose to do so here. My aim 
tois^ explain the three participles I have recognised. Thus, this 
covers only that area of coordination where participles funct- 
-ion as coordinate conjunctions.
8.1 3.3» When two sentences are joined by the participle 
auxiliary, first, the auxiliary (marked for tense, aspect and 
indicative mood) of one of the underlying sentences is deleted, 
and then one of the three participles is introduced to fill 
the gap created by the auxiliary deletion. The result is a 
conjoined sentence. The three participles will be introduced 
in the following sections.
8.13.4. We can join two simple sentences by introducing the 
infinitive auxiliary in place of the deleted auxiliary of the 
sentence if the deleted auxiliary of the sentence id marked 
for non-past tens® generic aspect and indicative mood and if 
the activity or process etc. denoted by the same sentence 
refers to a resulting or later event in relation to the activity 
or pcocess etc. denoted by the other sentence.
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The infinitive is realised as:
infinitive — > ' nna 
• nPs 
. nTa^
miniha mal kaDanna/kaPanba wæwaTa bæssa 
the man flowers to pick to the lake went down 
The man went down to the lake to pick flowers.
The deep structure of the sentence may he as suggested below:
Then the Aux. of the Sgis deleted and the infinitive is intro- 
-duced in the process of coordination resulting the following 
structure:
the man to the lake went downthe man flowers pick to
By eqpi NP deletion we get:
 ^v. fn. 1, p.16 9.
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Then finally is now shifted to the right of the subject
Agent NP of the .The result is the sentence given at the
beginning of this section. However, it may be mentioned that
S£ can be shifted not only to the right of the Agent HP of
but also to the left of it as well as to the right of the
Locative NP of . Thus the following sentences are also
possible and acceptable:
miniha wmwaTs mal kaLanna baessa
the man to the lake flowers to pick went down
The man went down to the lake to pick flowers*
mal kaDanna miniha waswaTa baessa
flowers to pick the man to the lake went down
The man went down to the lake to pick flowers.
The surface structure of our sentence given at the beginning 
may be represented as :
the man flowers to pick to the lake went down
8.13„5. When we have two sentences where the auxiliary of one
is non-past or past progressive, that auxiliary is replaced by
the non-past or past progressive participle to join the sentenc-
-es. The realisation of the progressive participle is :
npt. or pt.progressive part. aux. — > Redup.of the vb.
mil] / 6—  + Redup. of—  the whole - construction.
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e.g.
miniha p^nduru kapa kapa walakaTa damanawa
the man bushes cutting to a pit puts
The man cuts the bushes and puts them into a pit.
lameya yamin yamin raTakaju kanawa
the child going peanuts eat
The child eats peanuts while going.
8.13.6. When sentences with npt. generic (v.8.2.3) or pt.
general (v.8.2.4*,8.2.5*) indicative auxiliaries and identical
subject NPs are joined, the auxiliary of the first conjunct
sentence is replaced by the past participle auxiliary. If the
second sentence, then the third etc. refers to the result of
the event denoted by the first sentence (or the previous one),
then the subject HPs need not be identical. It must be remember-
-ed, however, that past participle auxiliary is introduced to
take the place of the auxiliary associated with the verb denot-
-ing the former event whereas the infinitive is introduced to
take the place of the auxiliary of the sentence expressing the
latteir (resulting ) event. The past participle auxiliary is
realised as: '
pt. part. aux. — ■$> rla
la /scan
However, the past participle has different forms in relation 
to verbs ya 'go' and e, 'come'. Verb ya 'go' has gihin or gihilla 
( gihiq+la)'go and, went and, having gone ' and verb e_ 'come' 
has swit or awilla ( sewit+la) 'come and, came and, having 
come' as full past participle forms.
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e.g.
sunil redi hoodsla naanawa
Sunil clothes washed and is bathing
Sunil washed his clothes and is bathing.
(Having washed his clothes Sunil takes a bath).
balala miiyek allagens kussiyaTa diwwa 
the cat a rat caught and to the kitchen ran 
The cat caught a rat and ran to the kitchen.
(Having caught a rat the cat ran to the kitchen).
gaha waeTila gee kaDuna
The tree fell and the house broke down .
maama giya sumaane gedara aewilla iiye aapahu giyaa 
uncle last week home came and yesterday back went 
(My) uncle came home last week and went back yesterday.
8.15»7» More syntactic and semantic facts about these parti- 
-ciples may be uncovered in an exhaustive study of coordination
in Sinhalese.* beyond the scope of this study.
8.14. THE AUXILIARY OF CONSTITUENT SENTENCES
8.14*1« In the process of subordination in Sinhalese, certain
expressions denoting functions such as condition, concession, 
temporal and cause etc* are added to the auxiliary of the 
constituent sentence whose modality is sometimes deleted.Since 
the auxiliary is attached to the phonological verb, these 
complex expressions consisting of verb + aux + subordinate 
conjunction have been treated as, 'non-finite verbs' in tradit­
ional and structural descriptions of the verb in Sinhalese. 
Without studying subordination in Sinhalese in detail, it is
n.
exptremely difficult to explain these so-called'non-finite
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verbal' expressions. There are some expressions which need 
historical explanations. Side by side with such historically 
surviving usages, there sure some very common expressions which 
can be explained in relation to some underlying sentences 
which axe in current usage.
8.14.2. Since this is not an attempt to study subordination 
in Sinhalese,I do not propose'to go into any details. However,
I propose to recognise four classes of subordinate conjunctions 
on semantic function as conditional, concessive, temporal and 
cause. In the following section I list the expressions in 
relation to these four functions.
8.14»3* flonditional function: —  (a) (h)ot 'if'after the aux
without Ind. modality.
Historically hot wan added to an already existing condition­
-al form with ta, wa. ya. na etc. This usage has disappeared. 
However, as I have given, we may, in the modern usage, relate 
the wa. ya. na etcj to the tense and aspect realisations( v.8. 
5.4* “ 8.5.10.). Nevertheless, we have to treat ta  either as: 
an alternative of na^ (i.e. npt. generic.v.8*5>4*) or as a*, 
special case: where ta  can not be related to any tense and 
aspect categories, but a historical form, na^ never occurs 
before (h)ot • This is a problem in all cases where ta  is 
found. I prefer to treat ta  as a variant of na  ^ in relation to 
a few morphemes such as, -den, di. (h)ot and t_ . 
e.g.
seekara kolamba yanawa + cond.subord.conj.+ maTa kiyanna
Sekara Colombo go if me tell
seekara kolamba yata-(h)ot maTa kiyanna 
Sekara Colombo go if me tell.
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If Sekara goes to Colombo,(plese) tell me.
eyaa aawa + cond. subord. conj.+ maama enawa 
he came if uncle come
eyaa aawa-(h)ot maama enawa 
he came if uncle come 
If he came uncle would come.
(b) naq •if’/after the aux.
seekara kolamba yanawa + cond.subord.conj. + maTa kiyanna 
Sekara Colombo go if me tell
seekara kolamba yanawa nan maTa kiyanna 
Sekare Colombo go if mw tell 
Tell me if Sekara goes to Colombo.
Also:
eyaa aawa + cond.subord.conj. + maama enawa 
he came if uncle come
eyaa aawa nan maama enawa 
he came if uncle come 
If he came uncle would come.
8.14*4« Concessive function:
(a) _t 'even if'/ after the aux. without Ind. modality
( cf.8.14.3.)?
balla maarenawa+ cone.subord.conj.+ mama uuTa beet denawa=*^  
the dog die even if I to it medicine give
balla mare-ta-t. mama uuTa beet denawa
the dog die even if I to it medicine give
Even if the dog dies,l(ll) give it the medicine
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gonaa wsTa kaDuwa + cone.subord.conj.+gonaa welaTa baesse nsese 
the bull the fence broke although the bull to the field
went into not
gonaa waeTa kasDuwa-t_ welaTa baesse naeae
Even though the bull broke the fence, it did not go into
the field.
(b) unat'even ifj even though*/after the aux.
balla marenawa unat mama beet denawa
Even if the dog dies, I (ll) give it the medicine.
gonaa waeTa kaDuwa unat welaTa basse naa
Even though the bull broke the fence it did not go into
the field.
8.14*5» Temporal function subordinate conjunctions are 
introduced after the indicative modality is deleted from the 
auxiliary of tne underlying sentence. There are several express­
-ions such as the following which function as subordinate conj-
-unctions:
(a) di'while, when' ' 
koTa " "
gaman "while' '
kal 'till, untilV
/ after na^ (v.8.5*4*58.14.3*)
e.g.
TawumaTa yaddi maTa kataa-karanna (yaddi yata+di ta na) 
to the town when go me call 
Call me when you go to the town.
Also:
TawumaTa yana koT®, maTa kataa-karanna 
Call me when you go to the town.
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pansalaTa yana gaman kaDeeTat gihii] enna
to the temple go while to the shop too go and come
When you. go to the temple go to the shop too.
kantooruwa wahana-kal mama inna oon® 
the office close till I stay must 
I must stay till the office is closed.
Jv.8.5.7.)
(v.8o5«8.)
gamaTa giva-hmTive/gamaq mama pansalaTa yanawa
to the village immediately after goimg I to the temple go
Immediately after going to (my) village,I pay a visit to
the temple.
pissu balla ^fcaapu— 1:5e e no-kaEa honda naeae
the rabid dog when did bite medicine not doing good not 
When the rabid dog has bitten it is no good avoiding
treatment.
(b)jhamaj ,wh(ml )
LaamaJ
| h^ '^iyei, immediately after Igamai] J
koTa ’when'
/ after
na,.£.
yawa 
pu_
e.g.
lameya raawahama> hondaTa saqgaraha karapalla 
laawaama J
the child when did come well entertain do 
When the child has come do entertain him well.
8.14.6. Cause function subordinate conjunctions too are 
introduced after deleting the indicative modality of the aux. 
of the underlying constituent sentence. There are two conjunct-
-ions such as:
(hindax nisaa, ’because, as /
nana,
yawa
pu
1
aadare-yi
lameya hondaTa w$Da karana-hlnda/nisaa guruwareya eyaaTa/
e.g.
the child well work because the teacher(to) him fond is 
The teacher is fond of the child because he learnis well.
Before concluding this chapter by introducing a few more 
sentence connectives and conjunctions, it must be mentioned 
clearly that the sections 8.15« and 8.14« are not to be consid­
ered as complete accounts of coordination and subordination 
in Sinhalese. In addition to the participles and subordinate 
conjunctions introduced in the above mentioned sections, one 
has to take into account the process of relativisation, nominal- 
-isation and a reasonable number of connectives and conjunctions 
in any thoroughgoing study of coordination and subordination. 
Since the limited period of time available to me does not permit 
me to embark upon an exhaustive study of this aspect of syntax 
in Sinhalese, I simply propose to introduce a few sentence 
connectives and conjunctions in the next section without going 
into details.
8.15. SOME SENTENCE CONNECTIVES AND CONJUNCTIONS
8.15.1. There is a class of connectives, some of which are 
listed below, which function sometimes either as subordinate 
conjunctions or as connectives.
(ee)misak 'except (that), although'
e.g.
miniha aawa (ee) misak kisi deyak keruwe nmae 
the man came except that any thing did not do 
Even though the man came, he did not do any thing.
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(jse) sera 'except (that)'
(ee) aerunaama ' except (that), although' 
namut 'but, though,..' 
eet 'nevertheless, yet,.' 
aerat 'moreover, furthermore! 
ee-unat 'however, but , yet, 
ee-unaaTa ' " " " , although..'
itin 1 then, so,..'
oya widiyaTa 'thus, ..' 
mehema ’ in this way’ 
hasbay’ but, yet,..' 
ee-ataredi 'in the meantime' 
etakoTa 'then' 
ee-anuwa 'accordingly' 
eet-ekkala 'besides that' 
etc.
8.15»2. One may find a few coordinative conjunctions as well.
They are listed below: '
t, ' too, also,and' 
e.g. :
mama kaDeeTa giyaa, baDut genaawa 
I to the shop went goods too brought 
I went to the shop,(and) brought goods too.
•then, next, after that,..
iiTa-passe 'after that'.
issella
'before that'
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yi.... yi 'and. (in phrasal conjunction) '
e.g.
minihayi putayi gedara innswa 
the man and (his)son and at home are 
The man and his son are at home.
hari .... hari 'either or '
e.g.
paemna haxi paensala hari denna
pen or pencil or give
Give me either the pen or the pencil .
naettar)
ekko.... . 1 either or'.. . naeti nan
e.g.
ekko tamuse enawa nsettan lemeya ewanawa
either you come or the child send
Either you 'd better come or send the child.
_t ... _t ' and, as well as'
e.g.
maTa potato oonae sallrt oonse 
I the book want meney and want 
I want the book as well as money.
8.15.3» All these connectives and conjunctions and many more 
must be taken account of in any study of coordination and 
subordination. However, I conclude this chapter with this very 
brief account on the domain of 'complex sentences'•
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PART THREE 
MORPHOPHONOLOGY
INTRODUCTION
III. 1. The purpose of this section on Morphophonology, the 
study of phonological shape of morphemes,'words' and sentences, 
is in the attempt of a discussion of some phonological consid­
erations relevant to the account of phonetic representation 
of sentences in Sinhalese.
III.2. To account for the choice of one of different 
realisations of the [+ and - sgj features of the category of 
number (see Ch.3«) I propose to establish a number of noun 
classes. .
111.3» Syllabic structures are established for the explana­
tion of the verb.(in the discussinn of the NP and Verb, addi­
tional explanations than furnished under the syntactic discuss- 
-ion hav# been included as appropriate.) Verbs always combine 
with auxiliary in forming the phonological 'verb word'. A 
number of processes basically associated with verb forms are 
also discussed in the chapter on verb.
III.4« In another chapter, called Sandhi 1 (internal sandhi)
an attempt is made to introduce a number of phonological rules 
that must be applied in the production 4f the phonetic form 
of the units usually called 'words'. Finally in a yet another 
chapter, called Sandhi 2 (External sandhi), some additional 
phonological rules are introduced to account for the phonetic 
representation of whole sentences.
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111.5. As an introduction to the study of morphophonology
of Sinhalese; it may be appropriate to introduce the inventory
of vowels and consonants of spoken Sinhalese. Since a specifi-
-cation of possible vowel and consonant clusters may be useful,
attempt is also made to provide a brief specification. The
inventory of vowels and consonants given below is, except for
a few modifications, mostly in agreement with the phonemes
1recognised by Coates,W.A. and De Silva, M.W.S. . Modifications 
such as the recognising of five nasals instead of three and 
four prenasalised stops enable us to represent data more clearly.
111.6. VOWELS IN SPOKEN SINHALESE
There are three front vowels - high, mid and low - fi.e 
and asj , and three corresponding back vowels - high, mid and 
low - [u, £  and a ] and one mid central vowel -shwa -[ s ].
All these seven vowels may occur as long vowels. The length is 
represented throughout this thesis by doubling the vowel in 
question. We may tabulate the vowels in Sinhalese thus;
Table 1
Vowels Front Central Back
long snort long snort--- long— snort—
High ii i — — UU U
Mid ee e 9 00 0
Low ææ æ — — aa a
III. 7. Any vowel, short or long, except the mid central
1 see Coates, W.A. and De Silva, M.W.S., 1960
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vowel, short and long (= [s, as]) can occur initially. Any 
vowel but the mid central long vowel [aa],can occur finally.
All vowels can occur medially. (a,aa can occur in the initial 
syllable when preceded by a consonant.)
III.8. CONSONANTS IN SPOKEN SINHALESE
There are eight plosives (or stops) of which four are 
voiceless and four are voiced. They are either bi-labial ([p, 
b]), dental and alveolar ([t,d]), retroflex ([t ,D]) or velar 
([k,g]). There are two palatal affricates, one voiceless and 
the other voiced ([c and j]).There are five nasals correspond- 
-ing to the four classes of plosives and the palatal affricates. 
Nevertheless, the retroflex nasal ([n ]) occurs only in clusters 
where the second consonant is a retroflex stop ([T or »])•
There are restrictions in relation to other nasals as; well, 
and some of these are introduced later. The five nasals are 
the bi-labial ([m]), dental and alveolar ([n]), retroflex ([n ]), 
palatal ([p]) and velar ( [i]]). Then there is one lateral dental 
and alveolar ([l]), one rolled,dental and alveolar ([r]),four 
fricatives,labio-dental ([f])* dental and alveolar ([s]), 
palato-alveolar ([/]) and glottal ([h]) and two continuants 
and semivowels, labial ([w]) and palatal (£ y]).^ Finally we 
have to recognise potentially five prenasalised stops such as, 
bi-labial prenasalised stop ([mb]), dental and alveolar pre­
nasalised stop ([ñd]), retroflex ([ND]) , palatal ([pj]) and 
velar ([qg]). However, productively we get only four prenasal- 
-ised stops as the palatal prenasalised stop [pj] is most rare, 1
1 Terminology used here is that of the International Phonetic
Association.
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possibly for historical reasons (-cf. s evolving to cL as in 
Sk.,Pali, to nd. in an.iana ^ andun (Sinh.) 'antenomy, 
cosmetic' ). Yet [jijjoccurs at least in one expression, name- 
-ly [ijlja] '? come*r, used in calling dogs and cattle etc. 
However, as this prenasajised stop does not occur in any other 
word in Sinhalese, it may be excluded leaving only four prenasal- 
-ised stops as given in the table 2 below. 1
Table 2
Consonants bi­
labial
Labio­
dental
dental 
and al­
veolar
retro­
-flex
palato-
alveolar
palat-
-al
velar glo­
ttal
|
v3 vd vl vl vd vl vd vl vl vd vl vd vl
plosive P b - t d T D - - - k S . -
affricate - - - - - - - - c i - - -
prenasali- 
-sed stop 
or plosive
- (mb)1 - - (ñd)1 - ;iro)1 - - - - -
nasal - m - - n - (N)1 - - ? - (q)1 -
lateral - - - - 1 - - - - - - - -
rolled - - - - r - - - - - - - -
fricative - - f s - - - / - - - - h
continuant
and
semi-vowel
- w - - - - - - y - -
1 Those consonants within parentheses may not be recognised as 
separate phonemes. Yet their alphabetic recognition is necessary 
in this study to represent data orthographically and/or phonetic­
-ally.
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111.9» Throughout this thesis I have used the notation of 
the tables 1 and 2.
111.10. Of these consonants, the four prenasalised stops,
([ mb, nd, and qg ]) , the retroflex nasal ([n ]) and velar 
nasal ( [q]) do not occur initially. All the consonants occur 
medially. The bi-labial and retroflex prenasalised stops, tetro- 
-flex and palatal nasals and the palato-alveolar fricative do 
not occur word finally, however. Furthermore when bi-labial 
and dental and alveolar nasals occur word finally, they are 
usually velafrised, except perhaps in the educated usage where 
the elite tend to pronounce words more closer to the reading 
pronunciation, or the original pronunciation if the words in 
question are either loan words or from special registers. When 
prenasalised stops dental and alveolar and velar , ([nd, qg]), 
occur finally, the final stops usually always drop giving way 
to a full velar nasal [qj. Consider these examples:
lind + £  4 linda 'the well',but lind + £ 4*1in 4  lin 'wells' 
: arjg + £ 4 ariga 'the horn' , but aijg + 4 *ang 4 'horns'
cf. also: •
polorjg+aa 4 polorjgaa 4 polanga 'the viper'
polong+hu 4 polongu 'vipers' but
polopg 4 poloq in poloq telissa 'a kind of viper'
(polon telissa by external sandhi ,v.ESR7 in 12.1.5«)
111.11. Finally it must be mentioned that there are some 
consonants which occur in word final position only in a few 
direct loan words where original pronunciation is preserved; 
otherwise consonants such as b, d, T, D, £, g, m, n and r
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usually do not occur word finally in native or derived Sinha- 
-lese words. However they occur in loan words as illustrated 
below.
-b : hab 'hub(s)' 
job 'job(s)' 
balb 'bulb(s)'
-d : ?
-T : biiT ruuT 'beet root' 
kaersT ' carrot ( s ) '
-D : huD 'hud(s)'
-c : biic 'beach(es)'
s(u)wic 'SvJitch(es)* 
paec 'patch(es)'
-j : koleej 'college(s)' 
loj 'lodge(s)'
-g : jag ’jug(s)'
-r : kaar 'car(s)' 
baar 'bar(s)'
-n : Tin 'tin(s)' 
pin ,'pin(s)'
-m j kalsiysm 'calcium'
Tiim 'team(s)'
All these examples make it clear that these consonants 
—.]?» (§■)» c» it gt n and m etc. occur in word final
position only in loan words from English.
III.12. Next we have to examine the vowel clusters and conso- 
-nant clusters in Sinhalese. It is assumed that no two non 
identical vowels can occur together. One may argue that there 
are diphthongs in Sinhalese, but throughout this study I
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vowels
maintain that whereaver two/are heard together as diphthongs, 
there exists a semi-vowel jr or w in between those two vowels, 
however slight its pronunciation. In other words I hold the 
view that no two vowels except the same where a long vowel is 
the result, can occur together without an intervening semi- 
vowelj a consonant or a cluster. However, when we hear vowel 
clusters we must realise that all of them contain an interven- 
-ing light accentuated semi-vowel £  or w.Thus we may state the 
possible quasi-vowel combinations with the intervening semi­
-vowel as suggested below:
(a) (i)i + " a(s>) - (i)i y ’ a(a) ‘
e(e) e(e)
o(o) ==P o(o)
ae(ae) ffi(ffi)
. a(a) _ a(a)
(i)i + u(u) (i)i w u(u)
0>) (e)e + '  a(s) " (e)e y "a(s) '
i(i) i(i)
o(o) o(o)
a(ffi)
a(a) _a(a)_
(e)e + u(u) (e)e w u(u)
(e) (ae)ae + " a(s) (a)® y ~a(a) '
i(i) i(i)
. e(e) . e(e)
(®)a + ' o(o) - (a)® ©o(o)
a(a) w a(a)
(d) 9 + - i(i) - a 5r "i(i) “
e(e)
o(o)
e(e)
o(o)
ae(as) ae(ae)
a(a) a(a)
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a + u(u) a w u(u)
(e) (u)u + " e(e) ' (u)u w e(e)
ae( ae) se(s)
o(o) 0(o)
a(a) a(a)
s(s)l_ - a(a)
(u)u + i(i) (u)u y i(i)
(f) (o)o + e(e)
0
e(e)
se($) w »(ae)
u(u) +$ (0)0 w u(u)
a(a) w a(a)
- 9(9) _ w 9(9) _
(o)o + i(i)=£ (0)0 y i(i)
(g) (a)a + " i(i) " (a)a y ~ i(i) "
e(e) e(e)
ae(as) se(a5)
_ »(») . 9(a) _
(a)a + ~u(u) 1 (a)a w - u(u) -
0(0) 0(0)
9(9) a(a)
If we accept the facts stated above we have to admit that 
there are no vowel clusters in Sinhalese, only long or short 
vowels.
III.13* Now let us examine the different possible consonant 
clusters in Sinhalese. We find two-part consonant clusters 
occurring both word initially and medially but never finally; 
a few three-part consonant clusters occur mostly medially, 
except for one or two cluster(s) such as str in strii 'female,
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woman' which occur initially. Most, but not all, of the 
consonants may occur doubled medially, however. Many more 
clusters are confined either to loan words or educated speech. 
The two-consonant clusters that occur medially are given in 
table 3 (q.v.) where the clusters within parentheses occur in 
learned usages.
III.14« Both consonant clusters that occur word initially
are found in loan words —  mostly in the speech of the educated. 
The double-consonant clusters occurring initially in Sinhalese 
are given in table 4(q«v.).
III.15« As stated earlier (v.III.1 3)» there are a few possible
three-part consonant clusters which occur medially in most cases 
in Sinhalese» If we examine tables 3 a*1*! 4 we see that the 
cluster consisting of r as its second consonant seems comparati- 
-vely productive in the language. The same cluster occurs in 
many three-part consonant clusters as well. In most cases the 
two-part consonant cluster with a second r (i.e. Cr) is preceded 
by either a homorganic nasal consonant, or a homorganic stop. 
There may be other combinations such as in -str- and -ksm- etc. 
All of the clusters with -Cr as the second and third consonants 
may be stated as given in table 5 (q.v.).
When assimilation produces three-part consonant clusters, 
one consonant is dropped, usually the last( v.11.2.11 e.).
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Table 3
p b t d T D c D k
—
8 m n N P 9 1 r f s I h w y
p pp - (P't) - - - - - - - pm pn - ' mi/' '■ - (Pi) pr - (ps) - - - -
b - bb - (bd) - - - - - - - - - - Ul) br - - - - - (by)
t U p ) - tt - - - - - (tk) - tm tn - -■ •' .. - tl tr - (ts) - - (tw) (ty)
d - (db) - dd - - - - - (dg) dm - - - - dr - - - - (dw) (dy)
T - - - - TT - - - - - - (Tn) - - - - - - - - - - -
D - - - - - DP - - - (Pg) - - - - - - - - - - - - -
c - - - - - - cc - - - - - - ■-«f fcp - - - - - - - - ' -
0 - - - - - - - jj - - - - - - - (jr) - - - - Uw) Uy)
k - - (kt) - - - - - kk - km kn - kp - (kl) kr - ks (k/ ) - kw (ky)
g - (gb) - (gel) - - - - - gg gm gn ■ft gp - (gl) gr - - - - - (gy)
m rap mb - - - - - - - - mm - - - - ml (mr) - - - - - -
n - - nt nd - - - - - - - nn - - - nl - - ' ns - - nw ny
N - - - - NT ND - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
P - - - - - - pc - - - - - PP - - - - - - - - -
9 - - - - - - - - qk qg - - 99 - - - 9s (9/ ) 9h 9W 9y
1 Ip lb (It) Id - - - - lk lg lm - - - - 11 (If) (Is) - - lw ly
r ip ) (rb) rt rd - - (rc) T j rk rg rm m ¿Mi.,, - rl - - rs (r/) - rw
f - - - - - - - - - - - - - ^ ■ - - - - - - - -
s sp sb st sd sT - sc - sk sg sm sn *» - (si) sr - ss - - sw sy
/ - - - - (/T) - (/c) - (Xt) - (fm (/n) j-- ~ ~ U l ) (/r) - - - - (/w) </y)
h "" - - - - - - - - - - - - “ - (hr) - - - - - -
w - - - - - - - - - - - - - ■ - :'*I - (wr) - - - - ww (wy)
y - - - - - - - - - - - -• . *». - - - - - - yw yy
Two-part consonant clusters (medial)
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Table 4
P b t d T D c 3 k e m n N ? *1 1 r f s I h w y
p pr
b bl br - - - - - -
t tr ty
d dr dw -
T Tr
D Dr
j jw jy
k kr kj
e gr - - - - - -
m
n ny
f fr
- - - - - - - - sn - - - si sr - - - sw -
n It - - - - /w -
h hr
w wr wy
Two-part consonant clusters (initial)
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Table 5
pr br tr dr jr kr gr sr Jr
m mpr mbr - - - - - - -
n - - ntr ndr - - - - -
- - - - - qkr qgr - -
P PPr
b - bbr - - - - - - -
t - - ttr - - - - - -
d - - - ddr - - - - -
j - - - - jjr - - - -
k - - - - - kkr - - -
S - - - - - - ggr - -
s - - - - - - - ssr -
f fir
Three-part consonant clusters (medial)
III.16. Ending the introduction at this point,I turn to the 
discussions of different shapes of nouns and verbs which comprise 
the next two chapters. The nouns have one basic form: certain 
changes that occur when feminine nouns are derived from mascu- 
-line (or neutral) nouns will not be discussed, as derivational 
morphology is not included in this study. All other changes nouns 
are subject to,can be explained in relation to sandhi between the 
nouns and the number realisations. In chapter 9> to explain the 
choice between different number realisations,nouns are classifi- 
-ed into a number of classes. Verbs deserve a thorough Study as 
they have different shapes in different contexts. Thus, the verb
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is studied in detail in chapter 10.
Adjectives, conjunctions, connectives and different other 
morphemes introduced as realisations of different functions or 
processes (see also Appendixes) etc. have no further separate 
discussion, the relevant syntactic and semantic discussions 
themselves are considered sufficient. In most cases there is 
just one basic form and any changes in that form may be due to 
sandhi between two morphemes: this is the subject of chapter 
11. Finally sandhi between 'words' is discussed in chapter 12.
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CHAPTER 2
9.0. (THE PHONOLOGICAL ) NOUN PHRASE
9.0. 1. In chapters one and two,I have discussed nouns —  
common, proper, kinship and status —  and pronouns from a 
syntactic point of view. I there attempted to introduce phonolo- 
-gical nouns thgether with a specification of some syntactic 
and semantic features that constitute the deep structure of 
those nouns and pronouns.
9.0. 2. Not all proper nouns, kinship nouns, status nouns 
and most pronouns need be discussed here as they may be intro- 
-duced and explained within the syntactic description itself
( as we have attempted in the relevant sections of this thesis). 
One or two pronouns which need further explanation will be dis- 
-cussed later. Meanwhile, to account for the factors that govern 
the selection of alternative realisations of the category of 
number (i.e. [+sg] and [-sg] features) in relation to common 
nouns^we have to classify the latter. We may be able to account 
for some of the class choices phonologically, taking into account 
the vocalic or consonantal nature of the final phonetic element 
of the noun. While doing so, we must also account for certain 
exceptions in some other way. If we set up some noun classes 
phonologically, taking into account the associated number reali- 
-sations, we can account for all nouns without much difficulty.
In the next section, I propose to establish a number of phono­
-logical noun classes for the common noun.
9.1. A SET OP PHONOLOGICAL NOUN CLASSES FOR THE COMMON NOUN
9.1.1 All common nouns, abstract or otherwise, are associated
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either with singular number only, plural number only, or with 
both. Taking into account only the plural (i.e.[-sg]) number 
realisation in establishing noun classes we find that we may 
be able to set up five broad classes of common nouns. We must 
then proceed to subclassification to account for the difference 
in singular number realisation. Thus embracing both singular 
and plural forms, we are able to establish a number of noun 
classes on the basis of the uniformity existing throughout the 
whole class.
9.1.2. On the basis of different [+sg] and [-sg] realisations,
I propose to recognise ten classes of phonological nouns in the 
description of common nouns and their choice of number realisation 
in Sinhalese. These ten classes are discussed with examples in 
the subsequent sections of this chapter.
9.1.3. Class _1_
All nouns of class 1 take £  as [-sg] realisation and aa as 
[+sg] realisation. The class consists of a large number of vowel 
final nouns and a few consonant final nouns as illustrated below:
-aa : haa 'hare1 
kaa ’moth’
-i : diwi 'leopard1
ibi 'tortoise ' 
(koTi 'tiger' )"*
-ææ : nææ 'relation' 
kæsbææ 'turtle'
taaraa 'duck'
ajijilaa 'a kind of fish'
gembi 'frog' 
masi 'fly'
urulaa 'civet cat' 
pattaa 'centipede'
1 This is given in parenthesis because it can belong to another 
class - class J (v.9.1.5*)*
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-u : balu 'dog' yaalu 'friend'
kolu 'boy* wasu 'calf'
buuru 'ass' uuru 'pig'
kapuTu 'crow' 
-ee : wee ’termite'
makunu 'bug*
-a : muwa 'deer' garuDa 'centipede'
assa 'horse' naaga 'cobra'
-C : kaak(k) 'crow' 
nimun(n) 'twin'
mayin 'myna '
9.1.4. Class 2
All nouns that belong to this class select hu as the [-sg] 
realisation. The [+sg] is aa as in class 1. This class includes 
many consonant final nouns as well as some vowel final nouns —  1
especially some-aa final and 
-ing r —  as illustrated :
-£ final with or without a precede
-aa : giraa 'parrot' rilaa 'ape'
radaa 'washerman' pilaa 'larva'
-ra : hora 'thief' eNDeera 'herdsman'
kora 'lgme' toora 'seir fish'
debara 'hornet' bamara 'wasp'
monara 'peacock' moora 'shark'
-a s aanda 'eel' 
goona 'elk'
weda 'physician' 
(samanala 'butterfly')
-C : aet ' elephant' kok 'crane'
ksmral 'wood pecker' kimbul 'crocodile'
gon 'ox balal 'cat'
1 This may belong to another class as well, class 4 (v.9.1.6.)
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minis ’man’ walas 'bear'
sat 'beastJ being kukul 'fowl'
wawul 'bat' kowul ’cuckoo'
poloqg 'viper' luul 'a fresh water fish'
9.1.5» Class
The nouns of this class combine with zero (=0), the [-sg]
realisation, and aa the [+sg] realisation. However, as suggested
above (v.9.1«3»)» most -i final nouns vcan take o_ as the
plural realisation as well. One finds both vowel final (-i.) and
consonant final nopns in this class . They includes
-i : koTi 'tiger* ali 'elephant'
kaDi 'large black ant' kaawaaTi 'oyster' 
kuumbi 'ant' gaeraNDi 'rat snake'
geri 'black ant' nari 'fox'
mugsTi 'mongoose' pirimi 'malejman'
daiiDi 'a fresh water fish'
( also v. 9.1.3* -i, final nouns.)
-C : harak 'cattle' nay 'cobra'
talagoy 'iguana' kabaragoy 'spotted iguana'
kurulugoy 'falcon' baTagoy'orange brested green
pigeon'
9.1.6. Class 4,
There are a few nouns that take i. as the [-sg] realisation. 
They too select aa as [+sg] realisation. Most of these nouns 
are -jj final, as listed below:
-a : sarapa 'serpent' kabara 'spotted iguana'
bala ' a sea fish' (samanala 'butterfly')^
1 cf. 9.1.4
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9.1.7. Class £
These nouns also combine with the o_ plural marker but they 
take either if the nouns end in any vowel except i.(i.)» or 
-a or £ if the nouns are -i.(i.) final. Thus to account for the 
optional selection of -i(i) final nouns and obligatory _£
selection if they are not i(i) final, I propose to sub divide 
class 5 into 5a to include i(i) final nouns and 5h to include
other nouns, as illustrated below:
5a
-i(i) baslli 'bitch'
iiri 'sow'
kirilli 'hen bird'
rilswi 'female ape'
kelii 'girl'
aetinni 'cow elephant'
haspinni 'female cobra'
kikili 'hen' 
kaakki 'hen crow' 
girawi 'hen parrot' 
wasssi 'heifer' 
daasi 'servant woman' 
waelahinni 'she bear' 
yassanii 'female demon'
5b
-aa : maataa 'mother' mahilaa 'woman'
upaasikaa 'female devotee'kaantaa 'lady, woman'
-u : ambu 'wife'
9*1.8. Class 6
This class includes only a few nouns. They take hu as
plural marker but, as pointed out in relation to class 5t they
take either ^  or as singular marker. Most of these nouns end
in a consonant as the examples show: there is just one noun
which ends in a vowel. Consider the following examples:
-C : koTi-den 'tigress' sirjha-den 'lioness'
mii-den 'female buffalo' den 'cow'
-i : gaeaeni 'woman'
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9.1.9. Class 2
This class, too, is sub diviáed, (a) and (b), to account 
for the difference in selection of plural markers. Certain nouns 
of this class take 0 only as the plural marker whereas certain 
other nouns take either ¿  or wal optionally. In both cases .. s>, 
is the; singular realisation. The sub class 7(a) which has only 
the <f> plural marker, consists of both vowel final and consonant 
final nouns. 7(b), it seems, is confined to certain long vowel 
final nouns. The two sub classes are illustrated below:
7a
-i •• geDi 'fruit, abscess' iri 'line'
paeni ' syrup' paTTi 'herd'
lori 'lorry' piTi 'flour, ground'
-ii •• lii 'wood, timber' ii 'dart, arrow'
mii 'hive' hii 'ploughing'
-aeas : baes 'half (of a nut)' was 'adze'
-u •9 aTu 'granary' oru 'boat'
kaDu 'sword' puTu 'chair'
kopu 'case' pokunu 'pond'
-00 •• poroo 'axe' soloo 'stanza'
reeDiyoo 'radio'(cf. class 10 also.)
-ee •• lee 'blood'
*C •• aqg 'horn' lind 'well'
gas 'tree' gal 'rock'
kan 'ear' agal 'ditch'
pas ' sihil'
7b
-aa •• maaligaa 'palace' upamaa 'simile'
gabsDaa 'store' gaataa 'stanza'
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guhaa 'cave' panaa 'comb'
saqgaraa ' magazene ' basaa' language '
-ææ ï horanææ 'trumpet1 kælææ 'forest'
kurulaa 'pimple*
9.1.10. Class 8_
This class includes those nouns that have wal only as 
plural marker and 0 as singular marker. Most of thes4 nouns
are
-a
_a final. Some are given below:
: kaTa 'mouth'
ala 'canal'
„ 1 kanda 'stem, log*
paara 'road, blow'
waTa 'fence'.
anda 'bed'^ 
gaqga 'river' 
dora 'door' 
baDa 'belly'
9.1.11. Class 9
Those nouns that have ee as singular marker and 0 as plural 
marker belong to this class. Most of these nouns are either a 
final or consonant final. They includes
-a : ala 'yam' aTa 'bone, seed'
ana 'nail' kura 'hoof'
gaeTa ' knot' kola 'leaf'
pilima 'image, idol' bena 'hollow of a
leDa 'sickness' wana 'sore'
waeDa ' work' haTTa 'jacket'
hena 'thunder' stasana 'seat'
-C : banis 'bun' kos 'jak'(fruit)
pol 'coconut* naaram 'mandarin'
bayisikal 'bicycle*(v.cl. 10 also.)
1 These nouns may take -an as plural marker instead of wal. e.g. 
andan 'beds', kandan 'logs'.
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9« i•i 2« Class 1Q
This class consists of many nouns which are loan words 
from English. They combine with the 0 plural marker (cf.classes 
7a and 9 above) and the eka singular marker. These- nouns may 
be either vowel final or: consonant final. A few examples are 
given below:
-C : kaar ’car' bayisikal 'bicycle'(v.cl. 9 above)
bas 'bus' keek 'cake'
sup 'soup'
-V : reeDiyoo 'radio' (cf. cl.7a above)
9.1.13. I believe that most nouns that belong to the broad 
class called common noun, can be included in one or other of 
these ten classes. The choice of the appropriate number realis- 
-ation from the different possible alternative realisations, 
can also be easily explained in relation to these ten classes.
As I indicated earlier (v.III.16) all the changes these nouns 
undergo in different contexts can be stated in terms of sandhi 
between morphemes or 'words'. Thus we conclude the section on 
noun classes.
9.2. ALLOMORPHIC VARIATION OP JP PRONOUN AND 2P DEROGATORY
PRONOUN
9.2.1. Proper nouns, kinship nouns and status nouns need not 
be discussed at all as the changes they are subject to * can be 
accounted for in terms of sandhi. Most pronouns can also be 
dealt with under sandhi but with regard to 1P pronouns (v.2.1.2.- 
- 2.1.4.) and 2P derogatory pronouns (v.2.2.5. and 2.2.9.) we 
have to introduce some allomorphic variations of the basic form 
of the pronoun introduced in the syntactic discussion (v.2.1.2.- 
— 2.1.4; 2.2.5»; 2,2,9»).
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9,2.2. We have introduced two forms mama 'I'(v.2.1.2.) and 
api 'we' (2.1.3* “ 2.1.4.) as the realisations of the different 
1P pronouns. Phonologically mama and api have a number of alter­
-native forms which occur in certain contexts. These allomorphio 
variations of the two basic form® may be stated in a. context 
....sensitive rule of the following form* 4
mama — ^
api —
9.2.3* We also have introduced two derogatory 2P pronouns 
too 'you* and topi *yuo pi.*. With regard to these two forms 
also, there are a few allomorphic variations that must be 
recognised. They mayl be stated a® suggested in the following 
rule, similar to that given above for allomorphic variations 
Of mama and api •
jmame^
t w q  ] / Ala5g8 eto.
maa / ____we/ 44 ♦la^ga etc.
- ma / Te/gen /ge.
api / ____. 44 /(wa)/+la§ge
japi '
[apal / --- Ta/gen/ge.
too ^
' too / __ 44 /ws A  laqga
< ' .
to / _  Te/ gen / ge.
topi —  >
topi /___44 / w© /+ laqga
ftopij j To / gen /ge. 
ItopoJ
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9.2.4» There is no need to discuss all nouns and pronouns 
phonologically apart from those that have already been discuss- 
-ed, as they can he satisfactorily explained in the appropriate 
syntactic discussion (see Ch. 1 and 2). Let us,therefore, here 
conclude our discussion on nouns and consider some allomorphic 
variations in relation to some of the number realisations.
9»3. ALLOMOBPHIC VARIATION OF SOME f-sgl NIMBER REALISATIONS 
9»3»1» The basic realisation of [-sg] number category has 
been represented in 3.1.8.» Yet, some alternants of those basic 
forms must be introduced in relation to certain contexts of 
occurrence. As far as [+sg] realisation is concerned we need 
not recognise any allomorphs for the different basic realisations. 
However^ when we take into consideration the different realisa­
tions of [-sg] feature, we see that most of them have two 
variants, one occurring before word boundary and the other 
before certain morphemes which the language does not recognise 
as having the status of ‘word' which is a very arbitrary unit 
( see 11.1.). These variants are discussed in the subsequent 
sections..
9*3»2. We have already recognised seven alternative realisa­
tions of the [-sg] feature of the number category in Sinhalese 
(v.3»1»8.) as:
0
hu
1
J
wal
la
_wa
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Of these seven formatives six have two forms each, one 
before and the other before a formative where no word boundary 
( i¥ ) between the two is: possible. The only one not having two 
forms is la. which occurs in any context.
9.3» 3» A H  these seven formatives can occur before //, but
when they, except la. occur before certain formatives such as 
the case realisations Ta, gen, en. in. we, £, e(e) etc.(v.Ch. 4) 
they are manifested in different other forms when compared with 
the six which occur before // . Let us now introduce the variant 
realisations for plural number in the non-word boundaiy context.
9.5.4. [-sg] — > £  has £  before // and an before Ta,gen,
wa, ge etc. This may be stated ass
r , f° / --- #[-sgj — > i
Lan /___ Ta/gen / etc. //
When there is. a possible before a case; realisation such
as larjga. gaawa etc. £ and an may occur indiscriminately« Consider
the following examples:
balu + o // ballo // 'dogs' (v.5.1 .9.)
balu +an +Ta = 4 ballanTa 'to the dogs' 
balu +an +gen ballangen 'from the dogs'
balu + ^  // laqga ball laqga 'near the dogs'
9.3»5* ha has hu and hun forms in the two environments. This
may be stated, in a similar way to the above formulations
. r hu / ____ #[-sg]
.hun /___Ta/gen /etc. //
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hors +hu f t  horu f t  'thieves'(v.3»1 »9»)
hora +hun+Ta horunTa 'to the thieves'
hora +||^n|j^laqga =#> hor f t  langa 'witii the thieves
9.3»6. i has _i and in forms in the two contexts. This may he 
formulated as follows:
[-sg] 'i /___ft
win /___Ta/gen etc. f t
sarapa + i ^  sarapayi 'serpents'(v.3.1«9») 
sarapa + in+Ta sarapayinTa 'to the serpent s'
i
sarapa + 'jin ^  sarap
ayi -
ayin . f t  larjga 'with the 
serpents'
9.3»7* 0 has to be explained differently. It may be treated
Tinder two sections (a) and (b). •
(a) When 0 occurs with class 3 nouns (v.9»1»5») it has ^ and
in or in a few cases un in the two environments. This may
be stated with such examples as:
" 0 / _ . f t
[-Sg] — » , fin _ Ta /ft.
/harak Ta/.. f t
koTi + 0 ft ==£ koTi ft 'tigers'
koTi +in +Ta koTinTa 'to the tigers' 
harak +un+Ta =^> harakunTa 'to the cattle'
koTi +{?n] f t  laqga =4 rkoTi j ^
IkoTin-
laqga 'near the tigers
harak +1^ } #  lagga =4 {ÎSrîun}^ la% s 'near the
cattle1
(b) When 0 occurs with nouns of classes 7»9 and10 (v.9.1.9»»
9.1 . 1 1  and 9.1 .1 2 .), it has ^  and wal in the two contexts.
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We may represent this in the following formulation:
[_sg] — > ft /----  &
Lwal /___ Ta / en etc.
gas + 0 // =£■ gas // 'trees’ 
gas +wal +Ta =£> gaswal-a-Ta 'to the trees' 
gas+ / laqga =£• gas // laqga 'near the trees' 
*gas+ wal // laqga =$>*gaswal// laqga. (unacceptable)
9»3»8* wal has wal and walwal in the two contexts.This may be 
stated as :
[_Sg] — > wal /___//
walwal /____Ta /in etc.
aela +wal // slawal // 'canals'
aela +walwal +Ta selawalwal-a-Ta 'to the canals'
aela +wal // laqga selawal // larjga 'near the canals'
*sela +walwal // larjga *$lawalwal // laijga (unaccept--able)
9.3.9» wa has wa and wa-wal in the two environments. We may 
formulate this as :
f wa /---l¥
*■ ^ [^wawal /___Ta/ in.etc.
ee + wa eewa // 'those things'
ee + wawal+Ta =£ eewawal-a-Ta 'to those things' 
ee +wa // laijga =£ eewa // laqga 'near those things' 
*ee +wawal // laqga =^ e^wawal // laqga (unacceptable)
9«3»10» It now only remains to discuss the sandhi rules which
account for the phonetic representation of noun phrases in Sinha-
-lese. This will be done in chapters 11 and 12 and so we may
conclude the chapter with a summary of the complete realisation
of [-sg] feature of the number category in Sinhalese including 
noun classes :
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0 /_H=
-an /_ Ta/gen. .//
|hn /_ #
lhim /__Ta/gen. .//
i /__?¥
in /__Ta/gen. .//
/ phono. N.cl. 1
5af __ (v.9.1.)
5b.
/ phono.N. cl. 2 ^
6
/
(v.9.1.) 
4 __ (v.9.1.)
-0 / _ _ # r*
-fin 1 . /
un J / _  Ta/gen. .//r -1
f* / _ #
Iwal /___ Ta/en..
fwal /___#
twalwal/__ Ta/in.. ' /
("a /- . ’¥  . !■ /[.wawal /___Ta/ in..
5
harak .
/ phono.N. ol. 7a
7b
9
10
8 ' ' 
(7b)
.(v.9.1.)
(v.9.1.)
(v.9.1.)
3P pro 
-ani
la /____^//Ta/gen.../ proper H.
kinship N. 
status N. 
pronoun
For [1P pro] v. 9.2.2.
* *  r t o  -  9.M.
1 -V
1pronoun / [if pro]
2P pro] 
+dero]
r3P pron
L -ani “
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CHAPTER 10
10.0. (THE PHONOLOGICAL) VERB
10.0. 1. As stated earlier (v.III.3») the phonological descrip­
tion of the verb in this chapter will consist of the establish- 
-ment of the general syllabic structure of the verb.
10.0. 2. Since the syllabic structure of causative verbs fbxm- 
-ed with the causativiser wo may be included with other- non­
causative verbs when certain context based verb form changes- are 
being explained, an attempt will first be made here to study the 
syllabic structure of the causative verb, prior to any attempt 
to study the syllabic structure of the phonological verb in 
general —  to include both causative and non-causative.
10.1. CAUSATIVE VERB
10.1.1. We need to discuss only those-causative verbs; which
are formed with the introduction of. the causativiser wo. As far
Verbas the pure causative,salasso is concerned we need merely mention 
that its behaviour is similar; to any other verb of CVCVCCa struct- 
-ure (v.10.2C.2.). The following are the resulting structures 
when causativiser wo is added to different verbs to form causat- 
-ive verbs.
10.1.2. When wo is added to monosyllabic verbs the result is: 
(C)V ( {^} ) wo but * {^} wo .
This includes the following structures .
Vwo : e.g. ewa 'send'
CVwo : kawo ’feed , cause to eat'
1powo 'feed, cause to drink' 1
1 po is a variant of bo 'drink'(v. 10.6A.3(f).
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CWwe : naawa ' cause to bathe '
CVCwa : ganwa > ganna 'cause to buy, take 1
10.1.3« When wa is added to disyllabic (c)VCi verbs, the final 
i_ is dropped before wa and the remaining (C)VC + wa are joined 
together involving progressive assimilation between £  + w produc- 
-ing -CCa (i.e. (c)VCCa ) except when the (c)VCi is (c)VTi 
or (o)V*i • When the structure is (c)YTi or (C)Vri assimilation 
does not take place but the final i. is changed to shwa (a).This 
may be stated as:
(CJVC^ + wa (C)VC^ V9 =4 (c)VCCa
C1 ^  T or r .
(c)VTi + wa =4 (e)VTawa
(c)Vri + wa (c)Vrawa.
gili + wa =4 gilwa gilla 'cause to swallow' 
ari + wa =4 arawa 'cause to open...'
10.1.4« However the (c)VCCa resulting from (c)VCwa is similar 
to any (C)vCCa disyllabic verb.(OyCaCa from (c)VT/rawa are now 
trisyllabic structures. The causative (c)VCCa can take wa again 
as disyllabic (c)YCCe structures can take wa to form (C)VCCawa 
structures (see below).
10.1.3. When wa f® added to disyllabic (c)VC(c)a structures, 
no changes take place in most cases, except when the £  immediate- 
-ly preceding the final a is one of £, b, m, s, or h, and (c)VC(c)a 
+ wa axe joined to form trisyllabic structures of (c)VC(c)awa 
type. However, When the £  preceding the final £ is one of £, b,
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m, £  or h, the final a is deleted before wa and the structure 
(c)VC + wa are joined together involving progressive assimilat- 
-ion producing another disyllabic (c)VGCa structure. Just like 
any other (c)VCCa, it can also undergo further changes till the 
final syllable becomes wa ( i.e. (c)VCCawa ) because a verb in 
Sinhalese can be expanded until the final syllable is wa whether 
it occurs in disyllabic, trisyllabic or quadrisyllable structures 
The final syllable wa may or may not be the causativiser wa. In 
most cases after wa no further elements other than auxiliaries 
can be added. The basic summary of this section is:
(C)VC^ C)& + wa =4 (c)VC1(0)awa 
C-j ^ £.» ]>» 2L» £ or h
(C)VC2a + wa =* (c)VC2wa =* (c)VC2C2a 
C2 ^ £.» ¡2.» £  or h
e.g.
kara + wa =£ karawa 'cause to do ' 
alia + wa 4  allawa ' " to catch'
but,
kapa + wa =£ kapwa kappa 'cause to cut'
10.1.6. When wa is addled to verbs of (c)VCe structure, the 
final e, is either deleted and the remaining (c)VC + wo are'join- 
-ed together incurring progressive assimilation (= C + w CC) 
or: changed to _a and the resulting (c)VCa +wa axe joined. In 
certain cases, however, the front vowels of the initial syllable 
change to the corresponding back ones. If the first syllable 
nucleus vowel is a(a), it must be changed to a(a) in all contexts 
cf. paade paadawa ' cause to become clear'
ffide adda 'cause to puli'
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If the initial syllable nucleus vowel is either ¿(i,) or 
e(e) (in all CVCe structures the initial, vowel nucleus is a 
front vowel ), that ¿(i) or?£(e) may remain unaltered even when 
wa is added,and therefore, one finds it difficult to arrive at 
a rule to account for the change of i(i) and e_(e.) th u(u) and 
o(o)respectively« With regard to at least, in a particular 
environment, I could find some consistency of i changing to u 
when wa is added. If i. of the initial syllable is followed by 
in (c)VCe structures before wa, it iff changed to u in most (if 
not all) contexts. That isj
i u / C__p ()wa.
e.g. pipe +wa =4 pupwa puppa 'cause to open'
Howdver, with regard to many other verbs such a consistent 
formation seems impossible. Consider these examples, for instance, 
where i remains unchanged in ide 'mellow' but changes to u in 
mide 'curdle, freeze':
ide +wa idawa 'cause to ripen'
ride+wa ridawa/ridda 'hurt'
mide+wa mudawa 'cause to curdle'
Similarly with regard to e_'s changing to o in the first 
syllable, ome finds it very difficult to find any consistency.
In the case of pene 'see*, teme 'get wet' etc., ff of the first 
syllable remains unaltered before wa :
pene +wa ==> penwa penna 'show' 
teme +wa =4 temawa 'wet, water'
However, whether or not, the front vowels of the initial 
syllables change to the corresponding back ones,if the structure 
becomes (c)VCCa type by assimilation(e.g.penna 'show'),then its
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behaviour is similar to any other (c)VCCa structure verb, (it 
can take we again). A summary of the whole section may be
represented as : 
(a)
j(c)V2Cwe =» (c)V2CCe
(b)
(c)
(0)V1Ce + wa '
l-(c)V2Cawa
V1 = æ(æ) ; Vg = a(a).
(c)V.jpe + wa (c)V2pwa (c)V2ppa
V1 = i(i) ; V2 = u(u).
(c)‘V'1 Ce + wa =4 jj 
V1 ® i(i)» e(e); Vg = i(i), e(e), u(u), o(o),
r(0)V2Cwa =# (C)V2CCa 
.(C)v20awa
e,g.
(a) wasTe +wa waTwa waTTa 'cause to fall'
ale + wa alawa 'cause to stick'
(b) pipe + wa pupwa puppa 'cause to open(a flower)
(c) pene + wa =£> penwa penna 'show*
mide + wa =4 mudawa 'cause to curdle'
10,1.7. When wa is added tto a trisyllabicr (c)VCVCi structure, 
the final _i drops before we and the remaining (c)VCVC+wa are 
joined to produoe a (c)VCVCCa structure (cf. 10,1.5.also), which 
behaves like any other (C)VCVCCe structure verb. This may be 
formulated as:
(C)VCVCi + wa =£ (c)VCVC+wa =4 (c)VCVCCa
e.g.
swidi + W9 «4 awid+wa aewidda 'cause to walk'
10. 1,8 When wa is added to a trisyllabic (c)vc(c)v(v)c(c)a
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structure no changes take place and the "two are joined together 
to result a (c)vc(c)v(v)c(c)awa structure. That is:
(c )vc(c)v (v )c (c )a  + wa (c)vc(c)v(v)c(c)awa
e.g.
kalatta + wa kalattawa ’cause to stir'
10.1.9. When wa is added to a trisyllabic (c)VCVCe structure, 
in some cases, the final jfc is deleted and the remaining (C)VCVC 
and wa are joined to produce a (c)VCVGGa structure. However, 
there are problems and it must be stated that the (c)VCVCe 
structures to which causatiwiser wa can be added are very few; 
and there are verbs to which wa can not be added at- all.Moreover, 
alongside verbs of (c)VCVCe structure, there are (c)VCVCi struct- 
-ure verbs which are syntactically and semantically the same. In 
such cases we is added to (c)VCVCi structures to produce a 
(c)vCVCCa structure which then behaves similarly to any other 
trisyllabic structure of the same type.
However, when wa can be added to (C)VCVCe structures as in
hinæhe 'laugh', the front vowels of the first and the second
syllables are sometimes changed to the corresponding back ones.
Thus hinaehe + wa produce
*hinah+wa =£ *hinah+wa hinasWd 
hinassa 'cause to laugh'
(c)VCVCe verbs are comparatively few in number in Sinhalese. 
It is fairly difficult to make a precise generalised statement 
about causative verb formation of these verbs, for a number of
reasons, e.g.
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(a) With regard to some verbs like delehe 'hesitate', gilihe 
'become unfix', pirihe 'decline', vatire 'lie prone', 
walande 'get ( a disease)',wahare 'emaciate' etc, wa 
causativiser is unproductive and causative verbs from these 
verbs are not found in the language.
(b) With regard to some verbs such as parade 'be defeated', 
walake 'refrain', valape 'lament', ipade 'be bom* .varade 
'mistake' etc., there exist syntactically and semantically 
identical but phonologically different verbs such as paradi 
•be defeated ', walaki 'refrain', valapi 'lament'.upadi
'be bom' and waradi 'mistake' respectively. In forming 
causative verbs, the causativiser wa is added to the latter 
forms and not the former.
(c) With regard to some verbs such as waTahe'understand'.wisire 
'scatter'.vehese 'strive' etc.,when wa is added the final
e is changed to £  and the two formatives are joined together. 
Here too a of the first syllable of waTahe changes to a 
(cf. 10o1.6.). We may summarise this section thus to inclp.de 
only the possible structures:
(C^CJV^e + wa r(c)V2CV2Cva =*• (oOVgCVgCCa
l-(c)V2CV2Cawa
((C)VCVCi : v. 10.1.7.).
V.j = front vowels
V2 b front or back vowels
V1 = a ^  V? = a.
hinahe + wa *hinahwa hinassa 'cause to laugh'
waTahe + wa =# waTahawa (= waTahawa) 'causa to under­
-stand '
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10.1.10. There are no quadri-syllabic structures where wa can 
he added to form causative verbs. All quadri-syllabic verbs in 
the language have wa as the final syllable after which no more 
wa causativisœrs can be added. Thus the quadri-syllabic structu- 
-res ana always' of (c)vc(c)v(v)c(c)awa structure.
10.1.11. As; a conclusion to this section, it may be mentioned 
that all causative verbs discussed above follow a pattern simil- 
-ar to that of many ..Ca final verbs in terms of the changes 
they are subject to in various contexts, notably before auxil- 
-iary realisations. Thus one need not treat causative verbs 
independently of non-causative ...Ça verbs in discussing the 
different phonological shapes ~  allomorphs -- of verbs, as 
they all follow the same pattern so long as they are ...Ça final 
verbs. I do not differentiate between the syllabic structure of 
causative verbs and that of non-causative ...Ça final verbs in 
the following section, where I propose to introduce different 
possible syllable structures of the verb in Sinhalese. Complex 
verbs are excluded from this study, for they should be discussed 
under derivation, which is beyond our present scope. However, 
complex verbs do not pose any problems because all of them can 
be described by the use of the discussions of non-complex verbs, 
as all complex verbs have a dependent verb as the final member, 
which is always one of the non-complex verbs,and it is only 
these dependent verbs that undergo changes, the same as those 
they undergo when independent, and the preceding elements remain 
constant always.
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10.2. SYLLABIC STRUCTURE Off THE VERB IN SINHALESE
10.2.1. The verb in relation to its phonological form can be 
stated in terms of syllabic structures. To describe the simple 
and the causative verbs (v.10.1.) I propose to recognise four 
broad classes of syllabic structures :
i monosyllabic structure verbs
ii disyllabic structure verbs
iii trisyllabic structure verbs and
iv quadri-syllabic structure verbs.
These structures will be fully explained in the following 
sections.
10.2A. MONOSYLLABIC STRUCTURE VERBS
10.2A.1. All monosyllabic structure verbs may be stated as 
(C)V ( I D  ) but 4 t {£}.
This formulation includes the following four structures
i V
ii CV
iii CW
iv CVC
There are not many verbs belonging to eaoh of these 
four structures. They are introduced in the following paragraphs:
10.2A.2. There is just one verb in the whole language which 
has the structure V , and that is:
V : £ ’come1
10.2Ao3. One may list several verbs that have the structure CV 
as given below0(The eight most common,perhaps, are given here.)
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CV : ka 'eat'
de 'give' 
ya 'go'
la 'put,place*
da 'bum' 
bo 'drink'
re 'evacuate the bowels 
we 'become, be'
10.2A.4, The verbs that have the C W  structure include the 
following:
C W  : gaa 'smear...' naa 'bathe'
paa 'exhibit' haa 'plough' 
baa 'lower,unload'.
One may include some verbs, which in fact are contracted 
verbs from disyllabic (or even complex) verbs,such as:
daa < dame 'put, place'
doo dowa 'milk'
pee < pene 'see'
loo < lowi/lowa 'lick' and
gee gene ( ¿.gens + e ) 'bring'
10.2A.5. There are just two verbs which have a partial CVC 
structure, partial because in certain contexts they appear in 
their original disyllabic structure CVCi. However, dan is formal 
-ly a 'defective' verb.
CVC : gan 'take, buy' dan 'know'
10.2B. DISYLLABIC STRUCTURE VERBS
10.2B.1. Disyllabic structure verbs may be stated in terms of 
three sub classes such as:
i  (C)V(V)c(C)a but ^ WCCa
ii (0)v(v)Ci but ^ W C i  asd
iii (c )v (v )c(c )e  but ^ WCCe .
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10.2B.2. The sub class i, (C)v(v)C(C)a includes the following 
structures. I have given one example for each of these structures, 
where ver possible, against the particular structures
i (c)v(v)c(c)a but ^ WCCa.
VCa •• ana 'knead'
CVCa •• kapa 'out'
W C a •• eeda 'mix (in cooking)'
CVYCa •• suura 'scratch'
VCCa •• alia 'seize, catch'
CVCCa •• pucca 'bake, bum*
CWCCa •• yaalla 'measure (grain)'
*VYGCa •• ? (unacceptable )
10.2B.3# The sub class ü» (c)V(V)Ci includes the following
few structures:
ii (C)v(v)Ci but ^ WCi
VCi •• ani 'prick, sting, stab'
CVCi •• garni 'count'
CWCi •• paahi 'polish grain(by pounding), 
lop off (branches)'
*WCi •• ?( unacceptable )
10.2B.4. The sub class iii, (C)v(v)c(C)e consists of the follow
-ing structures:
iii (c)v(v)c(c)e but ^ WCCe.
VCe •• she 'hear'
CVCe •• wfflTe 'fall'
VCCe •• elle 'hang down'
CVCCe •• psdde 'swing to and fro,oscillate
CWCe : weele 'become dry, wither'
WC e •• sande 'become linked'
CWCCe •• paesesse 'become welded'
*WCCe •• ? (unacceptable)
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10.2C. TRISYLLABIC STRUCTURE VERBS
10.2C.1» Trisyllabic structure verbs too can be stated in
relation to three sub classes such as:
i (c)v(v)c(c)v(v)c(c)a but ± (c)v(v)CCWC(c)a
ii (C)VCVCi and
iii (c)VCV(v)C(c)e but ^ (c)VCWCCe.
10*2C,2o The sub class i,(C)v(v)c(C)V(V)C(C)a includes the 
following structures:
i (c)v(v)c(c)v(v)c(c)a but f (C)v(v)CCWC(c)a.
vcvca •• uhula 'sustain*
CVCVCa •• galspa ' join, link'
WCVCa •• eedawa 1cause to mix'
CWCVCa : weelawa ' " to dry'
VCCVCa •• allows ' M to seize'
CVCCVCa •• passawa ' " ti ripen'
CWCCVCa paassawa ' " to weld'
VCVCCa •• awussa 'stir up, exasperate'
CVCVCCa •• pawatta •hold, maintain'
CVCWCa •• kakaara 'decoct'
VCCVCCa •• assadda 'till, cultivate’
VCWCa : '
CVCCVCCa ••
WCCVCa •• . ?
WCVCCa :
CWCVCCa ••
*VCCWCa • “1 •
*WCCWCa ••
*CVCCWCa •• (unacceptable )
*CWCCWCa ••
*VCCWCCa ••
♦WCCWCCa ••
*CVCCWCCa :
*CWCCWCCa :
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10.2C.3. The sub class ii, (c)VCVCi consists of the following 
two structures:
ii (C)VCVCi
VCVCi j awidi 'walk'
GVCVCi : nmgiTi 'arise, wake'
10.2C.4. The sub class i i i ,  (c)V0V(v)c(c)e represents the
structures exemplified below:
iii (c)VCV(v)c(C)e but 
VCVCe :
CVCVCe :
VCVCCe :
CVCVCCe :
CVCWCe :
VCWCe :
*VCWCCe : ?
*CVCWCCe :
i (C)VCWCCe. 
askile 'shrink' 
hinahe 'laugh'
aswisse 'become roused, become 
irritated'
kalatte 'become stirred up' 
kakaare 'become decocted'
i
( unacceptable)
1 0 .2 b . QTTAbRT-RYT.T.A-RTn STRUCTURE VERBS
10.2b.1. There is just one class of quadri-syllabic structure 
verbs and that may be stated as follows:
(c)vc(c)v(v)c(c)awa but ^ (c)VCCWC(c)awa. 
This includes the structures specified below:
(c)vc(c)v(v)c(c)awa BUT ^  (c)VCCWC(c)awa.
VCVCawa
CVCVCawa
CVCWCawa
VCVCCawa
CVCVCCawa
VCCVCCawa
ahurawa 'cause to pack' 
karakawa 'spin, make revolve* 
kakaarawa 'cause to decoct' 
awussawa 'provoke,cause to stir 
kalattawa 'cause to stir' 
assaddawa 'cause to till or 
cultivate'
VCWCawa
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CVCCVCCawa
VCCVCawa
CVCCVCawa
♦VCCWCawa
*CVCCWCawa
*VCCWCCawa
♦CVCCWCCawa
?
i
(unacceptable)
Having stated the different syllabic structures of the 
verb in Sinhaleses in general, let us next concentrate upon 
their different possible vowel nuclei.
10.3. VOWEL NUCLEI OF DIFFERENT SYLLABLES OF THE VERB 
10.3<>1. Every syllable, open ( i .e . ( c )v (v ) )  or dosed (i.e. 
(c)v (v)c ) must have a nucleus vowel. In Sinhalese, monosyllabic 
verb structures consist of the following vowels as their nuclei
vowels :
(C)V : e ; e.g. £  'come' (cf. 10.2A.2.) 
de 'give' (cf. 10.2A.3.) 
re 'evacuate the bowels'
&  t da 'bum'
ka 'eat' (cf.10.2A.3.)
£ 5 bo 'drink'( )
G W  : aa ; e.g. naa 'bathe'
paa 'exhibit' (cf.10.2A.4.)
(oo); loo 'lick'
(ee); pee 'see' (cf.10.2A.4.)
CVC : a ; gan 'take' (cf.10.2A.3.) 
dan 'know' "
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10»3o2. Next, let us state vowel nuclei of syllables in relat- 
-ion to disyllabic, trisyllabic and quadrisyllabic structures. 
Not all fourteen vowels in Sinhalese (v.III.6, Table 1 ) occur 
in all syllables and we must.>, therefore, state which occur in 
the first syllable of disyllabic structures, which occur in the 
first and second syllables of trisyllabic structures and which 
in first, second and third syllables of quadrisyllabic struet- 
-ures.
10.3»3* ^11 disyllabic verbs have either a,, i, or jb as the
nucleus vowel of the second syllable. Therefore, we can state 
the vowels that occur as syllable nuclei of the first syllable 
in relation to the three nuclei vowels of the second syllable. 
If the second syllable has the nucleus vowel £, then the first 
may have a, aa, i_, li, u, uu, e_, ee, o_, oo. (s>) and ($). 
This may.' be represented as: 
a, aa, i, ii, u, uu, -
_-e, ee, o, oor(o)1f(s)2
/ (c )_C(c)a. (cfo10o2B.2.)
If the second syllable eonsists of .i as its nucleus vowel, 
the first may consist of a, aa, uu. £ and o. We may state 
this as:
[a, aa, i^i uu, e^, ] f C__Ci (cf«10.2B.3*)
When the second syllable nucleus vowel is £, the first may 
have ae, ®ae, e,, ee, i and ii . That is: 123
1 ee does not occur; £ too occurs in one verb kera 'do'.
2 ae® is not attested; m too occurs in a very few cases such as 
kaendo 'call'
3 ii. ee and oo are not attested.
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[ æ, ææ, e, ee, i, ii ] / C_C(c)e (cf.10.2B.4.)
10.3.4« Just as disyllabic structures, the trisyllabic 
structures too have either a, i or e as the nucleus vowel of 
the final syllable, namely the third. Thus we may state the 
nuclei vowels of the first and the second in relation to the 
third. If the third syllable consists of a the first may consist 
of a, aa, i, ii, e, ee, o, 00, u, uu, (9) and (æ). We may state 
this as:
a, aa, i, 11, e, ee,o, 00,
_u, uu, (a)^ (æ)2
/ C_C(C)V(V)C(C)9 (cf. 10.2C.2.)
If the third syllable nucleus is _i, then the first may be 
$ or a. That is:
[ a, a ] / C _  CVCi (cf.10.2C.3.)
When the third syllable has .-.¡e as its, nucleus; vowel, the 
first may have _i, e_ or a. That is:
[ i, e, a ] / C_CV(v)c(c)e (cf.10 .2C .4 .)
10.3»5» Next, let us state the nuclei vowels that occur in
the second syllable. When the third nucleus vowel is £ and the 
first is one of a, aa. i_, ii. £, ee. £, 00. u, uu, (a) and (as), 
the second may have one of £, a, aa. u and i. . However, there 
are limitations. For instance, when the first syllable has a 
long vowel as its nucleus, the second is usually 9. These facts
1 99 does not occur; £ too is limited to one verb karawo 'cause
to do 1 2 sae is not attested; s too occurs in a few cases
as kaendawe. kaendawa 'cause to call'
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must be studied in greater detail in a thoroughgoing study of
phonology. Tentatively, I suggest the following formulation in
accordance with the data I have gathered for analysis.
[a]
[a]
[aa]
[(c)aC_CCa ] ]
'a i
aa
ii
uu
(C) ee • C__Ca
oo
a
a
_ .e ,
[(C)aC__Ca
a ■
(C) u C__Ca
o .
a 1 c__c(c)
ui
a
(C) i C__Ca
When the third syllable vowel nucleus is jL and the first 
is one of a and a, the second may consist of jL or s>. This may 
be stated to include different combinations as well, as follows:
i " / CaC__Ci
a / CaC__Cii— . / - _
When the vowel nucleus of the third syllable is e> and of 
the first is one of i, e or s , one of s>, a, as, ji or e_ may be 
the second vowel nucleus. We may represent the different combi­
-nations of syllables as follows:
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CiC__Ce
CiC__c(c)e  ]
[CeC__Ce ]
CaeC__Ce
CaeC C(c)e 
_ J
10,3.6. All quadri-syllabic verbs have s as "the nucleus vowel 
of the final syllable. Actually the final syllable is wa preced- 
-ed. by a syllable with a £  vowel nucleus. Thus we can state the 
vowel nuclei of first and second syllables taking into account 
the third and fourth. When the third and the fourth syllables 
are ..Cawa the first may consist of one of a, jL, o, u and a.
The second may have one of £, a, aa, u and i_ (cf. the second 
syllable of trisyllabic structures, 10.3.5.).
(C) | jc__CCewa
r(c)aC Cawa j
(c)fflC__C(C)awa
(c) | | C__Caws
'■O' -
(°) {u } C_C(c)awa 
(c)iC__Cawa
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10.3«7« Having stated the different vowel nuclei of different
syllables of verbs, let us now discuss an important process 
called'back to front vowel change'.
10.4. BACK TO FRONT VOWEL CHANGE
10.4.1. Verks are combined with the auxiliary realisations
in the phonological structure. When this takes place, the final 
vowels ©»¿»e, of disyllabic, trisyllabic and quadrisyllabic verbs 
undergo changes —  such as, deletion or vowel change ~  in 
certain contexts —  i.e. before certain auxiliary realisations. 
Simultaneously, sometimes, the syllabic nuclei vowels,if they 
are back vowels only, change to their corresponding front vowels. 
This sort of vowel change from back vowels to front ones is 
discussed in the following sections.
10.4.2. Monosyllabic verbs must be treated separately as some 
of them show irregular characteristics. However, some back 
vowels of monosyllabic verbs, especially those with a, aa and 
(00) as the syllable nuclei vowels, also change to their 
corresponding front ones, however a changes to a long 33. Thus 
the change of back vowels of some of the monosyllabic verbs 
may be stated ass 1
’cv^v)^ ‘cv2V
icertain Aux.a
aa
==» 399
33
I
- I nominalisers (v.App.C )
00 ee
1 Different contexts where back vowels change to front ones etc., 
will be introduced later in the section on allomorphic varia­
tion of verbs (. see 10.6.).
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10.4»3» With regard to disyllabic verbs, the back vowels of
the first syllable, namely a, aa, £, oo, u and uu as well as; 
the mid central vowel £  are changed to a, a®, e., ee, ii and 
e, respectively when the particular auxiliary realisations that 
will be specified later ( v.10.6.), are combined with them.
Thus we may state:
(C)V^ (V)^ C(0)S =* (C)V2(V)2C(C)() / rcertain Aux.1
^nominalisers
V.| = back vowels or £
V2 = front vowels.
10.4.4* As far as trisyllabic and quadrisyllabic structures 
are also concerned, the change of back vowels to the front ones 
of the initial syllable is similar to that given above. All 
back vowels, long or short,are changed to their corresponding 
front ones in most cases. If the second syllable also consists 
of a back vowel but not £ before ws, then that too is changed 
to the corresponding front one. £  before w£ whether in the 
second or third syllable is always changed to £.However, £  in 
the second syllable but not before w£ remains unchanged. We 
may formulate this as:
cv2(v)2c() '
CVi(v)i . C?1(v)^Cawa -4 CV2(V)2. CV2(v)2ew()
Cava . Cew() .
I ^certain 
'— j Aux. 
nom.
V.j = back vowels or £ in syllable 1. 
V2 as front vowels o
10.4*5* However, there are a few verbs where back vowels do 1
1 see fn. 1, p.239
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not change to front ones even in the contexts where they should 
do so. Consider the following verbs and their 'word forms' when
non-past indicative and past indicative auxiliary realisations 
are added:
budiya 'sleep' : budiys + na +(w)aa(i.e.npt. Ind. v.8.5«2.
. [budiyanawa ]'sleep' and 8.5.4« )
: budiya + wa + aa (i.e.pt.Ind. v.8.5.2.and
8.5.7« )
[ budiyaeaewa J 'slept'
kakiya 'ache' : kakiya + na * (w)aa 
[kakiyanawa j 'ache'
: kakiya +wa +aa
[kakiyaBaewa J 'ached '
The following two verbs , naliya 'wriggle' and
popiya 'quiver, tingle' also 
belong to this special class of verbs.
10.4*6. In all cases front vowel nuclei of syllables remain 
unchanged when these auxiliary realisations are added to the 
verbs containing them.
10.5. REDUPLICATION OF VERBS
10.5*1. Verbs- in Sinhalese are reduplicated to perform different 
syntactic and semantic functions (cf. progressive aspect of the 
auxiliary, 8.5.5«;8.5.9«)• When verbs of different syllabic 
structures undergo the process of reduplication the resulting 
reduplicated structures are as follows:
10.5A. REDUPLICATION OP MONOSYLLABIC STRUCTURE VERBS
10.5A.1. Monosyllabic verbs are reduplicated as suggested below
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either in relation to different monosyllabic structures or 
special monosyllabic verbs within different structures.
10.5A.2. C W  + reduplication CV CW. 
e.g. naa 'bathe' : na naa . 
All C W  verbs follow this pattern.
10.5Ao3. CV + reduplication =$ CV CW.
We have to distinguish four sub classes of verbs within 
this structure as:
i ka 'eat' : ka kaa.
Verbs ka 'eat',da 'bum', la 'put' belong to this sub 
class.
ii de 'give' : di dii .
Verbs re 'evacuate the bowels', bo 'drink' also belong 
to this sub class.
iii we 'become, be' : we wii .
This is the only verb of this sub class.
iv ya 'go' : ? (ya yaa ;then sub class i above)
. I am not familiar with the reduplicat-
-ed forms of as yaa.which exist
neither in my own usage nor in that 
of my dialect area.The same is true 
for e_ 'come' which has no reduplicat­
e d  forms like e ee or i ii (?).
10.5A.4. CVC + Redup 
e.g. gan 'take* 
dan 'know'
==^  CVCo CVCo (cf. CVCi in 10.5B.2. in.). 
: gens gene 
: dæne dsne .
There are no more verbs of this sub class
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10.5B. REDUPLICATION OF DISYLLABIC STRUCTURE VERBS 
10.5B.1. Disyllabic structures have the following reduplicated 
structures :
(c)VCa + Redup. =* (C)VCa (c)VCa . 
e.g. kapa 'cut' : kapa kapa.
All possible (c )v (v )c (c )a  verbs (v.10.2Bt2.) follow this 
pattern.
10.5B.2. (c)V(v)Ci + Redup. (c)v(v)Ca (c)v(v)Ca (a£10.5A.4.) 
e.g. ari 'send ' : sera aera.
paahi 'polish grain' : paæha paæha.
( Back vowels are changed to front ones when final i 
is changed to a in the process of reduplication)
All possible (c)v(v)C i (v.10.2B.3.) follow this pattern.
10.5B.3. (c )v (v )c(c )e  + Redup. (c )v (v )c (c ) i (c )v (v )c (c ) i.
e.g. wæTe 'fall' : waTi waTi.
weele 'dry up' : weeli weeli.
All possible (c)v(v)c(c)e verbs (v.10.2B.4.) follow this 
pattern.
10.5C. REDUPLICATION OF TRISYLLABIC STRUCTURE VERBS 
IO.5C.1. Trisyllabic verbs are reduplicated as follows:
(V)(C)^C(c)v(v)c(c)a + Redup. =# (c)v(v)c(c)v(v)c(c)a
-  (c )v (v )c (c )v (v )c (c )a .
e.g. akula 'fold' : akula akula.
pawatta 'hold' : pawatta pawatta.
All possible (c )v (v )c (c )v (v )c (c )a  verbs(v.10.2C.2.) follow 
this pattern.
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10.5C.2. (c)VCVCi + Redup. =4» (c)VCVCa (c)VCVCa. 
e.go aewidi 'walk' : swida swida.
All (c)VCVCi verbs (v.10.2C.3») follow this pattern*
10.5C.3. (c)VCV(v)C(c)e + Redup. =* (c)VCV(v)C(c)i (C)VCV(V)C(C) 
e.g. hinahe 'laugh' : hinahi hinahi.
All possible (c)VCV(v)c(C)e verbs (v.10.2C.4«) follow this 
pattern.
10.5D. REDUPLICATION OF Q.UADRISYLLABIC STRUCTURE VERBS 
10.5D.1. Quadrisyllabic structure verbs are reduplicated as 
follows:
(c)vc(c)v(v)c(c)awa + Redup. =* (c)VG(c)v(v)c(c)awa -
-  (c)vc(c)v(v)c(c)awa .
e.g. hinassawa 'cause to laugh': 
hinassawa hinassawa. 
assaddawa 'cause to till' : 
assaddawa assaddawa •
All possible (c)vc(c)v(v)c(c)awa verbs (V.10.2D.1.) follow 
the same pattern.
10.5*2. Having discussed the reduplication of verbs in Sinha- 
-lese, let us next examine the verbs and their alternation —  
allomorphic variation .
10.6. ALLOMORPHIC VARIATION OF THE VERB
10.6.1. Verbs undergo certain changes when they are combined 
with certain auxiliary realisations. I propose to state allo- 
-morphic variation of verbs of different syllabic structure in
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relation to certain contexts, which are auxiliary realisations.
10.6A. allomorphic variation of monosyllabic structure verbs
10.6A.1. We have to state allomorphic variation of monosyllabic 
verbs in some length as these verbs belong to a number of sub 
classes —  i.e. V, CV, CW, CVC structures. Sometimes even with- 
-in a single class (v. CV in 10.5A.3.) we find verbs following 
different patterns. I therefore state allomorphs of verbs in 
relation to syllabic structures.
10.6A.2« V structure verbs : There is just one verb 'come1 
which has this structure in Sinhalese. Its variation may be 
stated as suggested:
e ' come 1 --=v>
10.6A.3» CV structure verbs: We have to recognise a number of 
sub classes within this CV structure verbs. Allomorphic varia- 
-tion ef CV verbs are therefore stated in relation to these 
sub classes of verbs, as suggested in the following sections.
• we -
aa / rpi
Ipu -
e / elsewhere but/_ 
special uses:
sewit(la) 'having come' 
wareq 'come'(Imp. ord.) 
ware 'come' (imp. dero.)
pai]
piys
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(a) Gææ /__ ws
Ca
f p i #
pu
la
•j Caa / Pai]
piya
*
_wi
Ca /__ elsewhere.
Verbs of this class are ka'eat' da1 'bum' and la 'put'.
(b) XSi *8°' is a special verb of CV structure verbs.
gi / ya
ya /  elsewhere but /  fPai3
Ipiys
ya special usea:
yamaq 'go'(imp.ord.) 
paleyaq " "
yams 'go* (imp. dero.) 
pals " M
gihii](la) 'having gone'
(c) de 'give' is another special verb of CV structure verbs in 
Sinhalese. 1
1 da 'bum' is a process verb, and therefore Imp. Aux. such as 
pag, piys, fit nns, nswa, nnaq, mu ..etc. do not occur with it. 
Hence Maapaq, Maapiys, Maa, Manns, Manswa, Mannaq and 
Mamu are impossible in the sense of burning. However, daapaq, 
daapiys, dams etc. from daa ( dams 'put') (v.10.2A,4.) should 
not be confused with da 'burn'.
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de
dun /_wa
fpi
dii JL
pu
la
paq
piys
'.0
r ysd i  / J
Lyaq
de /_ elsewhere.
However^ compare the existing partial similarity between 
de and re and bo (cf. (d) and (f) in.).
(d) re 'evacuate the bowels' is another special verb of CV
structure verbs
re
rii /___
' we 
paq 
piye 
< Pi l¥ 
pu 
la
(run? / __ wa )
re /__elsewhere.
Compare also the partial similarity between re and bo (cf. 
(f) in.) and also de (cf•(c)sup.).
(e) we*become, be' is also another special verb of CV structure
verbs.
we
(w)u /__ na2
■
we /__elsewhere.
1 run instead of rii is found in certain dialects.
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(f) bo 'drink' is also another special verb of CV structure
verbs.
r
"W9
Pi 0
bo
pu
bii /____ . la
paq
piya
(po /___ wa causativiser (v.10,1.2.))
bo /__ elsewhere.
10.6A.4« CVY structure verbs : Here too we need to recognise 
a number of sub classes of C W  verbs especially to account for 
the allomorphic variation of CVY verbs which are actually the 
result of contraction of disyllabic or complex structures ( v. 
10.2A.4.). CVV verbs which are not the result of any contract­
-ion of some underlying structure can be stated as (a) and the 
other contracted verbs as (b),(o) and (d) below.
(a)
Verbs that belong to this sub class are , gaa 'smear', 
naa 'bathe', paa 'exhibit', baa 'unload* and haa 'plough'
Caa
(v.10.2A.4* also) (daa dams 'put' also follows the same 
pattern).
1 bun instead of bii is found in certain dialects.
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(b) loo 'lick' may be stated ass
rlee /__ wa
Jloo
iloo /___elsewhere.
doo 'milk' is another verb that belongs to this class.
(c) pee 'see' may be stated as:
r 1 /penu /____na
pee • ^ /■ peni /__
pee
pene
2
cci/a
la
yaq
ur® .
elsewhere.
There are no other verbs of this class( of. 10.6B.3«)•
(d) gee ' gene ’bring' is a complex verb consisting of gena+e. 
However, its allomorphic variation may be stated as:
gee
2,genaa /_
’ wa
Pi U
, Pu
paq
piya
gee -j 
gene. elsewhere but ^ in 
special uses.
special uses: genat(la) 'having - 
genawit(la) brought ' 
genen 'bring'(Imp.ord.) 12
1 It must be clear from these forms that this is not a monosylla- 
-bic verb (cf. 10.2A .4.).
2 genaa is from gena+aa e_ 'come'(v. aa e ,16.6A .2). Forms 
like genaa, gene show that this too is not a monosyllabic 
verb ( cf. 10.2A.4»).
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10.6A*5« CVC structure verbs: There are two CVC verbs but 
they belong to two sub classes as given below: gan 'take' and
dan 'know' are the two verbs 
(a)
gan
f
gani 1 / _
' wi
yi
(mu)
p i #
pu
.piya
gat /____ wa
gen /_____a
gan /___elsewhere.
( cf. CVCi alternation in 10.6B.2.)
(b)
dan
dani^
wi
/
yi
dan / _ __na1
dan / a
daena-gani / _
wi
yi
daena-gan
(mu) 
‘Pi #
pu
[piya
dana-gat /__wa
daena-gen /__a
daena-gan /_ else - 
where 12
1 This shows that gan has actually resulted from a CVCi (gani) 
verb ( V.10.2A.5.). It has preserved its disyllabic character 
here before these auxiliary forms.
2 dan too has resulted from a CVCi(dani) verb ; however, it has 
evolved into a complex verb, as shown here.
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10«6A,6. There is one more verb, which is partly monosyllabic 
and partly disyllabic, to be introduced , I believe that it 
must be treated as a CVCi structure verb, but in certain 'word 
forms' it appears as a monosyllabic structure verb.However, 
since this verb indi [in] 'be' shows some monosyllabic struct- 
-ures, I shall state here its allomorphic variation.
VC / VCi structure verb.indi fini 'be'.
indi ■'■■==7»
indi /
inda / _
f wi
yi
(mu)
. na ta/__i°^
pi M
pu
it -
paq
piya
la
un /____wa
in /___ elsewhere.
(cf.(c)VCi allomorphic variation in 10.6B.2.)
10.6B. ALLOMORPHIC VARIATION OF DISYLLABIC STRUCTURE VERBS 
10.6b .1. We may state allomorphic variation of disyllabic 
structure verbs in relation to the three possible disyllabic 
structures. Thus (c)v(v)c(c)a structure verbs and their allo- 
-morphic variation may be stated as:
(cJv^ vJ^ Cc)®
(c)v2(v)20(c)u /__ wa
(C)V1(v)1C(c)a /__elsewhere
V.j = back or front vowels
V2 = front vowel(of the corresponding1 back vowel
of the basic structure).
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There are many verbs that belong to this structure verb
class. Some of them are given below. However, there are a few
process verbs having (c )v (v )c (c )a  structure but these do not
have Imp. Aux. like pan, piya. 0 . mu. nnan. nna etc. Neverthe­
less, paq and piya may occur as benedictive mood Aux. (cf.8.7.).
(c )v (v )c (c )a  verbs:
aNHa •cry' 
alia •seize' 
ira 'saw, tear' 
ussa 'raise' 
kara 'do' 
duwa 'run' 
piira 'comb' 
kawa 'feed' 
etc.
ana 'mix' 
aha 'ask' 
uya 'cook'
eeda 'mix (in cooking)' 
gaha 'beat, hit* 
naTa 'dance' 
haara 'dig' 
naawa 'bathe'
Process verbs:
una 'ooze' poqga 'soak'
gala 'flow' moora 'ripen, mature'
etc.
10.6b .2. The allomorphic variation of (c)V(v)Ci verbs may be
stated as:
(CjV^V^Ci =»
(C)V2(V)2C1 /__ wa
C1 ^ T, r.
(0)V2(v )2C2i  /_ya
C2 = T, r .
(c)V2(Y)2Ca /_
paq 
piya 
Pi 
pu 
la 
Lu
(c)V^(v)^Ci /_elsewhere.
= front or back vowels.
V2 s front vowel of the correspond- 
-ing back ones of the base 
structure.
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Some of the verbs that follow this pattern are:
(C)V(V)CÌ verbs:
adi 'pull' 
ari 'send, open' 
gili 'swallow' 
pani 'jump, leap' 
badi 'fry, roast' 
mani 'measure' 
wandi 'bow, worship' 
etc.
andi 'draw, wear ' 
imbi 'kiss, smell' 
nagi 'climb' 
bani 'abuse' 
bindi 'break, crack' 
raki 'guard'
widi 'pierc e , shoot an arrow'
10.6B.3. The allomorphic variation of (c )v (v )c (c )e  verbs may 
be introduced as follows:
(C)V(V)C(C)e
(C)v(v)C(C)u /__ na2
cci/a
(G)V(V)C(C)i / _ yaq
■ ya
la
(c )v (v )c (c )e  /__ elsewhere.
A few verbs of this class are listed below: (imp. Aux. pan.piya.
u, £ do not occur with these verbs even when they are used to
denote volitive actions; instead yan. ya. nawa. nna may ocour.)
(C)V(V)C(c)e verbs:
sle 'stick' 
ere 'sink in'
pahe 'ripen, boil, ferment' 
pene 'see, appear, seem' 
ride 'hurt, ache' 
waDe 'grow, develop,increase' 
hare 'turn'
weele 'become dry, wither'
ide 'ripen, mellow' 
kipe 'be angry' 
pipe 'open (as flowers)' 
mare 'die, expire' 
waTe 'fall'
Wade 'strike' 
helle 'shake' 
etc.
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10.6C. ALLOMOKPHIC VARIATION OF TRISYLLABIC STRUCTURE VERBS 
10.6C.1. Here too the statement is very similar to that given 
for disyllabic structures. By taking into account the three 
basic structures (i.e.£, _i and e, final ), we may state the 
possible verb alternation as suggested below. Alternation in 
relation to (c)V(V)C(C)V(V)C(C)a is as follows:
(C)V2(V)2C(C)V5(V)5C(C)U /__wa
(cK^v^cCc^Cv^cCc^ =» H C ^ O O ^ t C ^ C V ^ C C c ) ©  /_eise$
where.
V1 = back or front vowels
Vg = front vowels (of the. corresponding back
vowels of the basic structure)
V, = front vowels or a if the basic structure 5 —
V^ s= £ but not followed by w •
A few verbs that belong to this class are listed here:
akula 'roll up, fold' 
ugulla 'root up, pull out' 
naggawa 'cause to climb' 
pulussa 'bum, bake' 
marawa 'cause to kill' 
wikuna 'sell' 
salassa 'cause*
apulla 'wash clothes' 
tawara 'smear' 
puppawa 'cause to open ' 
bindawa 'cause to break' 
wapura 'sow' 
sarasa 'decorate' 
etc.
10.6C.2. Allomorphic variation of (c)VCVCi verbs is as follows:
(c)v1cv1c i
V
V
1
2
(C)V2CV5C /__ wa
<(c)V2CV3Ca/_
paq
piya
Pi
pu
la
. u
. ( C ^ C V ^ i  
back or front vowels,
front vowels(of the corresponding back 
ones of the basic structure,
V, = front vowel or a if the basic structure
V1 = a .
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A few verbs that belong to this class ares
fflhindi 'pick up' awidi 'walk'
nasgiTi 'arise, awake' palandi 'wear, put on'
etc<>
10.6C.5» Allomorphic variation of (C)VCV(V)c(c)e verbs may be 
stated as follows:
’ (c)VCV(V)c(c)u / _  na2
(c)VCV(v)c(c)e
•cci/a
(c)vcv(v)c(c)i /__ yai3
y»
.la
_(c)VCV(v)c(c)e /__elsewhere.
Some verbs of this class are given below. (However, Imp.Aux.
paij, piya, u, 0 do not occur with these verbs even when they 
(are used to) denote volitive actions; yaq, ya, nna and nawa 
may occur as Imp. Aux. in such cases (cf. also.10.6B.3.).)
(c)VGV(v)c(c)e verbs:
alawe 'bend'., 
pirihe 'decline' 
warade 'err, mistake' 
wehese 'strive' 
hinahe ' laugh'
ilippe 'float..,rise to the surface'
parade1'be defeated'
waTahe 'understand'
satape 'sleep, rest, relax(in bed)'
walake ' abstain, refrain'
IO.6D0 ALLOMORPHIC VARIATION OF Q.UADRISYLLABIC STRUCTURE VERBS 
10.6Do1. There is just one class of quadrisyllable structures, 
namely (c)vc(c)v(v)c(c)awa, in Sinhalese. Allomorphic variation
1 These verbs have some semantically identical but i final verbs 
such as waradi 'err', paradi 'be defeated' and walaki 'abstain' 
etc. . However,these_i final verbs do not follow the CVCVCi 
structure pattern introduced in 10.6C.2.
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of the verbs of this class may be stated as follows. This too 
is very much similar to that of trisyllabic structures (cf.
10.6C.1. ) .
(c)^ C(c)V1(¥)1C(c)awa =#
(c)V2C(c)V5(v)3C(C)ewu /__ws
_(c)V1C(c)V1(v )1C(c)awa /_else -
where .
V1 = front or back vowels,
V2 = front vowels only,
V, = front vowel or a .j —
A few verbs of this class are the following:
akulaws 'cause to roll up, cause to fold' 
apullawa 'cause to wash clothes' 
diwurawa ' cause to swear' 
pulussawa 'cause to b u m  or bake' 
wapuraws ' cause to sow' 
wikunawa 'cause to sell' 
sarasawa ’cause to decorate' 
salassawa 'cause to cause' 
etc.
With this account of allomorphic variations, of different 
classes of verbs belonging to different syllabic structures I 
conclude the chapter on the phonological verb. With the help of 
the account given in this chapter, I believe, that one should 
be able to select the proper form of the verb ~  the suitable 
allomorphic variant —  in relation to the immediately following 
auxiliary realisation, or the process, such as reduplication, 
involved in any sentence. However, we have to introduce some 
further phonological rules —  sandhi 1 and 2 —  to account for 
the phonetic form of 'words' and sentences. These rules will be 
introduced in the next two chapters.
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CHAPTER V\_
11.0. . SANDHI 1 - INTERNAL SANDHI
11.0*1. I shall attempt to introduce two types of rules in 
this chapter.First introduced are some obligatory sandhi rules 
- 'internal', which must be applied between one formative and 
another within a vord.They are called ' internal' sandhi rules 
because they combine formatives within words.Secondly,I propose 
to introduce some optional phonological rules by which certain 
phonological structures can be contracted to form other struct- 
-ures. By employing these two types of rules,I believe it possi- 
-ble to explain the phonetic representation of words. Although 
I have not attempted the derivation of lexical items from other 
items — -i.e. noun derivation, verb derivation,adjective derivat­
-ion, adverb derivation etc.— ; in this study,these rules are 
applicable there also.
11.1. THE WORD IN SINHALESE
11.1.1. The word as a linguistic unit has-, already been discu- 
-ssed in the introduction to this study (v.Introduction,8 ) . 
There I have pointed out how difficult it isfto define the word 
as a linguistic unit broadly to fit any 'word' in any language.
I therefore propose to recognise the word in Sinhalese as a 
phonological unit —  a sequence of phonemes —  preceded and 
followed by a potential pause. It may be a minimum free form or 
it may be a minimum free form plus some other elements attached 
to it where pause comes after or before these elements. Thus a 
word may be a single morpheme or it may consist of more than one 
morpheme. We may discuss the different possible words in Sinha- 
-lese together with various sequences of morphemes that go to
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make up certain words.
11.1.2. A noun phrase, apart from a few exceptions given below 
(v.11.1.3 - 11.1.5.)»generally comprises a word in Sinhalese.
Thus the phonological realisation of ££ noun + number + definite** 
-ness (+case) forms the noun phrase word in the language.The 
four morphemes are combined together by sandhi rules which will 
be described below. Hence 5^  NP is a word.
11.1.3* However, if the NP is [noun] + [*-sg] + [-def] +[; Ca],
the resulting phonological representation is not a word but a 
complex construction with two words - an adnominal and an NP. 
Consider these two examples:
i minissu wageyak 
men some 
Some men.
ii minihek 
A man.
11.1.4. Again the same is true if the NP contains a quantifier
(v.Appendix A.I.). The quantifier itself is an NP, so any NP with
a quantifier consists of more than one word, one or more adnomi-
-nals and an NP. Consider these examples:
i mas raattal dekak 
meat pounds two 
Two pounds of meat.
pot dekak 
books two •
Two books.
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iii potak 
A book.
11.1.5» There is another exception where an NP consists of more
than a word. When the case relations, especially most directional
case relations, are realised not as the case forms.wa. Ta. gen ..
etc. given in 4«0»21., but as 'postpositions'.larjga. gaawa. uha.
digee, msdin, atare etc. (v. 4.11A.5.),all of which can have a
potential pause at the beginning.Thus we have to recognise a word
boundary within the NP between the definite marker and the case
marker. Consider the following examples:
miniha larjga salli tiyenawa 
the main with money hasX"there)is
There is money with the man./ The man has (got)money.
gala uha daagaebak tiyenawa
the rock on a pagoda (there)is
There is a pagoda on(top of) the rock.
galee pokunai tiyenawa 
on the rock a pool (there)is 
There is a pool on the rock.
11.1.6. According to the foregoing account we may state that 
a phonological NP is a word; an adnominal within a deep syntac­
t i c  NP is also a word(l1.1.3* and 11.1.4.) and postpositions 
are also words.
11*1.7» All adnominals appearing before norm phrases whether 
they have resulted through processes of relativisation, nominal- 
-isation etc. or not are different words. Consider these examples:
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honda loku goDanagillak 
good large a building 
A good large building.
apee mallige noonage taattage amma
our younger brother's wife's father's mother.
11.1.8. The verb is always combined with the following auxili­
ary. The auxiliary may be the tense and aspect marker in the case 
of adnominal verbals. This is a word.The auxiliary may be both 
tense and aspect and mood. This is the verb word (i.e. verb + 
tense aspect + mood).
11.1»9« The adjective is combined with the immediately follow-
-ing copula verb if it has the ¿L manifestation. Thus adjective 
+ copula forms a word.(The adnominal adjective is also a word.)
11.1.10. Modal auxiliaries such as puluwani 'can', aehaaki 'can', 
oonae 'need,must ', ati 'may, might' etc. are separate words as 
they can have a pause before and after.
11.1.11. When participial auxiliaries —  infinitive, npt. or pt. 
progressive or pt. participle aux.~ follow the verb, the two 
are combined to form a word.
11.1.12. When subordinate and coordinate conjunctions are intro- 
-duced into sentences, they are in most cases added to tense mar- 
-kers that follow the verbs aad they (i.e.verb + tense * conj ) 
together form a word. However, when sentence connectives occur
to link sentences, they are not attached to any other constituents
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of the surface sentence, so are different words.
11.1.13» The negative markers naeas ^  ^  / nati /neweyi ~nemeyi 
haa &  / bari and epaa etc. are separate words.
11.1.14» All quantifiers and modifiers and most emotional 
expressions are separate words. Some emotional expressions may 
consist of more than one word .
11.1.15» most question words (v. App.B )including the tag ques- 
-tion word are also words in our sense.
11.1.16. In addition to these, we come across a few other form- 
-atives introduced into sentences by different transformations 
such as emphasis, question etc., and these are usually added to 
the preceding word. However, no 'not* as a negative marker is 
prefixed to a verb or an adjective in a relativised nominal 
phrase (i.e. an HP with an embedded relative clause). All'prefix- 
-es' including the negative marker no should be discussed in a 
study of derivational morphology.Since this study does not cover 
that domain I shall not discuss ’prefixes' in Sinhalese here.
11.1.17» According to the foregoing account we have to recogni­
s e  a number of word classes in Sinhalese, such as: 
nouns (as adnominals)
noun phrases ( i.e. noun + No. +- Def.(+Ca )) 
quantifiers ( i.e. quantity N.+No +Def.(+0a)) 
postpositions ( case realisations)
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adjectives ( adnominals)
adjective+(yi) ( predicative adjectives)
verb + tense and aspect ( relativised verbal,adnominal)
verb + Aux. ((tense »aspect and)mood s verb word)
modal auxiliaries
infinitive verbals ( verb + infinitive aux.)
npt.progressive part, verbal ( verb + progressive part.
aux. )
pt. part, verbal ( verb + pt. part. aux. )
verb + tense and asp.+ subord.conj.
verb + (tense and asp.)mood +coordinate conj.
verb + (tense and asp.) mood +(emp.J£+ ques.) 
r (emp) ì
noun Phrasej+(coordinate cQn;j#)) +(ques.)
negative marker (+ emp.) (+ ques.)
modifiers
emotional words
question words
tag question word
connectives
11.1.18. Some of these word classes will consist of a sequence 
of formatives. Consider for example:
noun phrase : ^  N.+No +Def. +(Ca.)+ (emp)+ (ques.) 
verb word vb. +tense asp. + mood + (emp)+ (ques)
When such a formative sequence occurs within a word, the 
formatives are combined into one unit through the application 
of certain sandhi rules (which will be discussed later) between 
the formatives. First applying them between the two left most 
formatives and then recursively between the resulted structure
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and the following formative till the final formative in the 
sequence is combined, we can account for the formation of the 
word unit.
11.1.19» The sandhi rules that are applied between the formati­
ves of a word unit are called •internal' —  Sandhi 1. These are 
discussed in the subsequent sections.
11.2. SANDHI 1 —  INTERNAL SANDHI
11.2.1. First of all we may state for clarity that all form- 
-atives are either vowel initial or consonant initial and 
either vowel final or consonant final.(For constraints of initi- 
-al and final vowels see III.7»10. and 11.)
11.2.2. Hailing stated that, let us examine the sandhi that
1takes place mostly when two dissimilar vowels as formative 
final and formative initial come together (i.e.-V^+Vg-). There 
are a few possible ways of combining the two formatives as 
illustrated below.
211.2.3» I.S.R. 1. s Final vowel deletion rule.
When a vowel final formative is followed by a vowel initial 
formative,the final vowel of the preceding formative is,sometimes 
deleted and the resulting consonant final formative is combined 
with the vowel initial formative. That is:
. .c v 1 + v2 . .  =4 .* 0(0) + v2. .  =4 . .c v 2. . .
1 There are a few cases where similar vowels occur.e.g. haa 
•hare', kaa 'moth* etc. When followed by aa. they produce 
haawaa1 2the hare'.kaawaa1the moth* etc.(cf.11.2.6(a).).
2 I.S.R. for Internal Sandhi Rule.
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11.2.4« However it is extremely difficult to state precisely
initial
when a formative final vowel before a formative/vowel is deleted. 
Nevertheless, I suggest the following contexts where the final 
vowel deletion is more usual.
(a) If the structure of the preceding formative or constriction 
is one of ^(c)aÇuC^u where C1 = n,r,T,D; //CVf^C(c) |^J Ca ;
44 CVf1CVf1CVf1CuCa ; //(C)eCa j // CuCa j //CiCi } //CoCa ;
44 CaCa etc., then the final vowel u, ¿ o r  i is deleted before
a vowel initial formative, e.g.
i (c)aCuCu2 3 :
ii CVfCuC* :
iii CVfCiC* s
iv CVfCVfC(o)uCa
v CVfCVfCVfCuCa
vi CeCa5
vii CuGa
viii CiCi
ix CoCa4'
X CaCa5
bamunu + aa =4 bamunaa ' the brahamin' 
makunu + aa ==► makunaa ' the bug' 
wasTuna + aa/ee =£ w«Tun-aa/ee 'fell'
baluwa + aa/ee bmluw-aa/ee 'looked'
penuna + aa/ee penun-aa/ee 'saw'
aeriya + aa/ee =4 asriy-aa/ee 'opened,.'
: kslsttuwa +aa kaelattuwaa 'stirred'
psBwaettuna +aa paewaettunaa ’was held'
: pipirewuwa +aa pipirewuwaa 'exploded' 
kaeksasrewuwa+aawe kakaearewuwaawe 'let -
(him) decoct (it)..'
: weda:' + aa wedaa 'physician'
: muwa + aa muwaa o' deer'
: iri + a s=^  ira 'line'
piiri + a sa^  piira 'rasp'
: hora + aa =£ horaa 'thief'
s kala +ee kalee 'pot'
1 Vf 0 front vowels.
2 makulu has makuluwaa 'spider' but makulaa also in some peoples' 
usage (see a}so, 11.2.6(b).).
3 CeCa / ena in enawaa (ena +aa ) 'come'; rena in renawaa ;
dena in denawaa : peena in peenawaa ; geena in geenawaa.
4 CoCa / bona in bonawaa 'drink'.
5 CaCe 4 daps Ip danaWaa 'bum'; kana in kanawaa 'eat'.
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(b) In most of the above cases the initial vowel is one of aa,
£ or ee which occur always after dissimilar formative final
vowels. Taking into account the initial vowel too we may state
the deletion of some final vowels. If the initial vowel is u
(cf.dero. Imp. u / CVCi__ v.8.6.5.) the final vowel of the preced-
-ing formative is deleted. Also when the initial vowel is e or a
of ek and ak respectively, the final vowel except e_(e)ox i.(i)
as in kalee 'pot', maale 'necklace1, baelli 'bitch'.waessi 'female
ealf' etc. is deleted, e.g.
ari + u rs} aeru 'do open' (imp) 
naegiTi + u naegiTu 'do get up'(imp.) 
kaakkaa + ek kaakkek 'a crow* 
wedaa + ek wedek 'a physician'
gale + ak galak 'a rock'
but,
kalee + ak kaleyak 'a pot' (see 11.2.6,(b)i)
waessi + ak wassiyak ' a female calf'(see 11.2.6 (b)ii)
11.2.5. I.S.R. 2 . Semivowel insertion rule
When a vowel final formative is followed by a vowel initial 
formative, the two vowels are combined together with an inter- 
-vening semivowel y or w. The semivowel is determined by the 
formative final vowel. If the final vowel is a back one (i.e. u , 
£, a )the semivowel is mostly w and if the final vowel is a 
front one (ioe.jL, £  ,se) or £ the semivowel is y. We may state 
this rule as:
C71 + V(C).. =4 ••CV1yV(C)
cv2 + V(C).. ..CV2wV(G)
= front vowels or £
back vowels
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11.2.6. As mentioned in 11.2.4»* here too, one finds it very- 
difficult to make a precise statement as to when the semivowel 
insertion rule (= I.S.R.2) is applied. Nevertheless, I suggest 
the following contexts where semivowel insertion is mostly 
productive.
(a) If the preceding formative ends in a long vowel, in most
cases it is followed by a semivowel before a vowel initial
formative, e.g.
haa + aa haawaa 'hare*
haa + ii haawii 'she hare'
maataa + a maataawa 'mother'1giraa + aa =# gira waa 'parrot'
siilaa + aa siilaawaa 'a kind of sea fish'
maaligaa + a maaligaawa 'palace'
huu + a huuwa 'hoot'
buu + a =4- buuwa 'hair, nap'
nææ + aa naeayaa 'kinsman'
wææ + a waaya 'adze'
wee + aa weeyaa 'termite'
ii + a =4 iiya 'dart, arrow'
mii + aa miiyaa 'rat'
There are some exceptions where ¥_ follows a front vowel
and jr follows a back one. cf.
kælææ + a kælææwa 'forest'
kurulææ +a =3> kurulææwa 'pimple'
kæsbææ + aa 4  kæsbææwaa 'turtle' 1
1 A long vowel in a syllable before a syllable with a long 
vowel and after a syllable with a short vowel is shortened 
if the structure is a single unit ( aa > a > a /CVC^__C ^ W
where ^ h.).
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berawaa + aa berawaayaa 'drummer'
kabaa + a kabaaya 'jacket '
lamaa + aa lamayaa 'child'
(b) If the preceding formative has one of the following struct­
ures, namely, ..CVCe(e); ..CVC^(C)i where is one of l,r,T,.D, 
w, n, m.j ...G(v)VC^u where = l,r,TyD,w«£«n*(cf*11.2.4(a) );
...(c)VYCa; ...(c)VCCa; CuCuCa; CaCa etc.,in most eases, they 
are followed by a semivowel before a vowel initial formative. 
However, it has to be stated that there are exceptions to most 
of these structures, e.g.
2i ..CVCe(e) : malee + ak maale yak 'a necklace'
kalee + ak kaleyak 'a pot'
gee + ak geyak ' a house'
,6¥C1( c ) i  s C,| = l,r,T,D,w,n,m.
C V l( c ) i : balli + ak =£ balliyak 'a bitch' 
ali^ + aa aliyaa ' elephant'
CVri s nari + aia nariyaa 'fox ' 
saari + a saariya ' sari' 
ilandaari+aa =4 ilandaariyaa 'youth'
CVT(C)i : mugaTi + aa mugaTiyaa 'mongoose' 
paTTi + a =4 paTTiya 'herd'
CVDi : kaDi + aa =# kaDiyaa 'large black ant' 
geDi + a geDiya 'fruit'
CVwi s diwi + aa diwiyaa 'leopard' 
kawi + aa kawiyaa 'poet'
CVni4 : mulaadaeasni + aa mulaadaasniyaa 'headman'
1 see; fn. 1, p.266. 2 ee is usually shortened to £  before
a vowel (e.g.akjj where y is inserted between the two but wee+ 
aa =  weeyaa is an exception. 5 beli'shell fish' is an 
exception. 4 hini +aa == hinnaa 'ant' is different.
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CVMi : dimi + aa dimlyaa 'red ant'
pirimi +aa =$ pirimiyaa 'man , male'
iii
I V
kemi + a kemiya 'spout, funnel'
..c(v)vc.,u : c1 = 1,< £» li w> £» 2.*
• • X • • • golu + aa goluwaa 'dumb man'
kolu^ + aa koluwaa 'boy'
yaalu + aa yaaluwaa 'friend'
makulu + aa =4 makuluwaa 'spider'
. .r.. •• maduru + aa =4 maduruwaa 'mosquito'
buuru^ + aa buuruwaa 'ass'
oru + a oruwa 'canoe'
...T.. : ikaTu + a = t> kaTuwa 'shell, thorn'
oTu + aa =4 oTuwaa 'camel'
naeTTu + aa naeTTuwaa ' dancer'
• • • •• uguBu + aa uguBuwaa 'wild cat'
waBu + aa waBuwaa 'carpenter'
kaBu + a kaBuwa ' sword'
• • • w* • •• ffitgOWU + aa atgowuwaa 'elephant trainer'
awu + a awuwa 'sun shine'
••«p*• •• kapu + aa kapuwaa 'marriage broaker'
kopu + a kopuwa ' case'
kapapu + aawe=^ kapapuwaawe 'let (him)cut..'
' ••*n*•• • panu + aa panuwaa 'worm'
lanu + a =4 lanuwa 'rope'
. .(c)WCa 3yooda^ + aa yoodayaa 'giant'
.•(c)VCCa •• naaga + aa naagayaa 'cobra'
ass a + aa •horse' assayaa
\ I.S.R.3 (v. 11•2*8«ii)*i 2 But uuru +aa =$ uuraa (by I.S.
R.1 ) 'pig'; cf. also wanduru 'monkey'.pimburu»python1etc. where 
vowel deletion takes place.
3 But goona +aa =#  goonaa'elk',leena +aa leenaa 'squirrel'•
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v CuCuCa
vi ..CaCa
muruga + aa murugayaa 'beast'
purus a + aa purusayaa 'man,husband'
aanbala + aa =3 ambalayaa 'a small red ant'
sarapa + aa sarapayaa ' serpent'
(c) If the preceding formative consists of a verb * na and also 
if the structure of the verb does not end in u, then the semi­
-vowel that is inserted before the vowel initial formative,which
must be aa. is w and not although the preceding vowel is a.
[if na occurs in a non verbal structure as kana ’a kind of fish’ 
then the usual jr semivowel is inserted before a vowel initial 
formative: e.g. kana +ma kanayaa 'a fresh water fish'(cf. 
11.2.6(b)iv,v and vi.).j e.g.
ena + aa 
kana + aa 
kaDana + aa =£ 
waTena + aa 
adina + aa =£ 
pupurana+aa =4 
etc.
iIf na is preceded by u
enawaa 'come' 
kanawaa 'eat' 
kaJDanawaa 'break,..' 
waTenawaa 'fall' 
adinawaa 'pull,...' 
pupuranawaa 'explode'
t £  of na is deleted before aa or
any other vowel initial formative, e.g.
kapUna + aa kapunaa 'got cut'
wfflTuna + sta =^ > waTunaa 'fell' 
etc. (cf. 11.2.4(a)ii)
11.2.7» I.S.R. 3. Final vowel deletion and consonant gemination
rule.
When a vowel final formative is followed by a vowel initial 
formative, sometimes the final vowel is deleted simultaneously 
geminating the immediately preceding consonant and then the two 1
1 The vowel may be before-cci/a or ¿a as in waTicci+aawe
waTiccaawe 'let(it) fall'and ariya+aa ariyaa 'opened' etc. 
but never before na.e.g.adina etc.
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formatives are combined together to form one unit.This may be 
represented as:
..CV + V(C).. ..CC(0) +V(c).. =* ..CCV(C)..
11.2.8. Here,too,one may not be able to specify any precise 
environments where this sort of sandhi takes place. Yet one 
could suggest a few contexts where the application of this sandhi 
rule is more usual than the other two types discussed earlier, 
i If the preceding formative ends in i or u preceded by one 
of d, jb, js, then the final i or u are usually deleted gemi- 
-nating d, _t or £  , and finally the following vowel initial 
formative is combined to it. Further the vowel nuclei of t 
the syllable preceding ¿,£,.8 should be short, e.g.
wadi + aa waddaa ' Vadda man'
pati1 + a patta ' side'
masi + aa massaa •fly'
masi + a massa 'platform'
hodi^ + a hodda 'broth'
madu + a madda 'noose'
padu + aa paddaa 'man of the padu caste'
atu + a =4 '^branch i-^attaV
karapotu+ aa karapottaa 'cockroach*
wasu + aa wassaa 'male calf'
ii There are a few formatives where a final u before a vowel 
initial formative is preceded by 1 and T etc., but yet,they
too are subject to the vowel deletion and consonant gemin-
-ation rule. Consider these exaMples: 12
1 But peti +aa =*£ petiyaa 'a fresh water fish'.
2 But podi +_9_=*£ podiya 'parcel'
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balu + aa
kolu^ + aa =¥
mahalu + aa
kurulu + aa
kakkuTu+ aa =4
ballaa 'dog' 
kollaa 'boy' 
mahallaa 'old man' 
kurullaa 'bird' 
kakkuTTaa 'crab'
Also cf.
padu + aa
kaTu + a
rpaddaa -
'i 'man of the padu caste'
( paduwaa
(cf. 11.2.8i and 11.2.6(b)iii)
| kaTTa ( 11.2.8ii)
^'kaTuwa ( 11.2.6(b)iii)'she11'
iii When final u or i is preceded by a prenasalised stop.mb.
nd etc.,and if u or i is deleted before a vowel initial
formative,the gemination of the prenasalised stop produces
a full nasal and a consonant cluster as illustrated below:
gembi + aa gembaa 'frog'
naambu + aa =$ naambaa 'youth'
landu + a landa 'low jungle'
kandu + a kanda 'hill'
aJSDu + a =$ aNDa 'limb'
daNDu + a =$ daNDa 'stick, pole,..'
These are the three possible combinations when two vowels
are combined within a 'word'.Next let us examine the other possi-
-ble combinations when a vowel final formative is followed by a
consonant initial formative or vice versa.
11.2.9* I.S.R. 4« .
(a) If a vowel final formative is followed by a consonant
initial formative other than wi (v.8.8.1.) and hu(n). the 1
1 Also kolu +aa =  koluwaa 'boy' (v. 11.2.6(b)iii)
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two formatives are combined together without involving any 
change.
(b) When the consonant initial formative is wi (v.8.8.1.) which 
occurs only after a verb, the final vowel of the verb, if
short, is always lengthened, e.g.
e + wi =4 
naa + wi 
kara + wi =4 
adi + wi =4 
wæTe + wi 
gan(i)+wi =4
eewi 'may come' 
naawi 'may bathe' 
karaawi 'may do' 
adiiwi ' may puli' 
wæTeewi 'may fall, drop' 
ganiiwi ' may take,buy'
(c)i.When the following formative is hu(n) which occurs only
after a noun with either a ra final syllable or a Caa final 
syllable, h is dropped and the resulting vowels are combin- 
~ -ed in accordance with the vowel sandhi discussed above 
(fef. I.S.R. 1,2 and 3*)* e.g.
hora + hu(n) =4 hora + u(n) =4 horu(n)'thieves'
(cf.11.2.4(a).).
giraa + hu(n) =4 giraa +u(n) =4 girawu(n)'parrots'
(cf. 11.2.6(a);also fn.1,p.266)
ii. However, if the preceding formative ends in a preceded 
by d, D, n, 1 but not by r, then £  is deleted before hu(n) 
and the resulting Ch (i.e. dh, Dh, nh, lh) cluster assimil- 
-atesi to CC (i.e* dd.Dh. nn. ll). e.g.
weda + hu(n) =4 wed + hu(h) =4 weddu(n)
'physicians’
goona + hu(n) =4 goon + hu(n) =4 goonnu(n) * elks', 
etc.
We may state this rule as
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w of wi
..CV + C =4 ..CVC if C ^
h of hu(n)
..CV(V) + wi =* ..CWwi (v. (b) sup.)
..Ca + hu(n) Ca+u(n)=^ Cu(n) if C = r.
..Cita+ hu(n) =3> .Ca+u(n)=^ ..C®wu(n) . .
. .Ca + hu(n) . .C* hu(n) ..CCu(n) if C = d,D,
n or 1.
11.2.10. I.S.R. 5.
If a consonant final formative is followed by a vowel 
initial formative, the two are simply combined together. That 
iss
...VC + V... ..VCV..
e.g. aet +aa =£ aetaa 'elephant' 
aqg + a =a^  aqga 'horn' 
etc.
11.2.11. I.S.R. 6.
If a consonant final formative is followed by a consonant 
initial formative, they are combined by applying a number of 
phonological rules such as those given below, if the cluster 
formed by the combination of the two consonants does not match 
the consonant cluster pattern of the language (see III.13 -15)»
(a) . ...C + C... s=4 ..CC.. if CC = acceptable
cluster.
kollan + Ta kollaRTa 'to the boys'
bailan + wa ballaqwa 'the dogs'
gewal + wala gewalwala 'in houses'
gan + nawá gannawa 'take'
dan + na =4 danna 'know(ing)'
but
*gakaW + Ta *gahiit7a.
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(b) Progressive assimilation:
i ..C1 + w .. ..C1C1 but C1  ^h .
e.g.
gan + we ganwa =£» ganna 'cause to take'
adi + we =£ adwa adds 'cause to puli'
adi + we =£ asdwe =# adda 'pulled'
etc.
ii ....h+w.. .. ss ••
e.g.
balli + we =£ baswe basse 'cause to go down'
balli + we =s^ baswa basse ' gone down, descended'.
etc.
ili .... C1 + h •. —j? ..C^ C^  ...
e.g.
at + hu(n) attu(n) 'elephants'
walas + hu(n) ==^ walassu(n) 'bears' 
den + hu(n) dennu(n) ' cows'
(c) Regressive assimilation :
..C^ + C2 .. —  ^ ...O^ C^ ..*
e.g.
gan + mu 
karapaq+la =£■ 
yaddeq + la =£ 
aewit + la 
gihiq + la =£►
gammu 'let us take' 
kerepalla '(you pi.) do '(imp.) 
yaddella '(you pi.) let(him..) go* 
aswilla 'having come, come and' 
gihilla ' having gone, went and'
etc.
(d) When a cluster can not be assimilated, it may be split 
by an epenthetic vpwel u or a . 
i ....V^ k + C .. ..V kuC.. if V1 = _e .
e.g.
ballek + Ta ballekuTa ' to a dog'
balliyek + gen =^> balliyekugen 'from a bitch' 
etc.
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ii + c-- {1 } sC...if V1 = a . .
e.g.
galak + Ta galakaTa 'to a rock'(v.11.3»6.iii)
potwal + Ta potwalaTa 'to/for books' ( " )
bmlliyak +Ta =£ balliyakaTa 'to a bitch' (cf.(d)i,
above; v.11.3»6.iii)
iii ..*C + C (i) ...CuC(i).
e.g.
gas + t gasut 'trees also'
gas + yi gasuyi ' trees and.'
bat + t = £  batut ' rice too'
(e) Consonant reduction:
i
ii
•••C + CC«• • • • 0 0 • • •
e.g.
gan + nnaq gannai] 'I 'll take'
gan + nna ganna 'take '
..(nC ). .nC +wa ..nCCa =£ ..nCa.
e.g.
andi + wa and +wa *asndda aenda 'dressed'
andi + wa and +wa andwa =£ anda 'cause to
imbi + wa imb +wa
dress'
*imbba imba 'kissed'
In the next section I introduce a few more general phono­
-logical rules.
11.3» Some additional phonological rules.
11.3.1. Rule 7:
All prenasalised stops when doubled or fully nasal-
-ised, the result is a nasal plus consonant cluster, 
e.g. mb =4 mb ; cf.gembl gembaa 'frog'
nd =# nd ; cf. kandu=^ kanda 'hill'
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ND KD ; cf. daNDu daKDa 'stick,stem'
qg =4 qg ; cf. naqgi naqga 'climbed'
11.3.2. Rule 8.
Except for some potential disyllabic structure words 
with a short syllabic vowel in the first syllable,if there is 
a long vowel in the second syllable,it is changed to a short 
one in the phonetic representation. If the first syllable is 
a long one\ then the second must be a short one in potential 
disyllabic words, but the second may have long vowels in poten- 
-tial trisyllabic words.
i &  CVCW2(CV..)^ e.g.
ffitaa 'elephant' 
ataaTa 'to the elephant' 
wedaa ' physician' 
giyaa 'went' 
etc.
e.g.
haawaa =4 haawa 'hare' 
haawaTa 'to the hare' . 
ballaa =4 baila 'dog' 
kaawaa kaawa 'ate' 
dunnaa dunna 'gave*
gattee =£ gatte 'took'(emp.) 
etc.
2 These structures are not primary (e.g.stems etc.) forms, 
which occur in adnominal position.e.g. rilaa, radaa etc.
CVYCV
i i i ^ r c w ( c h  rcw(c)'
L GWCVY =£ 1 •
L(c)vc J l(c)vc J
e.g.
siilaawaa =# 
heewaayaa 
pattasasyaa =£ 
ittaeaewaa
siilaawa 'a kind of sea fish' 
heewaaya 'soldier' 
pattaeaya 'centepede' 
ittaawa ' porcupine'
iv ^  CVCV
f(C)
l ( v ) cw cvcv(c)cv.
e.g.
giraawaa 
radaawaa 
yanawaa 
nariyaa =4 
karannee =* 
etc.
girawa 'parrot' 
radawa 'washerman' 
yanawa 'go' 
nariya 'fox' 
karanne 'do' (emp.)
V  J^CVVCVCW
e.g.
naanawaa
maaluwaa
yaaluwaa = 7»
cwcvcv . .
naanawa 'bathe' 
maaluwa 'fish' 
yaaluwa 'friend'
vi 5^(c)v(c)cv(c)cv(v)cw = $  (c)v(c)cv(c)cv(v)cv .
e.g.
ajijilaawaa ajijilaawa 'a kind of sea fish'
kabaallasaewaa =4 kaballaawa 'ant eater'
kapanawaa kapanawa 'cut'
11.3.3. Rule 9.
When a formative final £ is combined with a vowel
initial formative by sandhi rule I.S.R.5 (v.11.2.10.), in most
situations, £ is changed to h. e.g.
minis +aa minihaa miniha 'man'. 
gas + a gaha 'tree'{cf.11.3*4«)
1 kos +ee kosee 'oak friit', but never as*kohee.
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ass + 9 aehae 'eye' (cf.11.3»5.) 
pas + a paha 'five' (cf.11.3»4»)
[Where ver h is doubled the result is s_s and never *hh 
Cf. kahi + wa kaessa 'coughed'; wahi+wa =j> waessa 
'rained' etc. J
11.3.4. Rule 10.
When s> occurs after h, it is changed to a if h is
preceded by a or o , and £,too, before h is simultaheously
changed to a. e.g.
patas + a =£ pataha 'small pond'
polos + a polaha 'young jak fruit '
ekolos +a ekolaha 'eleven'
koros + a koraha ' large pan'
11.3.5. Rule 11.
When £  occurs after h , it is changed to a if h is 
preceded by a. e.g.
as + a =£ aha 'eye' 
pas + a paha 'basket'
11.3.6. Rule 12.
i When 9 occurs before a consonant cluster, it is
changed to a . e.g.
kara +nnai] karannaq 'I 'll do'
kapa + nna =£ kapanna ' do cut'(imp.) ,'to cut'
ii Also 9 is changed to a if it occurs before a final
consonant or j£i or (w)u. e.g.
pota + t potat 'the book also' 
pota + yi =£ potayi 'the book and' 
yama +(w)u yamawu ' go' (imp.jBl.)
1 pas 'soil' never become^paha .
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iii Similarly 4 before final consonants is changed to a
when vowel initial fprmatives are combined with them, and also
when an epenthetic vowel is inserted, e.g.
gewal + a =$ gewala 'in houses'
harak + aa =# harakaa=# haraka'(ox, cow)cattle'
galak + Ta =* galakaTa 'to a rock'
etc.
11.3.7. Rule 13.
No word can occur with a final prenasalised stop.
When there are situations where prenasalised stops occur finally,
the stop consonant is always deleted simultaneously fully nasal-
-ising the half nasal of the prenasalised stop. e.g.
aqg + a 4 aqga but*aqg aq ^  'horns'
lind + a $ linda but *lindj^ lin =3> liq ^'wells'
kaland+ a 4 kalaiida but *kaland =4 kalaq ^ ' a  small
measure'
poloqg+aa=# polaqga but *poloqg^ =$ poloq 'viper'
It seems that the final stops of some prenasalised stops 
drop before consonant initial formatives also, where assimila-
-tion does not take place, e.g.
aqg + wala aqwala 'in horns' 
lind + wala=£ liqwala ' in wells' 
etc.
11.3.8. Rule 14.
A nasal before a stop is always homorganic with the
stop. It may be q/n before £»w,s., and and q before h. e.g.
ballan + Ta ballaNTa 'to the dogs' 
ballan + gen ballaqgen 'from the dogs' 
paalam + walaTa paalaqwalaTa 'to/for the bridges' 
etc.
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11.3.9. Rule 15.
A nasal before U  (i.e •word, boundary) is usually velarised.
(However, it may undergo some other changes before other words
according to external sandhi rules.) e.g.
toran toraq 
paalam paalaq 44i 
etc.
11.3.10. Rule 16.
Finally,I introduce a few more rules by which certain 
underlying phonological representations can be converted to 
certain other phonetic representations. The application of 
these rules is, however, optional,so even the phonological 
representations may appear as phonetic representations as 
well. Most of these are certain contractions of some under­
-lying structures.
(a) ..eye.. ..ee.. ( £ by rule 8.ii etc.)
e.g.
kaleyakin =4 kaleekin 'from a pot'3in =# maalekin ' from a necklace'
etc.
( b ) .. ay. . ^  .« ey.«
e.g.
yoodayaa =£ yoodeya 'giant' 
duutayaa duuteya 'messenger' 
etc.
(o) ... eye .. :r3 .ee . «
e.g.
duuteyek duuteek 'a messenger'
(d) ...awa.. ..oo..
e.g.
porawa poroo 'axe'
paTawanawa =4 paToonawa 'load' 
karawala karoola 'dried fish'
maalek
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( e )
( f )
( g )
(h)
(i)
• • 9W&* • — • • OWa. •
e.g.
porawak porowak 'an axe'
paTawannaq paTowannaq ' I 'll load. '
• ••aha •• —^ . •aa•.
e.g.
daha daa in daahata '17' etc.
paha paa in paaloha/ paalaha '15' etc.
. iiw.. =^. .iww...
e.g.
biiwa biwwa 'drank'
riiwa riwwa 'evacuated the bowels'
. iyuw 9 • • •. iww
(a)ayuw (a)aww
e.g.
liyuwa liwwa
paayuwa paaswwa
etc.
wrote'
'ceased (raining),...'
1WW
(a)aww
eww
~ iwuw *
. (a)awuw .. 
_ ewuw
e.g.
diwuwa
naawuwa
kawuwa
gewuwa
etc.
diwwa 'ran' 
naawwa 'washed, 
kawwa 'fed' 
gewwa 'paid'
bathed'
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CHAPTER 12
12.0. SANDHI 2 - EXTERNAL SANDHI
12.0. 1. In this last chapter, an attempt will be made to 
introduce some optionally applicable sandhi rules called 
external sandhi. They are so called because they are applied 
between words and not between morphemes-within a morpheme 
sequence of a word. It is possible in deliberately slow speech 
to avoid the application of all these external sandhi rules.
But in normal, rapid speech people speak freely, mostly with- 
-out much interruption of pauses or word boundaries. In the 
previous chapter we discussed the word in Sinhalese and also 
introduced certain internal sandhi rules that must be applied 
between morphemes (or formatives) in producing the different 
possible words. In the following sections let us introduce 
another set of sandhi rules that may be applied between the 
words in producing continuous utterances of the phonetic 
representation of sentences.
12.0. 2. A word in Sinhalese is either vowel or consonant 
initial and vowel or consonant final. For constraints of initial 
and final vowels and consonants see III.7 and III.10 andll. 
Taking into account this initial and final sounds of words,
let us examine sqndhi between words.
12.1. EXTERNAL SANDHI RULES
12.1.1. All words beginning or ending in a vowel can have 
word boundary before and after them. Therefore, even in ordinary, 
or perhaps in rapid, speech when a vowel final word is followed 
by a vowel initial word , the boundary may remain.
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E.S.R? 1. ... CV 44 VC.. ..CV #  VC..
e.g.
44 44 miniha. 44 gaha 44 adinawa 44 ^  
the man the tree pull 
The man pulls the tree.
5^  ^  horaa 44 iiye-t (t)^awilla 44 44 
the thief yesterday too had come 
The thief had come yesterday too.
44 44 kaareka 44 elawanna 44 epaa 44 44
the car drive do'nt
Do not drive the car.
12.1.2. However, in certain environments where a vowel final 
word and a vowel initial word come together the boundary is 
removed by combining the two vowels as postulated below:
E .s .R .  2 . ..cv(v) 44. (v)vc.. =»CV(V) (#)(V)VC =* .c(v)vc..
i
..  ca 44 v(v)c .. ..cw c..
e.g.
hat a 44 aTak hataaTak
seven eight some seven or eight.
maDa 44 aara => maDaara
mud a fish 'a fresh water fish.'
at a 44 arinawa =£ ataarinawa
hand release 'drop '
honda 44 swsriya hondaawariya
good bunch the good bunch(of bananas)
1 E.S.R. for External Sand hi Rule
2 see E.S.R.4 in 12.1.4.
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ii .. CV^ C.. ..CV^V^G.. if V1 a* the same vowel;
(long or short)
e.g.
gaha adine gahaadine
tree pulling tree pulling
kiri itirene =$ kiriitirene
milk boiling milk boiling (= prosperous )
giyaa ^  aawa giyaawa
went came went and came
iii . . C V ^  V2C.. ..CV2C..
e.g.
maha amma =£ mahamma
big mother 'mother's elder sister'
pupci ^  amma pupcamma .
small mother mother's younger sister'
iv .. CV #  VC .. =4 ..CV^/wVC
e.g.
aacci ^  amma aacciyamma 
grand mother grand mother
if =frontV then y; 
V1 = back V then W.
kaTu ^  ale ==^  kaTuwele
'a kind of yam'
v •*C1V1 #  V2C .. =*• . .C ^ V g C ..
e.g.
loku ^  ayiya lokkayiya
big elder brother 'big elder brother'
12.1.3» When a vowel final word is followed by a consonant 
initial word they remain as two words —  there is no involvement
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of sandhi here. This may he stated ass
E.S.R. 3. . . C V # 6 . .  . . C V j ^ C . .
e.g.
44 44 miniha 44 gahaTa 44 naegga 44 44
the man to the tree climbed 
The man climbed on to the tree.
44 44 lameya 44 naTsnawa 44 hondayi 44 needs 44 44
the child dance well doesn't he
The child dances well.Doesn't he?
12.1.4* When a consonant final word is followed by a vowel 
initial word, the two words may be combined by doubling the 
final consonant and joining the two words together letting 44 
to disappear. That is:
E.S.R.4. ..VC 44 V.• ..VCCV..
e.g.
gok 44 atta gokkatta
gok branch 'young coconut branch'
YvaX44 awuruddak 44 unnu 44 ekaa 44 
seven years for stayed one
hattawuruddakkurmu 44 ekaa44* 
one who stayed for seven years.
12.1.5. Sandhi between a consonant final word and a consonant
initial word needs to be stated in some detail. First of all it
has to be mentioned that not all consonants are very productive
in word final position. Only a few such as k, ;t, rj_, 1_ and s are
1productive. Others occur finally in loan words and there these 1
1 see III.11.for a few examples.
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consonants tend to remain mostly unchanged before consonant 
initial words. Consequently we may state sandhi between consonant 
final and consonant initial words taking into consideration the 
words ending in k, t_, r^, 1_ and s_ . A number of sandhi rules 
are proposed to cover the sandhi between wprds ending in those 
consonants and consonant initial words. First, let us take k 
final words.
E.S.H. 5. i *.k1 J4 C1 ..=» ..C^^C-,..
c1 = (s0
ii .. k 1^ C 2.. =* ..k(^)C2..
C2 * °1.
i e.g.
harak ^  koTuwa harak (^ ) koTuwa
cattle stall cattle stall
puwak gobee puwag(^)gobee 
areca-nut young branch young areca-nut branch.
puwak ££ Tike =£ puwaT(^)Tiks
areca-nut little little amount of areca-nut.
kaak paTiya kaap(^)paTiya
crow chick chicken crow,
etc. 
ii. dg.
harak: maffiuwa harak(j^)maDuws
cattle shed cattle shed
minihek ^  naanawa =$ minihek(^ )naanawa. 
a man bathe a man is bathing
Sandhi between _t final words and _C initial words may be 
stated as : 1
1 Word final p in a few Sinhalese words suchas lip 'hearth*.kap 
'post' etc. behave like final k.
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E.S.R. 6. i .. t #  C.J =4 ..C1(^)C1.;if C1= c,T,D,j.
ii ..t c2 =4 .. d(^)C2..if C2= g,b,d.
iii ..t #  Cj =4 .. t ^ C y . i f  C3 ¿ C1fC2.
i e.g.
bat Tikak =4 baT(^)Tikak 
rice a little a little rice.
bat ££ cuTTak =4 bac(j^) cuTTak
bice a little a little rice
bat Diqgak =4 baD(j^)Diqgak
rice a little a little rice
bat j^ juUDak =4 baj(j¿j¿)juNDak
rice a little a little rice.
e.g*
pot ££ goDa s4  pod(^)goDa
books heap heap of books
pot bafidinawa =4 pod(j^)bandinawa
books bind bind books.
palaat ^  deka =4 palaad(^)deka
provinces two two provinces
e.g
pot ££ kaDee =4 pot(j^) kaDee
books shop book shop
dat n®ti =4 dat(j^) nmti
teeth less toothless
bat mula =4 bat(j^) mula
rice parcel parcel of rice.
Sandhi between q final words and C initial words may be
stated as :
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E.S.R. 7 '• ^ 7^ C.. ®-| (^)^**
Ni= r *3/__(£0
s
y
w
ih
PL-(&) |c
* -  W)  {£
t 
d
G¥) n
r 
1 
s 
P
m/ _  (?¥ )  b
m
e.g.
seena doDai] ( ^ ) kaDanawa 
Sena oranges pick 
Sena picks oranges.
seena doDaq(j^)ganinawa 
Sena oranges count 
Sena counts oranges.
paalaq (j^) yaTa 
bridges under 
under the bridges.
piq(^) watta 
merit estate
estate donated (to a temple as a meritorious deed)
liq (^) hindila 
wells have gone dry
daeji ( )  canda-kaale 
now election time 
this is the election period.
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1 ip ( j amburay i 
wells deep are 
wells are deep.
uji(#)jiaanswantayi 
they intelligent are 
They are intelligent.
doDaN(j^)Tiks 
oranges few 
the few oranges.
paaN(j^)Dix]gak 
bread a little 
a little amount of bread.
paan(j^)t®Tiya
bread tray
tray for baking bread.
an(j^)deka 
horns two 
two hdims.
an(j^)n$ti 
horn less
kan(j^)ratu 
ears red 
red eared,
lin(^)laqga 
wells near 
near wells.
ran(^)sembuwa 
golden small pot 
small golden pot.
ham(^)paTiya 
leather belt
gom(^)baana
bulls two j "two bulls .
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nelum(^)mal9 
lotus flower
Sandhi between 1 final words and C initial words may be stated 
as:
E.S.R. 8. ... 1 ^  C.. #  ..1(^)0..
e.g.
pol(j^)kaTu 
coconut shells
pol(^)gaha 
coconut tree
gal(#)Tikak 
stones a few 
a few stones.
kal(5^ )t iyenswa 
time there is 
there is time
mal(^)deka
flowers two
two flowers, 
etc.
Sandhi between s final words and C initial words is as follows:
E.S.R. 9 * ...... ^  C.. . ,s(^)C..
. e.g.
mas(j^)kaDee
meat stall (= butcher's shop)
pas(j^)tel
five oil
five kinds of oil
kos(?¥)geDiy9 
jak fruit 
etc.
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Sandhi between non-productive C final words and C initial words 
may be stated as:
E.S.R. 10. ...C1 c .. ..c1(?^ )c..
e.g.
mæc(j^) deka 
matches two 
two matches.
biiïruuï(#)baage
beetroot half
half a pound of beet-root.
kilip(j^)kææli 
clip pieces 
pieces of a clip
Tiim($^)tunak 
teams three 
three teams, 
etc.
12.1.6. Finally, I conclude this chapter by stating that,although
the word boundary is removed in rapid speech,the stress remains
mostly on the first syllable of each word if the second syllable 
1is not a heavy one.However, if the word consists of a number of 
combined morphemes and the sandhi produces a heavy second sylla­
ble, then the first is stressed, as in:
Iaet + aa =  itaa 'elephant' 
gon +aa =  gonaa 'bull' 
etc. t iCf. also: wilaapa 'lamentation'; balla 'dog't ikaratte 'cart'; assaddanawa 'till,asweddumise' etc.
U l i  u  w  u
1 A heavy syllable is one with a long syllabic vowel or; a vowel
followed by a consonant which does not belong to the following 
syllable. (c)VV(c)/(c)VC are heavy syllables.
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APPENDIX A
A.O. QUANTIFIERS AND MODIFIERS
A.O.1. In this section I propose to introduce some quantifiers 
and modifiers in Sinhalese. I shall not, however, indulge in any 
long discussion in to the syntax and semantics of them. Quanti- 
-fiers are different from modifiers. As far as I understand them, 
quantifiers are a part of complex noun phrases, whereas modifiers 
are related to whole sentences. The same form may appear as a 
quantifier as well as a modifier. If it modifies a sentence ( or 
a proposition ) then it is a modifier and if it» function is to 
quantify the noun phrase, then a quantifier. Thus it is not the 
form that decides whether a particular form is a quantifier or 
a modifier but the semantic function.
A.0.2. Modifiers are usually treated as adverbs. They modify
whole sentences. Predicates and arguments of propositions are 
related together by case relations, so, when we say a modifier 
modifies a predicate, it actually means that it modifies the 
whole proposition —  i.e. the sentence when the auxiliary is 
included.
A.1. . QUANTIFIERS IN SINHALESE
Ao 1•1• As just stated quantifiers form a part of complex
noun phrases. All numerals and a few quantity nouns together 
with singular number and definiteness (i.e. + or - ) categories 
(i.e. quantity noun phrases) can be added to other noun phrases 
which are marked for [-sg] number and [+ def] to form complex 
(quantity) noun phrases. Furthermore, in certain cases, another 
noun phrase with a noun marked [-measure] and [-sgj and [+def]
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a
may occur after/common noun phrase and before the quantity noun 
phrase in forming a complex noun phrase with three noun phrases 
in one. Although all constituent noun phrases are marked for 
number (i.e.[-sg]) and definiteness (i.e.[+def]), actually the 
number and definiteness of the final member, the noun phrase 
with a quantity noun, or the quantifier, should be considered 
as the number and definiteness of the whole complex noun phrase 
( see Lakoff, G. 1970, p.180.).
A.1.2. Some examples to illustrate the different possible
noun phrases with quantifiers are given first, there then follows 
a list of quantifiers.
i galak 4. gal + a + ak = N + [+sg] + [-def]. 
a rock / a stone
Here the [-def] may be considered as some quantification - 
one rock.
ii gal + dek + a + ak =4 gal dekak 
rocks two (some)
two rocks. ( indefinite reference) .
The definite reference is: 
gal + dek + a + 0 4 gal deka
rocks two (the) 
the two rocks.
iii ala + raattal + tun + a + ak =£ ala raattal tunal 
potatoes pounds three (some)
three pounds of potatoes (+ indefinite)
Compare the definite quantity NP:
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ala + raattal + tun + a * 0 = ala raattal tuna
potatoes pounds three the 
the three pounds of potatoes.
Cf• also:
gewal samaharak 
houses some 
some houses.
redi yaara tuna hatarak 
cloths yards three four 
three or for yards of cloth.
A.1.3. It seems reasonable to believe that there is some
semantic relation between definiteness and quantifiers.However,
in­
quantifiers are more definite than/definite and they stress the
quantity mote than that can be expressed by definiteness.
A.1.4. All numerals belong to this class of quantifiers.They
are similar to nouns. Some numerals are the following:
ek • 1 *
de(k) • 2 '
tun ' 3 1
hatara '4 *
pas ' 5 '
haya 1 6 '
hat ' 7 '
aTa ' 8 '
nama ' 9'
daha '10'
ekolos *11*
dolos '12'
daha - tun '13'
daha daa- hatara '14'
pahalos '15'
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daa-saya *16* 
daa- hat '17 '
wisi '20' 
tis ' 30 • 
hatalis '40' 
panas ' 5 0  ' 
hmTa '60' 
hattae '70' 
asuu ' 80 ' 
anuu ’ 9 0  ' 
siya '100' 
ek(A)-siya-ek '101' 
de-siya- ek •201' 
daas '1000'
ek(a)-daas-ek(a)-siya-ek '1101' 
etc.
A.1.5. A few quantifiers which are not numerals are listed
belowj both definite and indefinite forms are given (where they 
are found).
def.
huqga 'the lot '
Tika 'the little/few' 
goDa ' many'
(no def.form) 
kiipe 'the few' 
ganana 'the amount'
?
okkoma 'all' 
seerama "
A.2. MODIPIERS IN
A.2.1. By modifiers I mean 
-ly called adverbs.Since I do
indef.
hurjgak ' a lot'
Tikak 'a little/few' 
goDak ' much, a lot' 
samaharak 'some' 
kiipeyak 'a few, some' 
gananak 's everal'
gananaawak "
?
9
SINHALESE
those expressions that are general­
not attempt to study these
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expressions in detail in relation to their deep syntax and 
semantics, I merely propose to recognise a number of classes 
of modifiers to introduce some expressions from Sinhalese.
A.2.2. Propositions of sentences consist of predicated —  
verbs and adjectives —  and a number of obligatory arguments 
presupposed by or determined by them. In addition to these 
nuclear constituents the propositions may contain extranuclear 
adjuncts, expressing such additional information as how, why, 
when, where etc. the events take or took place. Some such express­
-ions may be explained in relation to case relations. (Compare 
the Time and Locative case relations, for instance.)However, 
there are expressions that may be explained differently. They 
may have resulted through lexicalisation or some similar peocess- 
-es from some underlying sentences. Furthermore, there are some 
expressions which can not be explained in relation to both vase 
relations and underlying sentences. Thus, the adjuncts, as 
modifiers of propositions, appear to be some complex expressions, 
which require a careful study before any classification is', attemt- 
-ed.
A.2.3« In this study of morphology,I do not propose to discuss
these modifiers in relation to deep facts of syntax and semantics. 
These must be studied in a study of syntax of Sinhalese. Yet , 
although I restrict myself from going into any detailed discuss- 
-ion of syntax and semantics of modifiers (= adverbs) I shall,at 
least, list some of the expressions used as modifiers. These 
will bw foirnd below under a number of classes, set up according
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to the semantic function of the expressions, together with a 
short note.
A.2A. TIME MODIFIERS
A.2A.1. Most time modifiers can be explained with a time case 
relation. There is a class of nouns denoting different periods 
of time. Thus ads 'today', heTs*tomorrow' etc. and udee 'morning' 
hawaha 'afternoon', raeae 'night' etc., and many other such nouns 
when occur as adjuncts, their function is as time modifiers.
Noun phrases with these time denoting nouns in different time 
case relations are time modifiers —  adjuncts. However, they may 
be explained differently , possibly as resulted through subordi- 
-nation.
A.2A.2. Then there are a few expressions which are not noun
phrases in time case but are some special forms functioning as
modifiers denoting 'repetition', 'frequency' etc. e.g.
haematissema ' always ' 
aaye(ma)(t) 'again' 
næwata(t) 'again' 
nitara(ma) 'always, often' 
etc.
A.2B. PLACE MODIFIERS
A.2B.1. Some of the place modifiers are noun phrases in the 
Locative case relation, apparently occurring as adjuncts to 
propositions. It seems to me, that these NPs are not simply 
added to propositions, but have remained in such propositions 
(as adjuncts) through the process of relativisation of an embed- 
-ded sentence or through coordination. Thus:
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miniha watte gaha kapanawa
the man in the estate the tree cut
The man cuts the tree in the estate.
This may mean two things as:
(a) The man is in the estate and he cuts the tree, or,
(b) The man cuts the tree which is in the estate.
miniha watte innawa + miniha gaha kapanawa
the man in the estate is. the man the tree cut
The man is in the estate . The man cuts the tree.,when conjoined
give the sentence:
miniha watte gaha kapanawa
The man(is)in the estate(and)(he)cuts the tree.
This sentence can be explained in relation to relativisation as:
(a) , miniha (miniha watte innawa) gaha kapanawa
the man (the main in the estate is)the tree cut 
The main(who is in the estate)cuts the tree.
(b) miniha gaha (gaha watte tiyenawa ) kapanawa 
the man the tree (the tree in the estate is) cut 
The man cuts the tree(which is in the.estate).
Let us examine the deep aind surface structure relation of the 
sentence (b) : miniha watte gaha kapanawa.
The deep structure of the above sentence may be suggested as:
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Obj.
1 Equi-NP deletion deletes the NP/pf S0 #<- »
2 Modality of S^is deleted ;
3 The remaining is added before NP Obj,of the Prop, of
S.j ; and the repetitive node deletion;
4 Verb + Aux. of deletion if verb is tibe(Iti.yel) or 
indi 'be'; this is optional.
The result is the sentence given above (i.e.(b) ). Let us see 
these stages in diagram:
By 1 and 2 :
By 3 :
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However, by applying rule 4» which is optional, we gets
NP
Loc
miniha watte gaha kapa nawa
the man in the estate the tree cut s
The man cuts the tree (which is ) in the estate.
This elucidates the fact that the NP in Locative case is 
not merely a kind of modifier added to the proposition from 
out^side, but a result of relativisait ion where a sentence has 
been embedded in the proposition of the matrix sentence. Thus 
place modifiers of Nf Loc. nature are not independent place 
modifiers (i.e.a special class of lexical items) but have 
resulted through relativisation.
A.2B.2. Then there is another class of place modifiers such
as watte di 'when/ while in the estate', gamee di ' while/when
in the village' e^c.,where an NP Loc. + di constitute the
modifier. These,too, have resulted from some underlying subord-
-inate sentences where subordination denotes some temporal
relationship such as 'while, when,'at the time when..'etc..
Compare the following sentences.
sisil gedara di pintuura andinawa
Sisil at home while pictures draw
Sisil draws pictures while (he is) at home.
sisil gedara inna-koTa pintuura andinawa and 
sisil gedara iddi / indadi pintuura andinawa 
Sisil at home while he is pictures draw(ss).
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Accordingly I believe that gedara di and similar express­
ions have resulted from subordinate sentences like sisil gedara 
innawa + subordinate conjunction di, etc. Therefore, neither is 
this type of place modifier a mere adjunct to propositions, but 
results from some underlying sentences in the process of subord­
ination. '
or
Since we can explain all (?/most) place modifiers syntac- 
-tically, I think we need not list them as a class of express­
ions used as adjuncts, because they are more complex than 
simply adjuncts.
A.2C. MANNER MODIFIERS
A.2C.1. The manner in which an activity or event takes (or 
took) place is expressed by a class of expressions called 
manner adverbs (or modifiers). These, too, may be explained 
differently.
A.2C.2. The majority of these manner adverbs are derived 
from adjectives. Therefore, I list a few expressions here and 
leave a fuller investigation to a study of the derivation of 
modifiers in Sinhalese.
hondin <| 
hondaTaj
' well, in a proper manner'
hemin
hemihiTa
'slowly'...
ikmanin
ikmanaTa.
'quickly'...
duken ,'with sorrow'...
duka- see.
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satuTin ■ 
santoosen.
'happily'...
paresssmen ' carefully'
dasS3- lesa / widiysTa ' cleverly'. . 
etc.
A.2C.J. These, and many similar constructions in Sinhalese 
may he explained as having resulted from some underlying struct 
-ures as Lakoff has discussed ( see Lakoff,G. 1970. pp.157 ff.) 
However, I do not attempt to demonstrate manner adverbs in 
Sinhalese in a similar way, because my research into Sinhalese 
syntax is so far very limited, and furthermore, it is not my 
aim to go into deep areas of syntax in this thesis.
A.2D. QUANTIFYING MODIFIERS
A.2D.1. Besides the different classes of modifiers discussed
so far, we have to recognise smother class of expressions used
as adjuncts in propositions to quantify the whole proposition.
They includes
bohoma 'very' 
hari 'very'
hurjgak 'a good deal,...'
Tiksik ’ a little,...' 
taramak 'somewhat,...' 
sashenns' considerably,..' 
aeti- taram ' as many / much as possible,..' 
mti-padam ' " " " '
etc.
A.2D.2. One may recognise further classes of modifiers,
However, I limit myself to those few classes stating the fact
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that many other similar constructions can be explained either 
in relation to case relations or in relation to coordination or 
subordination. We have seen, even in the above cases, that they 
may have resulted from some underlying structures. This suggests 
that many so-called modifiers or adverbs have to be carefully 
studied syntactically and semantically before they are classifi­
e d  as modifiers etc. We may have to recognise a number of 
sentence connectives and conjunctions —  both coordinate and 
subordinate —  expressing a wide range of relationships. Then 
by making use of these conjunctions and connectives we may be 
able to account for many surface 'adjuncts', when we study 
different processes involved in subordination and coordihation. 
However, to refer to certain expressions at least, we have to 
use the term adverb or modifier whatever they may be in deep 
syntactic structures.
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APPENDIX B
B.O. QUESTION. EMPHASIS. NEGATION. ETC. IN SINHALESE
B.0.1. The purpose of this account is not to discuss problems 
of syntax involved in question formation, negation or emphasis 
and such other areas in Sinhalese. The aim is to introduce a 
number of expressions, 'particles'aa sometimes they are called, 
in relation to thos4 processes. When the deep structure sentenc- 
-es or the constituents ( i.e. NP, verb, etc.) are marked for 
question, emphasis, negation etc.,the different expressions 
signalling these deep properties are manifest in surface struct- 
-ures in different places in the sentence according to the place 
of their attachment in the deep structures. Without exploring 
the complexity of the syntax of these areas let us simply intro- 
-duce some forms in relation to them.
B.1. QUESTION FORMATION
B.1.1. As in some languages, a sentence in Sinhalese can be 
used as a question when it is used with a rising or high into- 
-nation at the end. Thus intonation is a marker of 'question'.
B.1.2. Besides high intonation, a sentence (a simple declar- 
-ative or a negative one ) may be converted to a question by 
adding a question marker da at the end of a sentence. Compare 
these examples:
S: mahatteya gedara innawa
the gentleman at home is 
The gentleman is at home.
Q: mahatteya gedara innawa da
the gentleman at home is (? )
Is the gentleman at home?
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Also
mahatteya gedara inn^wa 
Is the gentleman at home ?
Thus any declarative sentence can be transformed into a
question either by introducing a rising intonation, or by add-
1-ing the question marker da . This includes equational sentenc- 
-es and sentences with catégorial propositions —  propositions 
with predicative adjectives determining argument NPs. Compare 
these examples:
i sumanapaala guruwarayek
Sumanapala (is) a teacher.
Q: sumanapaala guruwarayek da
Is Sumanapala a teacher?
ii. asookaa ganaqwalaTa dassa -yi
Asoka at Arithmetic good is 
Asoka is good at Arithmetic.
Q: asookaa ganaqwalaTa dassa-(yi)-da
Is Asoka good at Arithmetic?
iii mee pota honda nææ
this book good is not 
This book is not good.
Q: mee pota honda nædda næt(i)da)
Is this book not good?
B.1.3. In Sinhalese there is a class of expressions which 
are usually referred to as question words, which occur in certain 1
1 da may occur as ^3 or j  in some dialects.
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question sentences. Some of these expressions also contain the 
question marker da in them. However, in certain cases this da 
element may occur attached to some NP or the verb of the sentence 
and the rest of the question word —  mostly the question deictic 
(see 6.3.6.) —  remains without it. Some of these expressions 
with a few examples are given below, as a syntactically based 
explanation is beyond the scope of this study.
B.1.4.
kaa : kawuda 'who'
kawuda gedara 
Who (is) at home ?
but,
kaat kawurut naeti (= idiom) 
without any (relatives etc....)
: kawuru 'who1
kawuru kawuru aawa da / kawuru kawuruda aawe 
who who came who who came
Who and who did come?
: kaawa-da 'who(m)'
miniha kaawada alla-gatte 
the man who caught hold of 
Who did the man catch hold of?
: kaaTada 'to whom'
uffiba kaaTada kiwwe 
you to whom did say 
To whom did you say (it) ?
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: kaagen-ds 'from whom'
kaagenda baDu gatte
form whom goods bought
Prom whom did you buy goods?
: kaa laqgada 'with/at whom'
kaa larjgada yaturu
with whom the keys .
With whom are the keys?
: kaa ekkada 'with whom'
tamuse kaa ekkada giyee 
you with whom went 
With whom did you go?
B.1.5. In all these cases kaa with its variants kawu- and 
kawuru, functions as a pronoun. It is similar to koy-kenaa 'which 
one'; koy-ekaa 'which one' (kooka koyka koyekaa 'which one') 
or mona-kenaa or mona-ekaa 'which one'. Although these interro- 
-gative pronouns (?) are inherently capable of expressing'inter- 
-rogation ', still the question marker da occurs in most cases.
I believe that kaa is a complex interrogative pronoun, neutral 
as to [ + or - male] property and has resulted through lexical- 
-isation of some underlying complex interrogative pronominal 
noun phrases like koy-kenaa 'which one', koy-ekaa 'which one', 
koy-ekii 'which female' etc., which in fact have resulted through 
the pronominalisation of such constructions as koy miniha 'which 
man', koy balla 'which dog' or koy kella 'which girl' etc..
B.1.6. I have already introduced, under deictics, the two 
question deictics koy 'which' and mono 'which' ( v.6.3»6.).
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I now introduce a few more question words: 
aeyi(da) 'why'
m o k a d s 'i
mokoo j ,why'
kiiya-da ' how much, what (time is it )' 
kiiyak-da ' how much ( money etc. ) \ how many,..*
Compare the following examples:
miniha giyee aeyi / mokada / mokoo 
the man went why 
Why did the man go?
ayi(da) tamuse yanne naette 
why you go not 
Why do'nt you go?
mee pota kiiyada 
this book how much 
How much is this book?
daei] welaawa kiiyada 
now the time what 
What is the time now?
tamuse minihaTa kiiyak-da dunne
you to the man how much gave
How much /many did you give the man?
kii in kii-ya 'how much', kii-yak 'how much' or kii-denaa 'how 
many' ... etc., may be considered as an interrogative quantifier. 
It too, as other quantifiers (see App. A.1.) should be associat- 
-ed with number and definiteness. Thus kiiya 'how much' and kii- 
denaa 'how many' ( animate beings) are definite forms andciiyak
'how much' and kii denek 'how many' are indefinite forms
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kohe 'where', kotana 'where' etc. may be explained as consist- 
-ing of the interrogative deictic koy 'which' plus ehe 'place* 
or taena 'place'.
B.1.7. One may come across similar forms, but most of them 
may have either the interrogative deictics koy or mona 'which' 
or the interrogative quantifier kii 'how(many/much)'as the 
interrogative element in them. However, the following two 
expressions are somewhat complex.
kohomada 'how' (? koy+homa hema )
eyaa kohomada daana-gatte 
he how did come to know 
How did he know?
kawadda-da-»
kawada-da 'when' (? kawara + daa+da )
saar kawadda-da/ kawada-da yanne 
sir when do go
Sir, when are you going?
B.2. EMPHASIS
B.2.1. Most deep syntactic units such as NPs, verbs, adjuncts, 
and some conjunctions, and also question and negative sentences 
can be emphasised to produce emphatic sentences simple or compl- 
-ex, emphatic questions and emphatic negative sentences etc..
B.2.2. A simple declarative sentence is non emphatic. It can
be transformed into an emphatic sentence by introducing the
1emphatic marker tamay 'indeed, yes' after the sentence. Consider 
1 another free variant is tamaa.
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the following declarative sentence with the emphatic one:
miniha kollaTa gahanawa 
the man to the boy beat 
The man beats the boy.
Emphatic:
miniha kollaTa gahanawa tamay 
the man the boy beats indeed 
The man beats the boy indeed.
B.2.3. A simple negative sentence is also non-emphatic. By
the introduction of tamay 'definitely, indeed', negative sentenc-
-es can be emphasised. Compare the following two sentences,
simple negative one and emphatic negative one.
Simple neg.:
sarat liyanne naeas 
Sarat write not 
Sarat does not write
Emphatic :
sarat liyanne nmae tamay 
Sarat write not definitely 
Sarat does not write indeed.
B.2.4. Any NP of a sentence, of a question or of a negative
sentence, can be emphasised. An NP of a simple sentence can be
emphasised by adding either or tamay 'it is...' emphatic
markers after the full NPs (i.e. NP including case markers).
Compare the examples given below:
(a) lameya gahak kapanawa
the child a tree cut 
The child cuts a tree.
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0 0
( c )
laxneya-x | gahak kapanne 
lameya tamayJ
it is the child a tree cut
It is the child who is cutting a tree.
rgahak-u-y_ ,lameya J . kapannel gahak tamay J
the child it is a tree cuts
It is a tree that the child is cutting.
(d) lameya pihiyen tamay gahak kapanne
the child it is with the knife al.tree cut
It is with the knife that the child is cutting a tree.
B.2.5. One must notice that the indicative modal marker (w)a^
of sentence (a) changes to its emphatic e^ form in sentences (b),
(c) and (d). Thus the modality itself is capable of signalling
a.emphasis. However, when jr or tamay are not used, the emphsised 
NP is usually placed or shifted to the right of the verb with 
the auxiliary marked for emphasis besides other properties.Thus 
instead of (b), (c) and (d) we may have (e),(f) and (g).
(e) gahak kapanne lameya/|"y l] 1
VjLtamayJ/
i It is the child who is cutting a tree.
(f) lameya kapanne gahak
It is a tree that the child is cutting.
(g) lameya gahak kapanne pihiyen (tamay) 1
It is with the knife that the child is cutting a tree.
1 The occurrence of the emp. markers is optional
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B.2.6. When an HP of a question is emphasised the question 
marker da is shifted to the right of the emphasised NP from the 
sentence final position, simultaneously changing the indicative 
modality to its emphatic realisation. Compare these examples:
(a) taatta kaDee yanawa-da 
father to the shop go
Is the father going to the shop?
(b) taatta-da kaDee yanne
is it the father to the shop go
Is it the father who is going to the shop?
(c) taatta kaDee-da yanne 
father is it to the shop go
Is it to the shop the father is going?
B.2.7» It must be stated that wherever the question marker
da is shifted from its usual place, the most final place in a
sentence after aux., the indicative modality appears in its
emphatic realisation. Thus when the so called question words
(v. B.1.3.- B.1.7.) are used to derive questions, the aux. of
the underlying sentence, if it appears after a verb, it normally
takes the emphatic indicative modal form ejgj. e.g.
kawuda gedara (inne)
Who is at home?
eyaa koheda yanne 
he where go 
Where is he going?
etc.
The change of modality in the above cases to emphatic form 
may be a special language specific feature which may have no
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relevance to the 'emphasis' we are discussing. However, the 
change is semantically necessary, for, if we do not change the 
modality to its emphatic £(e)form the resulting sentences are 
not questions. The so called question words do not function as 
question words if the change is not observed. Instead they 
express some indefinite and uncertain identity of objects, places 
etc..
B.2.8. If we want to emphasise the antecedent of a question 
derived from an equational sentence, the question marker da may 
be shifted to the right of the antecedent NP, however, in all 
such cases the consequent NP must be [+def] (it should be made 
[+defj if it was [-defj when emp. transformation is applied). 
Consider the following examples:
subasiqha aematiwarayek (newey/nemey)
Subasinha is (n't) a minister.
Q:
subasirjha aanatiwarayek (newey/nemey) da 
Is (n't) Subasinha a minister? 
emp.Q: .
subasipha-da aamatiwaraya 
Is it Subasinha who is the minister? 
emp.Qineg.:
subasirjha newey/nemey -da aematiwaraya 
Is it not Subasinha who is the minister?
B.2.9« However, when a question derived from a sentence with 
categorial proposition is emphasised, da, always with auxiliary 
deletion, is placed after an NP associated with the predicative
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adjective. Compare the following sentences:
miniha wssDaTa kasmati (yi)-da 
the man the work like does 
Does the man like the work?
emp. Q:
miniha-da wasDaTa kasmati
Is it the man who likes the work? or,
miniha wasDaTa-da kasmati
Is it the work that the man likes?
Q. neg:
miniha waBDaTa kasmati nasdda nasti +da)
the man the work like not manDoes the/not like the work? 
emp.Q. neg:
miniha newy/nemey da wasDaTa kasmati 
Is it not the man who likes the work?
B.2.10. It must be stated that in the case of last example, 
when nasdda from the sentence final position, is shifted to the 
right of miniha (a* NP ), nasti has changed to newey/nemey .This 
suggests that naeti and newey/nemey are semantically same but 
occur in complementary distribution determined by the position 
of occurrence.
B.2.11. ma is another marker of emphasis in Sinhalese. It 
may accompany the other or tamay .(/tamaa ) emphatic markers 
to express the idea of ’the very , definite ’ etc. Compare the 
following sentences:
mahatteya eeka gaena ahanawa ma-y ./ma-tamay .
the gentleman it about question/ask definitely
The gentleman (will) ask/question about it definitely.
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ii wedsmahatteya-ma tamay kataawa kiwwe 
the physician himself the story told
It was the physician himself who told (us) the story.
iii miniha-ma tamay mama daekke 
the man the very same I saw
It is the very same man that I saw.
iv mama-ma ee wseDee karanna oonse 
I myself that work do must
I must do that work myself .
v tamuse-ma gihilla Tikak hoyala balanawa 
you yuorself go and a little inquire about
You yourself go (there) and inquire a bit about (it).
B.2.12. There may be some other ways of expressing emphasis.
I believe that expressions such as wat 'at least} t_ 'too, also' 
etc. also express some degree of emphasis. Besides^  all these, 
stress, intonation and even word order may also function as 
signalling emphasis.
B.3. NEGATION
• I do not propose to go into discussions of deep 
structure syntax and semantic of negation in Sinhalese here. 
However, I do attempt to introduce a number of negation markers 
of surface sentences, which are introduced on to terminal 
strings of underlying deep structures.
B.5.2. When we want to negate a simple declarative sentence, 
that is, when the deep structure of the sentence is; marked for
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negation, we introduce naeae (^ naeti ) or newey/nemey according 
to the proposition of the sentence. If the proposition consists 
of noun phrase(s) plus a verb or an adjective as the predicate, 
naeae is introduced after the aux., which is either changed to 
the emphatic indicative —  ee form,if the predicate is a verb, 
or deleted completely (= this is the copula aux.) if the puedi- 
-cate is an adjective. Consider these examples:
i lameya paaDam karanawa 
the child study do
The child is studying.
neg:
lameya paaDam karanne naeae 
the child study do not
The child does not study/ The child is not studying.
ii mee mala lassana- yi 
this flower beautiful is 
This flower is beautiful.
neg:
mee mala lassana naeae
this f¡bower beautiful (is) not
This flower is not beautiful.
B.3.3. The negative marker naeaB ’no1 may occur alone as a 
response sentential expression. Then it must be understood that 
n|ea ’no' as a response utterance is equivalent to a complete 
negative sentence in the deep structures, naeae hare is an ellipt- 
-ical negative sentence. In. some instances, this sort of negat­
ion is followed by the complete negative sentence as well.Thus 
naeae as a response utterance signals negation, whereas the actual 
negated sentence may be either deleted or retained. However this 
type of sentences with presentential response expressions are
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usually encountered as replies to questions. Consider the follow-
-ing examples:
Q: tamuse yanawa-da
you gp
Are you going?
Response:
naeae ' No'
naae, mama yanne n$ae 
no I go not 
No, 1 am not going*
baas 'can not' and epaa 'do not'(v. B*3«8.) too may ooour
in a similar way. Compare:
baas, maTa yanna baa 
no I go can't 
No, I can not go.
epaa, umba yanna epaa 
no you go doft't 
No, do not go.
B.3.4. If the verb of the proposition is the stative,especial­
ly existential or possessive verb, indi or tibe 'be', when 
negative marker naeaa is introduced the whole verb and the aux, 
are usually deleted. Consider the examples given below:
i amma kaamaree innawa
mother in the room is 
(My) mother is in the room.
neg:
amma kaamaree naa
mother in the room (is) not
(My) mother is not in the room.
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ii bayisikalee garaj ekee tiyenawa 
the bicycle in the garage is 
The bicycle is in the garage.
neg:
bayisikalee garaj ekee naa
the bicycle in the garage (is) not
The bicycle is not in the garage.
iii eyaaTa lamayi dennek innawa
he children two has 
He has two children.
neg:
eyaaTa lamayi dennek naa 
he children two (has) not 
He does not have two children.
iv mee ataaTa dala tiyenawa 
this elephant tusks has 
This elephant has tusks.
neg:
mee ataaTa dala naa
this elephant tusks (has) not
This elephant does not have tusks.
B .3. 5.  When a sentence consisting of an equational proposition 
is negated, the negative marker newey is introduced deleting the 
aux. (which is mostly zero). With regard to these sentences, the 
negative marker naa can not be introduced. Consider these illus- 
-trations:
i mee mahatteya apee palaate graamaseewaka 
this gentleman our of area the headman (is)
This gentleman is the headman of our area.
neg:
mee mahatteya apee palaate graamaseewaka newey/nemey 
This gentleman is not the headman of our area.
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ii mage putaa dostara kenek
my son a doctor (is)
My son is a doctor.
neg:
mage putaa dostara kenek newey 
My son is not a doctor.
B.3.6. When an NP is negated for emphasis, the negative mark­
-er newey is always introduced after the emphasised NP.Observe 
the following examples:
i lameya newey paaDam karanne (v. B.3»2.) 
the child not study do
It is not the child who is studying.
ii mee mala newey lassana
this flower not beautiful .
It is not this flower that is beautiful.
iii amma newey kaamaree (cf. B.3*4>) 
mother not in the room
It is not (my) mother who is in the room.
iv mee mahatteya newey apee palaate graamaseewaka 
this gentleman not our of the area the headman
It is not this gentleman who is the headman of our 
' area.
B.3.7. Negation is marked differently in relation to certain
other moods. If the mood is •Inferential’(v.8.8.), the negation
of such a sentence is usually marked by a negative marker no
introduced before the verb. e.g.
seekara paara fhada-yi / hadaa-wi 
lhadanna puluwani .
Sekara the road may construct 
Sekara may construct the road.
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neg:
seekara paara rno-hada-yi /no-hadaawi 
Ino-hadanna puluwani 
Sekara the road not may construct 
Sekara may not construct the road.
There are different periphrastic ways of saying the same thing.
A sentence like,
seekara paara hadana ekak naeae 
Sekara the road any construction not 
Sekara may not construct the road.
is similar to,
seekara paara no-hadaawi (see above), in meaning.
inUnless one attempts to explain negation^ Sinhalese in detail, 
one is unable to draw attention to all aspects negation in 
Sinhalese syntactically.
B.3.8. When an imperative sentence is negated, a special 
imperative negative marker epaa 'do not' is introduced after 
the aux., which is transformed into the infinitive form after 
deleting the imperative modality.Observe the difference of the 
two sentences given below:
i umbo heTa uden-ma waTa basnda-pari
you tomorrow early in the morning the fence make 
You 'd better make the fence early tomorrow morning.
ii umba heTa uden-ma waeTa bandinna epaa
you tomorrow early in the morning the fence make not 
You 'd better noti£0£,.j. j make the fence early tomorrow morning.
B.3.9. When a hortative or permissive imperative sentence 
is negated, the negation marker no is introduced before the verb,
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as illustrated in the examples:
i api ee waeDee no-karamu 
we that work not let do 
Let us not do that work.
ii mama ehaaTa no-yannan 
I there not shall go
Let me abstain from going there (?)
(0r, I shall not gp there )
( A periphrastic usage mama ehaaTa no-gihin innan
I there without going shall remain 
Let me remain without going there 
I 'll remain without going there , is
quite common. )
iii miniha maalu no-genaapuden 
the man fish not let bring 
Let the man/bring (any) fish.
There are several periphrastic usages which should be account­
-ed for in a detailed study of negation in Sinhalese.
B»3*10. Before concluding this brief section on negation, I 
introduce a positional variant of naeae. namely naeti'not' as the 
negative marker occurring in relativised nominal phrases. Side 
by side with this naeti form, the negation of relative construct­
-ions may be marked by no marker, introduced before the relativ­
ised predicate, verb or adjective.Observe the difference in the 
two usages from the examples cited:
i yanne naeti miniha (< miniha yanne naeae )
going not the man the man go not
The man who doesn't go The man does not go
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no-yana miniha (< miniha yanne nseae )
not go the man 
The man who does not go.
ffiyee nati, mlniha 
no-giya i
The man who did not go.
There are a few special negative markers yet to be 
introduced. In relation to modal auxiliary verbs puluwani 'can, 
may' and oonae 'must, want, need', the negation is realised 
differently, puluwani has a special form baeae (~ bari ) as its 
negative realisation whereas oonae has two possibilities. Nega­
tive marker naaae ( ~nati ) may occur after oona as oona-naa 
'do not want', or a special form epaa 'do not want' (cf. B.3.8. 
for imperative negation ) may be manifest to mark the negation 
of sentences with the modal verb oona. Compare the examples 
given below: '
i maTa yanna puluwani
I go can
I can go.
neg.:
maTa yanna baeae 
I go can not
I can not go.
Cf. also :
yanna beeri miniha 
go can not the man 
The man who can not go.
ii maTa bayisikaleyak oonaB
I a bicycle want
I want a bicycle.
ii
iii
B.3.11.
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neg.: maTa bayisikaleyak ( oonae naeae-
1 epaa .
I a bicycle do not want
I do not want a bicycle.
B.3.12. However, epaa as the neg. marker of Imp. negation, 
as well as the negation of modal verb oonae. must not be confused. 
There is also some overlapping between the two usages , because 
the modal verb oons is capable of expressing some degree of 
command etc., denoted by the Imp. modality.
B.3.13. Since this is not an attempt at a detailed study of 
negation in Sinhalese, I conclude my discussion at this point.
My aim has been to introduce a number of expressions used to 
mark different aspects of negation in Sinhalese. The neg. marker 
no undergoes phonological change. Negation has to be discussed 
in relation to nominalisation in Sinhalese and some other areas 
such as coordination and subordination etc. All these must be 
studied in greater detail if we were to have a proper tinderstand- 
-ing of the negative constructions in Sinhalese. TT._ . .
B.4. ' TAG QUESTION FOBMATION IN SINHALESE
B.4.1. Tag question formation in Sinhalese is very simple.
Tag is realised as nee(ds). It is added to any declarative —  
simple or complex —  or a negative sentence. ( It is interest­
i n g  to note SKIS the fact that the tag in Ceylon English is 
different from that in British English. Instead of the different 
tags of British English, Ceylon English has 'no' as its tag, 
which may have undoubtedly resulted owing to the influence of
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the Sinhalese tag formation . e.g.
You went to Colombo, no?
We are unable to go there,no? etc.)
A few examples .for Sinhalese tag formation are given 
below:
tamuse heTa gamee yanawa nee(da) 
you tomorrow home go no ?
You go home tomorrow, don't you?
minissu ada wæDaTa aawe nææ nee(da) 
the men today td> work came not no?
Men did not come to work todayj did they?
apaTa yanna puluwani nee(da) 
we go can no ?
We can go, can't we?
etc.
B.5. REPORTED SPEECH
B.5.1. When the speaker reports some news he has heard from 
someone else, the reporting expression -lu 'I heard' is usually
used. e.g.
laxjkaawaTa mee dawaswala hayyen wahinawa - lu 
to Ceylon in these days heavily raining heard
It was heard
I heard
jthat Ceylon is having heavy rain these days,
miniha gee-yi iDama-yi dekama wikka - lu
the man the house and the estate (and) both sold (i heard)
I heard that the man has sold both the house and the estate.
apee mahatteya labana maase raTa yanawa - lu 
our 'teacher' next month abroad go (i heard )
I heard that our teacher would be going abroad next month
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B.5.2. If one is reporting somebody elsdls speech, it can be 
done by using one of the following expressions, as illustrated: 
yi (kiysla) ' said that1 
kiyala ' " '
e.g.
sarat heTa koldttba yanawa- yi kiwwa
sarat hefa kolamba yanawa kiyala kiwwa
sarat heTa kolamba yanawa-yi kiyala kiwwa
Sarat tomorrow Colombo go that said
Sarat said that he would go to Colombo tomorrow.
mahatteya heTa enawa-yi kiyala seena taattaTa kiwwa - lu
the master tomorrow come that Sena to (ffly) father said (i heard)
I heard that Sena has told (my) father that the master would come
tomorrow.
B.5.3. One has to go into details of syntax of these complex 
sentences in an attempt to explain the deep syntactic and seman- 
-tic facts they embody. I leave for a detailed study of the 
syntax of Sinhalese to discuss such matters.
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APPENDIX C
C.O. NOMINALISATION IN SINHALESE
C.O.1. In the process of sentence embedding we come across 
nominalised phrases as well as nominalised clauses. Thus we have 
to recognise nominalised phrase formation and nominalised clause 
formation as two distinct processes.
C.1. NOMINALISED PHRASES
C.1.1. Let us suppose that simple sentences consist of a 
proposition and an aux. The proposition has a verb as the 
predicate and its associated arguments. The aux. is in the 
indicative mood besides having other tense and aspect features. 
In the process of phrase nominalisation, first of all, the aux. 
(i.e. tense+aspect +Ind ) is deleted and then a nominaliser 
iima ( or ilia) is introduced. The logical subject NP of the 
proposition ifi usually possessivised. The result is a nominal- 
-ised phrase. However, if the predicate of the proposition is 
an adjective, the nominaliser that is introduced is not iima 
but either a_ or kama . The phrase nominalisers in Sinhalese may 
be introduced as :
phrase nominaliser — ^
iima
ilia
urna - 
1
/ verbs
< mane j
ma /monosyllabic verb
1 mana occurs with a few verbs only. e0g. pihamana 'cooking1, 
liyamana 'writing ', kiyamana 'saying' etc.
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C.1.2. The derivation of the nominalised phrase,
minihage gaha ksepiimo
the man's the tree cutting
The man's cutting (of) the tree, from the
sentence,
miniha gaha kapanswa 
the man the tree cut
The man cuts the tree, may be derived as follows:
The sentence may be represented as :
S
By aux. deletion, and
by nominaliser iima introduction together with possessivis- 
-ation of the subject NP, we get:
NP
minihage gaha kaepiims ( kaep /__iims )
the man's the tree cutting.
In certain cases, although possessivisation takes place, it may 
not be overtly marked by a possessive marker ge or e etc. in
the surface sentenoe
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C.2. NOMINALISED CLAUSES
C.2.1. Just as nominalised phrases are derived from simple 
sentences, the embedded clauses called nominalised clauses are 
also derived from underlying simple sentences. In doing this 
in Sinhalese, we have to apply the following rules:
i deletion of the modality (i.e. Ind. mood ) and
ii introduction of the clause nominaliser.
However, there are constraints such as:
(a) if the aux. of the sentence is the copula aux., it is 
deleted and a clause nominaliser is introduced;
(b) if the nominaliser introduced is zero, the aux. may remain 
without Tindergoing any changes such as modality deletion etc.
C.2.2. There are a number of clause nominalisers and they
may be introduced as:
clause nominaliser >
"eka /but not after adj___.
bawa 
, waga 
wittiya
J.
These nominalised clauses may be found embedded in NPs as
subject complements or object complements of predicates.Since 
I am not discussing complex structures in this study I shall
simply derive one nominalised clause from an underlying sentence
as an illustration. Let us derive the nominalised clause,
siriseena pot liyana-eka 
Sirisena books write the fact 
The fact that Sirisena writes books,
from the underlying sentence,
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siriseens pot liyanswa 
Sirisena books write 
Sirisena writes books.
The sentence may be diagrammed ass
By modality deletion, and
clause nominaliser introduction, we get:
Sirisena books write (s)the fact 
The fact that Sirisena writes books...
In addendum to this short Appendix, I have a brief account 
on the so called compounds in Sinhalese.
C.3. COMPOUND NOUNS
C.3.1. The majority of complex nouns, traditionally called 
compounds, in Sinhalese can be explained as resulting from a 
process of lexicalisation applied tov underlying relativised 
nominal phrases. Let us by way of example, compare the following 
complex nouns with their possible underlying relativised nominal 
phrases and their underlying sentences.
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kiri bat 'milk rice' 
pol tel 'coconut oil' 
wsew watura 'lake water*
muudu-maalu 'sea fish' etc. are complex nouns. I
think the first members of these complex nouns, kirl 'milk',
pol 'coconut', waew 'lake'and. muudu 'sea' are not adjectives on
the assumption that they can not occur as attributes predicat-
-ively. Thus kiri-bat is a lexicalised noun from the relativised
nominal phrase, kiren uyana bat
with milk cook rice
rice that is cooked in milk., which in turn
is the relativised NP of the sentence,
kiren bat uyanawa
with milk rice cook
(People) cook rice with milk.
The sentence is relativised; the verb deletion takes place 
(= kiren bat): and finally, the number, definiteness and case 
markers are deleted of the first member; the result is kiri bat 
'milk rice, rice cooked With milk'.Similarly pol tel etc. may 
be explained as follows:
pol tel 'coconut oil' is from polwalin hindina tel 'oil extract­
e d  from coconuts'. This nominal phrase may have as its under­
-lying sentence,
polwalin tel hindinawa
from coconuts oil (is) extract(ed)
(People) extract oil from coconutsi
By relativisation we get, polwalin hindina tel; then by verb
deletion .polwalin tel : and finally by the deletion of number,
definiteness and case marker, we get pol tel 'coconut oil'.
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waew watura 'lake water' may be the lexicalisation of waewee 
tiyena watura 'water in the lake' or waewen genaa watura 'water 
brought from the lake' etc. The underlying sentences may be 
waewee watura tiyenawa ' there is water in the lake' or waewen 
watura genaawa '(someone) brought water from the lake' etc.The 
process of derivation of waew watura is similar to the way pol 
tel was derived ( pol tel q.v.).
muudu maalu 'sea fish' is the lexicalised form of muude inna 
maalu 'fish that live in the sea' or of muuden allana maalu 
'fish that is caught in the sea', etc. The underlying sentences 
may be : muude maalu innawa 'fish live in the sea or there are 
fish in the sea', or muuden maalu allanawa '(People) catch fish 
in the sea' or some similar. The derivation of muudu maalu is 
similar to that of pol tel (q.v.)
C.3.2. Consider also a few more examples like the following:
elu mas 'goat meat, mutton' 
kos gaha 'jak tree' 
maalu daela 'fishing net' 
makulu dale 'cob web'.
elu mas is from eluwange mas 'meat of goats' which may be from 
eluwanTa ajfiti mas 'meat the goats have'(= inalienable possess* 
-ion ) and which may be from eluwanTw mas tiyenawa or ayiti-yi 
'The goats have meat'. Then the process of derivation is: first 
relativisation; then predicate deletion; the possessivisation of 
the subject NP; finally, number, definiteness and case deletion 
(i.e. eluwanTa tiyena/ayiti mas eluwanTa mass eluwange mas 
elu mas ). However, in the case of alienable possession, this 
process usually comes to an end at the stage of possessivisation
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(cf. minihaTa putek innawa(1 the man has a son*) > minihaTa Inna 
putaa ('the son the man has got')> *minihaTa putaa> minihage 
putaa ('the man's son') but * minis putaa is impossible).
kos gaha 'jak tree' may be from kos .jaatiyaTa ayiti gaha 'the 
tree that belongs to the variety named jak'. The underlying 
sentence, then may be, gaha kos .iaatiyaTa ayiti-yi 'the tree 
belongs to the variety of trees called jak'. Prom kos .iaatiyaTa 
aviti gaha 'the tree that belongs to the variety of trees called 
jak', we get kos gaha by predicate deletion and the deletion of 
the expression denoting the 'idea' of 'variety' (=jaatiya)B 
Thus any name of a tree, plant, fruit etc. can be explained.
The so called compounding is a surface phenomenon and lexical- 
-isation etc. explains how such forms have come into being.
maalu dala 'fishing net' is the lexicalised form of the relativ-
paawicci-karana
-ised nominal phrase, maalu allana/dala 'the net used in catch- 
-ing fish'. The underlying sentence may be maalu allanna dal 
paawicci-karanawa '(People) use nets to catch fish'. By the del- 
-etion pf both predicates of the relativised nominal phrase we 
get maalu dal(a).
makulu dala 'cob web' is similar to elu mas (q.v.).The derivation 
may be stated as: makuluwaTa dalak tiyenawa('the spider has a 
web') makuluwaTa tiyena dala ('the web that the spider has') 
makuluwage dala ('spider's web') > makulu dala. One may be able 
to explain these differently.However, all these complex lexical- 
-ised nouns can be explained as having resulted from some under­
-lying structures.
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C.5.3» Except for a few expressions which are formally complex 
but semantically denote specific objects where apparently no 
underlying structures are involved —  the so called epithetic 
compound nouns —  most other complex nouns can be explained as 
in the above discussion.
All'epithetic compound nouns' such as, haalmaessa 'sprat' 
(literal meaning : 'rice fly'), siwuru-horaa 'name of a bird' 
(lit. 'robe thief'), gon-kawaPiya 'myna' (lit.'ox bird') etc. 
must be treated as any other noun as denoting some object.
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APPENDIX D
D.O. CONCORD IN SINHALESE
D.O.1. I have not recognised the category of number as 
relevant in the description of either the predicate —  verb 
and adjective —  or the auxiliary in Sinhalese, because I 
believe that the category of number has little or no relevance 
semantically as far as verbs, adjectives or the aux. are con- 
-cemed. Number is a grammatical category of the noun phrase. 
However, in certain languages, including some areas of syntax 
in Sinhalese as well, the 'verbal expressions' show some mark- 
-edness associated with number. I believe that this number 
markedness is an additional redundant characteristic. An addit- 
-ional marker is added to sentences, usually after the aux., 
purely by a surface process which we may call 'concord'.Assum- 
-ing that this is correct, (at least, for Sinhalese) let us 
examine the areas where concord has a part to play in Sinhalese0
if.D.O.2. Concord in Sinhalese^not complex at all. There is no
concord between adnominals said head nouns in so called endo- 
-centric constructions whioh have resulted through the process 
of relativisation or in some cases, through the process of 
nominalisation. Furthermore, there is no ooncord between any 
(grammatical ?) subject NP and the'verbal expressions'(i.e. 
both verb + aux.) of sentences when the auxiliary of the 
sentences in question is marked, among other features for the 
moods such as, the indicative, benediotive, inferential,certain* 
-ty, obligation and possibility. This leaves us with the major 
domain of concord in Sinhalese, namely the imperative mood.
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Concord is relevant for equational sentences as well, and this 
will be discussed later in the chapter. Let us first examine 
concord in Sinhalese in relation to imperative sentences.
D.1„ CONCORD OF IMPERATIVE SENTENCES
D.1.1. We have already recognised three classes of imperative
sentences. They are :
simple imperatives (v.8.4.2.,8.4®3®;8.6.2. - 8.6.6.) 
hortative imperative (v.8.4.4»5 8.6.8.,8.6.9®) and 
permissive imperative (v.8.4.5.;8.6.10.,8.6.11.).
Then within the simple imperative modality we recognised 
a three-fold grade distinction such as,
respect grade (v 8.4®3®» 8.6.2.) 
ordinary grade (v. 8.4®3®j 8.6.3.) and 
derogatory grade ( v. 8.4.3®, 8.6.5.).
D.1.2. I take it for granted that wherever a simple imperative 
verbal expression ( i.e. verb + simple Imp. aux.) is used in a 
sentence, a 2P pronoun appears as the agent of the action the 
speaker requests or commands him to do. In an earlier section 
we also recognised a three-fold grade distinction within the 2P 
pronoun ( v.2.2.). When we have three identical grades for both 
2P pronoun and the simple imperative mood( v.8.4.3®)» we may 
expect some interdependency between them. And this is true . To 
whatever grade the 2P pronoun belongs, imperative modality must 
belong to the same grade. Thus 2P pronouns agree in grade with 
simple imp. mood and this grade concord may be represented as
follows:
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concord in grade — >
NP (verb)+ imp. n
+2P pro +simple
+ resp +resp.
NP (verb)+ imp.
+2P pro +simple
+ord. +ord.
" NP " (verb)+ imp.
+2P pro +simple
+dero. +dero.
D.1.3. Then there is number concord as well. The concord in 
number between the subject NP,namely the 2P pronoun, and the 
verbal expression consisting of verb + imp. aux., is zero(=0) 
or unmarked if the number is singular. Further, even if the 
number is plural(i.e.[-sg]), no concord is marked with regard 
to simple imperative sentences which are marked for [+respj 
grade. However, in relation to the remaining two grades, simple 
imperative sentences are marked for concord in number —  that 
is if the subject NP, 2P pronoun, is [-sg], the imp. aux. is 
followed by the [-sg] concord marker la if the imp. aux. is 
[+ord], and hu if the imp. aux. is [+ dero]. Thus number concord 
may be stated as :
number concord 
-sg
' la /|_NP '
2P pro 
+ord. 
-sg
hu /I" NP
2P pro 
+dero
TSg
i. + verb +aux.
+imp.
+ord.
... +verb + aux.'
+imp.
4-dero
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e.g.
tamuse yanawa 
You go. (ord)
tamusela yanavala
umbala paleyalla (< paleyan+la )
You (pi) go (pi. ord)
too gaha kapapiya
you the tree cut
You cut the tree ( = dero)
topi gaha kapepiya(w)u (z -piya +hu> piya+u> piya(w)u )
you (pi) the tree cut
You cut the tree (= dero; pi.)
D.1.4. However, there are ai. few imperative expressions of 
the derogatory grade where plural number concord is absent.
These are inherently singular . All forms like adu 'puli’, gilu 
'swallow' etc, from ..CVCi structure verbs and monosyllabic kaa 
'eat', naa 'have a bath' etc., as imp. expressions belong to 
this special class.
D.1.5. Next let us examine the number concord of permissive 
imp. sentences. Here, too, the singular number concord is unmark­
-ed whereas the plural number concord is marked with some restrict- 
-ions, for it is marked only after the aux. den (v.8.6.10.). The 
concord marker is la . This la never occurs after the other 
permissive imp.aux. aawe (v.8.6.10.). Thus [-sgj concord of 
permissive imp. sentences may be stated as:
number comcord 
- -sg
— ^ la /. aux.
+imp.
+permissive
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(However, syntactically the facts are more complex; if we examine 
the deep syntax of the permissivejsemtences, we are bound to real- 
-ise that this la plural marker after dep has survived from la 
of an embedded simple imperative sentence.)
e.g. :
kolla giyadei] 
the boy let go 
(You sg.) let the boy go.
kolla giyadella (< -deq+la)
the boy let go
(You pi.) let the boy go.
D.1.6. No special concord is marked for hortative imp.sentenc- 
-es, especially when the subject is 1P pronoun with hearer exclu­
sive reference. However, when the subject is 1P pronoun |_-sg], 
with hearer inclusive reference, the fl-sg] concord is realised 
fused in the imp. hortative mu (v.8.6.9») realisation, e.g.
mama yannai]
I 'll go ( or let me go)
api y armar)
. We 'll go ( or let's go).( [-hearerJ)
api yamu 
we let go
Let us go (L+hearer]).
D.2. CONCORD IN EQ.UATIONAL SENTENCES
D02.1. There is another class of sentences in Sinhalese,where
agreement in number and case has an important role to play. With
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regard to equational sentences, the subject NP and the predicate 
NP must agree in number and case( which is always Objective).
One may not find any aux. realisations in equational sentences 
in Sinhalese. Since both NPs refer to the same object(s), it is 
natural that they should be marked for number and case in both 
places. Consider the following examples:
i miniha wedek ' 
the man a physician 
The man is a physician.
ii minissu guruwaru 
the men teachers 
The men are teachers.
However, the following combinations are ungrammatical, because
the NPs do not have the number agreement:
* miniha guruwaru
the man teachers • or,
* minissu wedek
the men a physician .
We can not speak of agreement in definiteness, because an NP 
marked for indefinite feature can not occur as the subject of 
an equational sentence.
h.2.2. In most linguistic treatises on Sinhalese, these conco-
-rdial relationships have been treated as singular and plural
inflections of verbs. This may not be trie, because, for one
spoken
reason, no verbs in/Sinhalese inflect for singular and plural 
number, and for another, the verb can (as in this study) be 
described independently of the aux. as well as these concordial
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number relationships. Furthermore, in most cases, where plural
'verbal expressions'are encountered, the plural marker is mostly
a separate element (= a morpheme) that has been added to the
n
unmarked singular form. Semantically , I believe, the right place
is
for number is the NP where the reference^to 'things',and not to 
the verb, and therefore, I think, it is reasonable to explain 
the concord in number between subject IfrPs and 'verbal expressions' 
as some redundant surface characteristic only.In relation to 
equational sentences, the concord is between the co-referential 
NPs, where non observance of concord does not produce an equation-
-al sentence
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